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About this information
This book provides instructions for customizing and using IBM® Multi-Factor
Authentication for z/OS®, which is referred to in this document as IBM MFA. The
book is designed to help system administrators, security administrators, and
operators customize the product following installation.
This book assumes that readers have a working knowledge of:
v The z/OS operating system
v RACF®
v ISPF
v RSA Authentication Manager and authentication mechanisms
v PKCS#11 tokens
v z/OS Communications Server Application Transparent Transport Layer Security
(AT- TLS)
v TSO/E, z/OS Management Facility, and all other applications you use together
with IBM Multi-Factor Authentication for z/OS.
For installation information, refer to IBM Multi-Factor Authentication for z/OS
Program Directory, which is included in the product package.
To find any supplemental information made available after publication, go to
http://www.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?htmlfid=ZSW03328USEN.
To find the complete z/OS library, go to IBM Knowledge Center
(http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSLTBW/welcome).
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How to send your comments to IBM
We appreciate your input on this publication. Feel free to comment on the clarity,
accuracy, and completeness of the information or provide any other feedback that
you have.
Use one of the following methods to send your comments:
1. Send an email to mhvrcfs@us.ibm.com.
2. Send an email from the "Contact us" web page for z/OS (http://
www.ibm.com/systems/z/os/zos/webqs.html).
Include the following information:
v Your name and address.
v Your email address.
v Your telephone or fax number.
v The publication title and order number:
IBM Multi-Factor Authentication for z/OS Installation and Customization
SC27-8447-04
v The topic and page number that is related to your comment.
v The text of your comment.
When you send comments to IBM, you grant IBM a nonexclusive right to use or
distribute the comments in any way appropriate without incurring any obligation
to you.
IBM or any other organizations use the personal information that you supply to
contact you only about the issues that you submit.

If you have a technical problem
Do not use the feedback methods that are listed for sending comments. Instead,
take one of the following actions:
v Contact your IBM service representative.
v Call IBM technical support.
v Visit the IBM Support Portal at z/OS Support Portal (http://www-947.ibm.com/
systems/support/z/zos/).
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Summary of changes
This information includes terminology, maintenance, and editorial changes.
Technical changes or additions to the text and illustrations for the current edition
are indicated by a vertical line to the left of the change.

Summary of changes as updated August, 2017
Changes made to IBM MFA as updated August, 2017

New
v Chapter 13, “Configuring IBM MFA for SafeNet RADIUS,” on page 63 is added
to describe IBM MFA for SafeNet RADIUS support.
v Chapter 12, “Configuring IBM MFA for generic RADIUS,” on page 57 is added
to describe generic RADIUS support.
v Chapter 10, “Configuring IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication,” on page 43 is
updated to show that you must authorize the user ID of the web services started
task to each IRR.RFACTOR.POLICY.POLICY-NAME profile you create.
v Chapter 19, “Configuring IBM MFA for high availability,” on page 89 is added.
v Chapter 5, “IBM MFA configuration roadmap,” on page 11 is added to call
attention to configuration requirements.
v Chapter 16, “IBM CL/SuperSession for z/OS,” on page 79 is added to describe
using IBM CL/SuperSession for z/OS, V2.1.
v Chapter 22, “Using a specific TCP/IP stack,” on page 95 is added to describe
using a specific stack.
v Chapter 18, “Defining multiple users for IBM MFA started tasks,” on page 87 is
added to describe defining multiple users for the started tasks.

Changed
v “Configure an AT-TLS profile” on page 19 is updated to ensure that you specify
Subject Alternate Names that cover all names that a user may enter into their
browser to reach the server.
v Various editorial changes have been made.

Summary of changes as updated February, 2017
Changes made to IBM MFA as updated February, 2017

New
v Chapter 1, “Preparing for IBM MFA,” on page 1 is added to call attention to
prerequisites.
v “Disaster recovery for IBM MFA with SecurID” on page 32 is added to
document recovery steps for several disaster scenarios.

Changed
v Chapter 6, “Configuring IBM MFA STC configuration attributes,” on page 13 is
updated to show that several of the IBM MFA web services started task
attributes can be left blank if the IBM MFA services started task is being used for
in-band authentication only.
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017
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v Chapter 7, “Configuring IBM MFA web services configuration attributes,” on
page 17 is updated to show that you must configure the web services
configuration attributes before you can use IBM TouchToken, IBM MFA
Certificate Authentication, and IBM MFA Out-of-Band.
v “Configure a PKCS#11 token” on page 17 is updated to show the required
CSFSERV resource profile access.
v “Create and manage multi-factor authentication policies” on page 45 is corrected
to show that the default for the REUSE parameter is N.
v Minor editorial updates have been made.

Summary of changes as updated November, 2016
Changes made to IBM MFA as updated November, 2016

New
v Chapter 6, “Configuring IBM MFA STC configuration attributes,” on page 13.
v Chapter 10, “Configuring IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication,” on page 43.
v Chapter 11, “Configuring IBM MFA certificate authentication,” on page 49.

Changed
v Chapter 14, “Configuring Password Fallback,” on page 71 is added and updated
to say that password fallback is a user setting that applies to all in-band IBM
MFA authentications performed with that user ID.
v Minor editorial updates have been made.

Summary of changes as updated October, 2016
Changes made to IBM MFA as updated October, 2016

New
v Chapter 15, “Configuring IBM HTTP Server - Powered by Apache for IBM
MFA,” on page 73 is added to describe configuring IBM HTTP Server - Powered
by Apache to use IBM MFA.

Changed
v Minor editorial updates have been made.

Summary of changes as updated September, 2016
Changes made to IBM MFA as updated September, 2016

New
v Chapter 9, “Configuring IBM MFA for IBM TouchToken,” on page 35 is added to
show the addition of IBM TouchToken support.
v Chapter 17, “Bypassing IBM MFA,” on page 81 is added to describe bypassing
IBM TouchToken, including for PassTickets.
v Chapter 21, “Modifying component trace levels,” on page 93 is added to describe
modifying trace levels.
v New messages have been added in support of IBM TouchToken.

Changed
v Minor editorial updates have been made.
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Chapter 1. Preparing for IBM MFA
Before you begin to customize IBM MFA, take note of the following prerequisites.
The prerequisites are described in detail in the relevant sections of this guide, and
are summarized here for your convenience.
You may need to coordinate with other systems-level and network support staff to
satisfy these prerequisites.

Maintenance
Apply all maintenance that is available for IBM MFA and for RACF from the IBM
website at http://www.ibm.com/support/mysupport.

Required ports
Determine whether you need to allocate the ports shown in Table 1. The three
ports must be different.
Table 1. Required Ports
Port Name

Description

When Needed

Server Port Number

This is a listener port that
facilitates internal
communication between the
IBM MFA web services task
and the IBM MFA services
started task.
Important: You do not
configure this port in
AT-TLS.

You must allocate this port
before you can use IBM
TouchToken, and IBM MFA
Out-of-Band.

Server Authentication Port

This is the port number on
which the IBM MFA web
server listens. The port must
match the one configured in
AT-TLS.

You must allocate this port
before you can use IBM
TouchToken and IBM MFA
Out-of-Band.

This port must be configured
with server authentication
(HandshakeRole is Server) in
the AT-TLS configuration.
Mutual Authentication Port.

IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication requires that
AT-TLS be configured for
client (mutual) authentication
on a dedicated port. The port
must match the one
configured in AT-TLS.

You must allocate this port
before you can use IBM MFA
Certificate Authentication.
IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication itself requires
IBM MFA Out-of-Band.

This port must be configured
with client authentication
(HandshakeRole is
ServerWithClientAuth,
ClientAuthType is Required)
in the AT-TLS configuration.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017
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General configuration prerequisites
v If you have a coupling facility (CF) configured, you can share the IBM MFA
cache using the CF. IBM MFA can optionally use cross system coupling facility
(XCF) Note Pad Services. See z/OS MVS Setting Up a Sysplex for complete
information on XCF Note Pad Services.
v If you plan to use IBM TouchToken or IBM MFA Out-of-Band:
– ICSF must be installed, configured, and the ICSF started task started, as
described in z/OS Cryptographic Services ICSF System Programmer's Guide.
– You must have already installed and configured z/OS Communications
Server and be familiar with Application Transparent Transport Layer Security
(AT- TLS) policies.
v If you plan to use IBM MFA with SecurID:
– Configure an RSA Authentication Agent for each z/OS system or LPAR that
is running IBM MFA. See your Authentication Manager documentation for
details.
– Create accounts for the users in RSA Authentication Manager and assign RSA
tokens.

2
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Chapter 2. Customizing IBM MFA
After you complete the installation instructions in the Program Directory for IBM
Multi-Factor Authentication for z/OS, you should apply all maintenance that is
available for the product from the IBM website at http://www.ibm.com/support/
mysupport. Then you must customize the core product. For more information
about customization, refer to the following topics:
v “Customization overview”
v Chapter 3, “System programming steps,” on page 5
v Chapter 4, “RACF administration steps,” on page 7
v Chapter 5, “IBM MFA configuration roadmap,” on page 11

Customization overview
Complete the customization steps to tailor IBM MFA for your environment.
The following table provides a summary of the steps involved with customization.
Table 2. Overview of steps for customizing IBM MFA
Step

Description

1

“Copy SAZFEXEC(AZFEXEC)” on page 5

2

“Customize AZFEXEC” on page 5

3

“Copy SAZFSAMP(AZF#IN00) and SAZFSAMP(AZF#IN01)” on page 5

4

“Customize AZF#IN00 and AZF#IN01” on page 5

5

“Authorize the Load Library” on page 6

6

“Update SCHEDxx PARMLIB program properties” on page 6

7

“Define a user for AZF started tasks” on page 7

8

“Define a profile in the STARTED Class” on page 8

9

“Define a resource profile in MFADEF class for the started task” on page 8

10

“RACLIST and activate MFADEF class” on page 9

11

“Define a resource profile in FACILITY class” on page 9

12

“Authorize access to IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSTC profile” on page 9

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017
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Chapter 3. System programming steps
After you install IBM MFA, you must complete several steps to customize the
product for your environment.
These customization steps must be completed before you run IBM MFA for the
first time.

Copy SAZFEXEC(AZFEXEC)
Copy the SAZFEXEC (AZFEXEC) member to a data set in your SYSEXEC
concatenation.

Procedure
1. Browse the SAZFEXEC data set in the target library.
2. Copy the member AZFEXEC to a data set in your SYSEXEC concatenation. You
can use the TSO ISRDDN command from ISPF to view the current data set
allocations, including the SYSEXEC concatenation.
3. Verify the change.

Customize AZFEXEC
Customize the azfhlq parameter of the AZFEXEC member of the data set.

Procedure
1. Edit the AZFEXEC member of the data set in your SYSEXEC concatenation.
2. Change the azfhlq parameter to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) used where you
installed IBM MFA.
3. Save the change.

Copy SAZFSAMP(AZF#IN00) and SAZFSAMP(AZF#IN01)
Copy AZF#IN00 and AZF#IN01 to the PROCLIB from which you run started tasks.

Procedure
1. Copy the AZF#IN00 and AZF#IN01 members of the SAZFSAMP data set in the
target library to the PROCLIB from which you run started tasks.
2. Browse the PROCLIB to ensure the AZF#IN00 and AZF#IN01 members are
there.

Customize AZF#IN00 and AZF#IN01
Customize AZF#IN00 and AZF#IN01 for the high-level qualifier.

Procedure
1. Edit AZF#IN00 and AZF#IN01 and change azfhlq to the high-level qualifier of
where you installed IBM MFA.
2. Save the change.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017
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Authorize the Load Library
Make sure the load library containing the IBM MFA load modules is APF
authorized. The PROGxx parmlib member contains the names of program libraries
that you want the system to define as authorized with the Authorized Program
Facility (APF). The APF statement defines the format and contents of the APF list.

Procedure
1. Add the following line to the APF section of your PROGxx parmlib member:
APF ADD DSNAME(HLQ.SAZFLOAD) SMS

where HLQ is the high-level qualifier (HLQ) used where you installed IBM
MFA.
2. Verify the change.

Update SCHEDxx PARMLIB program properties
Update the SCHEDxx parmlib properties to identify the program, AZFSTCMN,
that requires special attributes. The PPT statement specifies a list of programs that
require special attributes.

Procedure
1. Edit the SYS1.PARMLIB(SCHEDxx) member that defines program properties.
2. Add the following entry:
PPT PGMNAME(AZFSTCMN)
KEY(2)
NOSWAP
CANCEL

/* MULTI-FACTOR AUTH
*/
/* PROTECTION KEY
/* NON-SWAPABLE
/* CANCELABLE

3. Save the changes.
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*/
*/
*/

Chapter 4. RACF administration steps
After you complete the initial system programming steps, you must perform RACF
administration steps.

Define a user for AZF started tasks
Define a user for the AZF started tasks.

Procedure
1. Define a user for the AZF started tasks with the following properties:
v No passphrase or password
v Owned by a suitable started task group
v PROTECTED
v No TSO segment
v An OMVS segment with a unique user ID
For example:
USER=AZFSTC
NAME=STCFORMFA OWNER=STCGROUPCREATED=15.257
DEFAULT-GROUP=STCGROUP PASSDATE=N/A PASS-INTERVAL=N/A
PHRASEDATE=N/A
ATTRIBUTES=PROTECTED
REVOKEDATE=NONE RESUMEDATE=NONE
LAST-ACCESS=15.282/13:36:54
CLASS AUTHORIZATIONS=NONE
NO-INSTALLATION-DATA
NO-MODEL-NAME
LOGON ALLOWED
(DAYS)
(TIME)
--------------------------------------------ANYDAY
ANYTIME
GROUP=STCGROUP
AUTH=USE
CONNECT-OWNER=STCGROUP CONNECT-DATE=15.257
CONNECTS=123 UACC=NONE
LAST-CONNECT=15.282/13:36:54
CONNECT ATTRIBUTES=GRPACC
REVOKE DATE=NONE
RESUME DATE=NONE
SECURITY-LEVEL=NONE SPECIFIED
CATEGORY-AUTHORIZATION
NONE SPECIFIED
SECURITY-LABEL=NONE SPECIFIED
NO TSO INFORMATION
OMVS INFORMATION
---------------UID= 0000015100
CPUTIMEMAX= NONE
ASSIZEMAX= NONE
FILEPROCMAX= NONE
PROCUSERMAX= NONE
THREADSMAX= NONE
MMAPAREAMAX= NONE

2. Save the change.
3. To verify the user information, you can use a command such as the following:
LU AZFSTC OMVS
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4. If you want to audit successful authentications by SMF type 83 subtype 7
records, you must specify UAUDIT attributes for the started task user ID. See
z/OS Security Server RACF Macros and Interfaces for information on SMF type 83
subtype 7 records.
Note: Authentication failures always result in the generation of SMF type 83
subtype 7 records.

Define a profile in the STARTED Class
Define a profile in the RACF STARTED class to ensure that the IBM MFA address
space has the proper level of authority.

Procedure
1. Define a profile in the STARTED class. For example:
CLASS
----STARTED
LEVEL
----00

NAME
---AZF*.** (G)
OWNER
-------STCGROUP

UNIVERSAL ACCESS YOUR ACCESS WARNING
---------------- ----------- ------NONE
NONE
NO

INSTALLATION DATA
----------------NONE
APPLICATION DATA
---------------NONE
AUDITING
-------FAILURES(READ)
NOTIFY
-----NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED
STDATA INFORMATION
-----------------USER= AZFSTC
GROUP= STCGROUP
TRUSTED= NO
PRIVILEGED= NO
TRACE= NO

2. Verify the change.

Define a resource profile in MFADEF class for the started task
You define IBM MFA factors by creating a general resource profile for the factor
name in the MFADEF class. To define a factor for the IBM MFA services started
task, use RDEFINE to create a resource profile named FACTOR.AZFSTC in the MFADEF
class.

About this task
Note: IBM MFA uses resource profiles for configuration, not access control, and
therefore does not use generic profiles.
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Procedure
1. Define the factors in the MFADEF class:
RDEF MFADEF FACTOR.AZFSTC OWNER(userid or group-name)

2. Refresh the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

3. Verify the change. For example:
RLIST MFADEF FACTOR.AZFSTC

RACLIST and activate MFADEF class
RACLIST and activate the MFADEF class. The MFADEF class must be active before
a user can log on with IBM MFA.

Procedure
1. RACLIST and activate the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) CLASSACT(MFADEF) GENERIC(MFADEF)

2. Verify the change.

Define a resource profile in FACILITY class
To define authorization to execute the panels for IBM MFA services administration,
use RDEFINE to create a resource profile named IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSTC in the
FACILITY class.

Procedure
1. Define the factors in the FACILITY class for AZFSTC:
RDEF FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSTC OWNER(userid or group-name)

2. Refresh the FACILITY class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

3. Verify the changes. For example:
RLIST FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSTC

Authorize access to IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSTC profile
Authorize the administrators who execute the panels to the
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSTC profile. The user ID of the IBM MFA web
services started task requires READ access to this profile.

Procedure
1. Allow the access shown in Table 3:
Table 3. Required levels of permission
Permission

Access

READ

Able to view configuration options, but may
not update, create, or delete parameters.

UPDATE, CONTROL, ALTER

Able to create, update, delete, and view
configuration options.

For example:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSTC ACCESS(UPDATE) CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user)
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSTC ACCESS(READ) CLASS(FACILITY) ID(AZFSTC)
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH
Chapter 4. RACF administration steps
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2. Verify the change.
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Chapter 5. IBM MFA configuration roadmap
Before you begin to configure IBM MFA, take note of the configuration roadmap.

In-band versus out-of-band authentication
IBM MFA provides two approaches to authentication:
v In-band. The user presents the credentials directly into the application. For
in-band authentication, the user generates a token using IBM MFA with SecurID,
IBM TouchToken, or RADIUS and uses that token directly to log on.

|
|
|

v Out-of band. IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication allows a user to authenticate
outside of the z/OS authentication process ("out-of-band") with one or more
factors to retrieve a cache token credential. You configure the authentication
factors the user must provide, and the user is then presented with a user-specific
IBM MFA Out-of-Band web page for the configured authentication factors. If the
IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication is successful, the user then uses the
resulting cache token credential to log on.
IBM MFA Out-of-Band provides significant advantages, as described in Chapter 10,
“Configuring IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication,” on page 43.

Configuration roadmap
Before you begin to configure IBM MFA, take note of the following configuration
roadmap. The configuration steps are described in detail in the relevant sections of
this guide.
Table 4. IBM MFA Configuration Roadmap
STC
Configured/
Authentication Started
Method
Needed?

Cache Name
and Entries
Needed?

Web Services
Configured/
Started
Needed?

PKCS#11
Needed?
1

AT-TLS
Needed?

ICSF Needed?

N

N1

SecurID
in-band

Y

Y

N

N

TouchToken
in-band

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SafeNet
RADIUS
in-band

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Generic
RADIUS
in-band

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Out-of-band

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Certificate
PIV/CAC
(requires
out-of-band)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Notes:
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1

Not generally needed, but required if using the IBM HTTP Server - Powered
by Apache plug-in.
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Chapter 6. Configuring IBM MFA STC configuration attributes
You must configure the STC configuration attributes.
The STC configuration attributes panel contains the settings for the IBM MFA
services started task. The IBM MFA services address space:
v Provides IBM MFA main logic.
v Accesses IBM MFA data in the RACF database via SAF/RACF.
v Validates user-provided credentials using RACF IBM MFA data and external
IBM MFA sources.
v Validates IBM MFA data using administrator-initiated provisioning.
v Provides an anchor for communications for factors.
v Tracks states for user authentication events.
v Provides a cache of token credentials generated during out-of-band
authentication.

IBM MFA STC configuration requirements
Before you configure IBM MFA STC, refer to the configuration roadmap in
Chapter 5, “IBM MFA configuration roadmap,” on page 11.

Configure IBM MFA STC configuration attributes
You must configure the IBM MFA STC Configuration Attributes panel.

Before you begin
If you have a coupling facility (CF) configured you can optionally share the IBM
MFA cache using the CF and cross system coupling facility (XCF) Note Pad
Services. An XCF note pad is shared storage that can be accessed by programs
throughout the sysplex. See z/OS MVS Setting Up a Sysplex for complete
information on XCF Note Pad Services.

Procedure
1. Execute AZFEXEC and enter STC.
2. Provide the following to configure the IBM MFA Services started task:
Table 5. MFA Services Started Task
Setting

Allowed Values

Description

Initial Trace Level

0 through 3

Choose the initial trace level.
Valid values are 0 through 3,
where the higher number
increases the level of verbosity.
The default is 0.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017
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Table 5. MFA Services Started Task (continued)
Setting

Allowed Values

Description

Cache Token Sharing

Enter an allowed value.IBM MFA
v N (The cache is not
shared between systems. caches tokens that can be
retrieved on any system in the
This is the default.)
sysplex that shares the MFA
v X (The cache is shared
cache. The IBM MFA cache can
using cross system
function in two ways:
coupling facility (XCF)
v If you have a coupling facility
server messaging.)
(CF), the IBM MFA cache is
v C (The cache is shared
shared using the CF. A CF is a
using the coupling
special logical partition that
facility.)
provides high-speed caching,
list processing, and locking
functions in a sysplex.
v If you do not have a CF, or
choose not to use the CF, you
can optionally share the IBM
MFA cache using cross system
coupling facility (XCF) server
messaging.

Cache Name

A-Z, 0-9, @,#,$

Enter an 8-character (maximum)
name of your choice for the
cache. Must be set.

Number of cache entries

Numeric value in the
range of 1024 - 1048576

Enter the number of allowed
cache entries. The default is 1024.
Must be set.

Server Port Number

Valid port number

This is a listener port that
facilitates internal communication
between the IBM MFA web
services task and the IBM MFA
services started task.
Important: You do not configure
this port in AT-TLS.
You must allocate this port before
you can use IBM TouchToken and
IBM MFA Out-of-Band.
You can use the NETSTAT
PORTLIST command to see which
ports are currently in use.

3. Press F3 to save your changes and exit.

Start the IBM MFA services started task
The IBM MFA services started task supports authentication of users and validation
of tags specified in the RACF ALTUSER command at runtime.

About this task
In “Copy SAZFSAMP(AZF#IN00) and SAZFSAMP(AZF#IN01)” on page 5, you
copied the AZF#IN00 member of the SAZFSAMP data set to the PROCLIB from
which you run started tasks.
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Procedure
1. To start the started task if it is stopped, enter the following operator command:
S <STC Job Name>

For example:
S AZF#IN00

2. Start the started task on every z/OS instance sharing the RACF database where
users log on.
3. Verify that the task started. The absence of errors after the "AZF2110I Started
console receiver" message in the SYSLOG indicates success.

Chapter 6. Configuring IBM MFA STC configuration attributes
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Chapter 7. Configuring IBM MFA web services configuration
attributes
You must configure the web services configuration attributes before you can use
IBM TouchToken, IBM MFA Certificate Authentication, and IBM MFA Out-of-Band.
Important: If you are using only IBM MFA for SecurID in-band, you can skip this
chapter.

IBM MFA web services configuration requirements
Before you configure IBM MFA web services refer to the configuration roadmap in
Chapter 5, “IBM MFA configuration roadmap,” on page 11.

Configure a PKCS#11 token
PKCS#11 is a programming interface to create and manipulate cryptographic
tokens. PKCS#11 tokens are containers that hold digital certificates and keys. IBM
TouchToken for iOS components that run on z/OS use a PKCS#11 token to
generate and manage secret keys, and to perform hash message authentication
code (HMAC) operations. IBM MFA web services use the PKCS#11 token to
generate and encrypt session cookies that are sent to the user's web browser.

Before you begin
ICSF must be installed, configured, and the ICSF started task started, as described
in z/OS Cryptographic Services ICSF System Programmer's Guide.
Allow the CSFSERV resource profile access shown in Table 6.
Table 6. CSFSERV Resource Profiles

|
|
|

Resource Profile

Web Services STC User ID

PAGENT User ID

CSFRNG

READ

READ

CSF1SKD

READ

CSF1SKE

READ

CSF1TRC

READ

CSF1TRL

READ

CSFOWH

READ

CSF1GSK

READ

CSFIQA

READ

CSFRNGL

READ

CSF1HMG

READ

READ

For example:
PERMIT CSFRNG CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACC(READ)
SETROPTS RACLIST(CSFSERV) REFRESH

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017
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About this task

|

PKCS #11 tokens and objects are stored in a VSAM data set called the token data
set (TKDS). The TKDS serves as the repository for persistent cryptographic keys
and certificates used by PKCS #11 applications.
This procedure summarizes the steps to create a PKCS#11 token for your
convenience. See z/OS Cryptographic Services ICSF Administrator's Guide for
complete information.
See the introductory chapter of z/OS Cryptographic Services ICSF Writing PKCS #11
Applications for token access information and guidelines.
Access to PKCS #11 tokens in ICSF is controlled by the CRYPTOZ class, with
different access levels as well as a differentiation between standard users and
security officers. For each token, there are two resources in the CRYPTOZ class for
controlling access to tokens:
v The resource USER.token_name controls the access of the User role to the token.
v The resource SO.token_name controls the access of the Security Officer (SO) role
to the token.
You can either first create your own PKCS#11 token using RACDCERT ADDTOKEN and
the IBM MFA web services server will use it, or you can provide a valid token
name and the IBM MFA web services server will create it if it does not already
exist. In either case, the token name you specify in this procedure must match the
token name you subsequently use with AZFEXEC.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Important: Troubleshooting IBM MFA CRYPTOZ access problems can be difficult
if a governing profile does not exist. Under some circumstances, such as when the
user ID of the web services started task does not have access to one or more of the
profiles in the CRYPTOZ class because the profile does not exist, ICSF can deny a
request without issuing an informative ICHnumber error message, leaving only the
reason code for guidance.

|
|
|
|
|
|

It is recommended that you create a governing CRYPTOZ class profile with a value
of ** with a UACC of NONE. In the absence of a profile that permits access, this
restrictive profile causes a message to be output so that you can determine the
missing RACF profile.

|

Procedure

RDEFINE CRYPTOZ SO.** UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ USER.** UACC(NONE)

1. Create the TKDS. A sample job illustrating the definition of the TKDS data set
is shipped in SYS1.SAMPLIB, in member CSFTKDS. Copy, edit, and run the
sample job to initialize the TKDS data set.
2. Edit the ICSF installation options data set in the PARMLIB member for the
CSF started task. Set the TKDSN or SYSPLEXTKDS directives, as appropriate:
v TKDSN identifies the VSAM data set that contains the token data set.
v SYSPLEXTKDS specifies whether the token data set should have
sysplex-wide data consistency. The SYSPLEXTKDS option is in effect only if
the TKDSN option has also been specified.
In a sysplex, the required format of this directive is:
SYSPLEXTKDS(YES,FAIL(YES))
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where YES specifies that the system is notified of updates made to the
TKDS by other members of the sysplex that have also specified
SYSPLEXTKDS(YES,FAIL(fail-option)), and FAIL (YES) specifies that ICSF
initialization terminates abnormally if there is a failure creating the TKDS
latch set.
3. Activate the CRYPTOZ class with generics and RACLISTs:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(CRYPTOZ) GENERIC(CRYPTOZ) RACLIST(CRYPTOZ)

|
|
|

4. Create generic profiles in the CRYPTOZ class.
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ SO.** UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ USER.** UACC(NONE)

5. Create a profile for the web service server's access to the token.
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ SO.token_name UACC(NONE)

6. Create a profile for the standard user's access to the token:
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ USER.token_name UACC(NONE)

7. Give the user ID of the web services started task CONTROL access to the
profile that protects the token, where user-ID is the user ID of the web services
started task.
PERMIT SO.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(user-ID) ACC(CONTROL)

8. Give the same user UPDATE access to the profile that protects the token,
where user-ID is the user ID of the web services started task.
PERMIT USER.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(user-ID) ACC(UPDATE)

9. Refresh the profile for the CRYPTOZ class, so that the changes take effect:
SETROPTS RACLIST(CRYPTOZ) REFRESH

10. Give the same user READ access to the IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING profile in
the FACILITY class, where user-ID is the user ID of the web services started
task.
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

11. Refresh the FACILITY class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Configure an AT-TLS profile
Configure an AT-TLS profile for HTTPS on the z/OS system you want to use for
the IBM MFA web services started task.

Before you begin
You must satisfy the following prerequisites before you configure an AT-TLS
profile:
v You must have already installed and configured z/OS Communications Server
and be familiar with Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT- TLS)
policies.
v This procedure assumes that you are using a public CA. It is strongly
recommended that you use a certificate issued by a well-known certificate
authority (CA).
v Subject Alternative Name (SAN) is an extension to X.509 that allows multiple
values (email addresses, IP addresses, DNS host names, and so forth) that a
certificate should match to be associated with the certificate using a
subjectAltName field. When ordering server certificates to use with IBM MFA
web services, ensure that you specify Subject Alternate Names that cover all
names that a user may enter into their browser to reach the server. For example,
assume you have an LPAR named LP13 with two TCP/IP stacks, and the host
Chapter 7. Configuring IBM MFA web services configuration attributes
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names are lp13 and lp13tcpip2. The Subject Alternate Name attributes should be
as follows. The DNS names and IP addresses are for example purposes only.
DNS Name=lp13.yourcompany.com
DNS Name=lp13
DNS Name=lp13tcpip2.yourcompany.com
DNS Name=lp13tcpip2
DNS Name=10.168.54.96
DNS Name=192.168.55.113
IP Address=10.168.54.96
IP Address=192.168.55.113

When you specify Subject Alternate Names, the base Subject Distinguished
Name (DN) CN attribute is not used by the browser to validate the certificate. See
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6125 for reference information.
This procedure briefly summarizes the steps to create an AT-TLS policy for your
convenience. See z/OS V2R2.0 Communications Server: IP Configuration Guide and
z/OS V2R2.0 Communications Server: IP Configuration Reference for complete
information.
You may also find (IBM z/OS V2R1 Communications Server TCP/IP Implementation
Volume 4: Security and Policy-Based Networking http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/
redbooks/pdfs/sg248099.pdf) to be a useful resource.

About this task
AT-TLS policy conditions consist of a variety of selection criteria that act as filters
for AT-TLS rules. Traffic can be filtered based on local addresses, remote addresses,
local port range, remote port range, job name, user identification, and direction.
On the z/OS system you want to use for the IBM MFA Web Services started task:

Procedure
1. Create the server key ring with the server certificate and necessary certificate
authority certificates. For System SSL, use a SAF key ring. This is typically a
RACF key ring. RACF supports multiple PKI private keys and certificates to be
managed as a group. These groups are called key rings. Create the SAF key ring
with the RACDCERT ADDRING command, where user-ID is the user ID of the web
services started task.
RACDCERT ADDRING (ring-name) ID(ID of the web services started task)

2. Connect the certificate chain to the key ring.
RACDCERT ID(ID of the web services started task)
CONNECT(LABEL(’server cert label’) RING(server ring name))
RACDCERT ID(ID of the web services started task) CONNECT(CERTAUTH
LABEL(’server cert issuer CA label’) RING(server ring name))
:
:
RACDCERT ID(ID of the web services started task) CONNECT(CERTAUTH
LABEL(’server cert root CA label’) RING(server ring name))

3. Refresh the RACF DIGTRING class.
SETROPTS RACLIST(DIGTRING) REFRESH

4. Use the RACDCERT LISTRING command to list the key ring.
RACDCERT ID(ID of the web services started task)
LISTRING(server ring name)

5. Create Policy Agent files.
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a. Create a Policy Agent main configuration file containing a TcpImage
statement for the server stack.
b. Create a Policy Agent image configuration file for the server stack.
c. If AT-TLS policies are to be retrieved from the policy server, create
image-specific AT-TLS configuration files, and optionally, common AT-TLS
configuration files, on the policy server.
6. Add AT-TLS configuration.
a. For local AT-TLS policies, add a TTLSConfig statement to the Policy Agent
image configuration file, identifying the TTLSConfig policy file location:
TTLSConfig serverpath

b. For remote AT-TLS policies, add a PolicyServer statement to the policy
client image configuration file:
PolicyServer
{
ClientName
PolicyType
{
...
}
...
}

name
TTLS

c. Add a DynamicConfigPolicyLoad statement to the policy server main
configuration file:
DynamicConfigPolicyLoad clientname
{
PolicyType TTLS
{
PolicyLoad serverpath
}
...
}

7. Add the AT-TLS policy statements to the serverpath file. Specific lines in the
example are numbered to the right so that you can associate them with the
notes that follow. A complete sample AT-TLS policy is included in Appendix A,
“AT-TLS policy example,” on page 127.
TTLSRule
{
LocalAddr
RemoteAddr
LocalPortRange
Direction
Priority
TTLSGroupActionRef
TTLSEnvironmentActionRef
TTLSConnectionActionRef
}
TTLSGroupAction
{
TTLSEnabled
Trace
}
TTLSEnvironmentAction
{
HandshakeRole
EnvironmentUserInstance
TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef
TTLSKeyringParmsRef
Trace
}
TTLSConnectionAction

ttls_AZF
ALL
ALL
6789▌a▐
Inbound
255
gAct1~AZF
eAct1~AZF
cAct1~AZF
gAct1~AZF
On
2
eAct1~AZF
Server
0
eAdv1~AZF
keyR1~AZF
2
cAct1~AZF
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{
HandshakeRole
TTLSCipherParmsRef
TTLSConnectionAdvancedParmsRef
CtraceClearText
Trace
}
TTLSConnectionAdvancedParms
{
ApplicationControlled
SecondaryMap
}
TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms
{
ApplicationControlled
SSLv2
SSLv3
TLSv1
TLSv1.1
TLSv1.2
}
TTLSKeyringParms
{
Keyring
}
TTLSCipherParms
{
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
}

Server
cipher-AZF▌b▐
cAdv1~AZF
Off
2
cAdv1~AZF
Off
Off
eAdv1~AZF
Off
Off
Off
Off
On
On
keyR1~AZF
ringAZF▌c▐
cipher-AZF▌b▐
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384

Callout Notes:
a. The example uses port 6789, but you can choose your own value. You need
to specify this port when you run AZFEXEC to configure the IBM MFA web
services started task.
b. Use this specific set of ciphers to be compatible with the Apple Touch ID
device.
c. The name of the SAF key ring you created.
8. Set up InitStack access control:
a. Define the EZB.INITSTACK.sysname.tcpname profile for each AT-TLS stack.
b. Permit administrative applications to use the stack before AT-TLS is
initialized. For examples of the security product commands needed to create
this resource profile name and grant users access to it, see member
EZARACF in sample data set SEZAINST.
9. Enable AT-TLS. Set TCPCONFIG TTLS in PROFILE.TCPIP.
|

Define a resource profile in FACILITY class

|
|

To authorize the IBM MFA web services started task user ID, you define a resource
profile named IRR.RFACTOR.USER in the FACILITY class.

|

Procedure

|
|

1. Define the profile in the FACILITY class for USER:
RDEF FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.USER UACC(NONE)
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|
|
|
|
|
|

2. Refresh the FACILITY class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

3. Verify the changes. For example:
RLIST FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.USER

Authorize access to IRR.RFACTOR.USER profile

|
|

Authorize the user ID of the web services started task to the IRR.RFACTOR.USER
profile.

|

Procedure

|
|
|
|
|

1. Allow UPDATE access for the user ID of the web services started task. For
example, if the user ID of the started task is AZFSTC:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.USER ACCESS(UPDATE) CLASS(FACILITY) ID(AZFSTC)
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

2. Verify the change.

|

Configure IBM MFA web service started task
The IBM MFA web services component includes the IBM TouchToken registration
function, certificate authentication, and out-of-band authentication. You must
configure the IBM MFA web services started task settings if you want to use these
features.

Procedure
1. Execute AZFEXEC and enter STC to configure IBM MFA web services.
2. Provide the following in the web services started task section:
Table 7. Web Services Started Task
Setting

Allowed Values

Description

Server Authentication Port

Valid port number

Enter the port number on which
the web server is listening. The
port must match the one
configured for AT-TLS.
This port must be configured
with server authentication
(HandshakeRole is Server) in the
AT-TLS configuration.

Mutual Authentication
Port

Valid port number

Enter the port number, or zero.
The mutual authentication port is
required only if "Enable certificate
authentication" is set to Y.
Certificate authentication requires
that AT-TLS be configured for
client (mutual) authentication on
a dedicated port. The port must
match the one configured for
AT-TLS.
This port must be configured
with client authentication
(HandshakeRole is
ServerWithClientAuth,
ClientAuthType is Required) in
the AT-TLS configuration.
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Table 7. Web Services Started Task (continued)
Setting

Allowed Values

Description

Document Root

Document root location

The document root for the IBM
MFA web services started task.
Enter the default of
/usr/lpp/IBM/azfv1r2/htdocs, or
your chosen value.

PKCS#11 Token Name

Actual PKCS#11 token
name

Enter the name of the PKCS#11
token to be used for
cryptographic operations. You
created this token in “Configure a
PKCS#11 token” on page 17.

Enable Out of Band
Services

Y|N

Enter Y or N. The default is N.

Enable TOTP Registration
Services

Y|N

Enable Certificate
Authentication

Y|N

Set this to Y if you plan to use
IBM MFA Out-of-Band as
described in “Configure IBM
MFA web service started task for
IBM MFA Out-of-Band” on page
45.
Enter Y or N. The default is N.
Set this to Y if you plan to use
IBM TouchToken as described in
Chapter 9, “Configuring IBM
MFA for IBM TouchToken,” on
page 35.
Enter Y or N. The default is N.
Set this to Y if you plan to use
IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication as described in
Chapter 11, “Configuring IBM
MFA certificate authentication,”
on page 49.
Certificate authentication requires
that out-of-band services also be
enabled. Therefore, if set to Y,
"Enable out of band services"
must also be set to Y.

Initial Trace Level

0 through 3

Choose the initial trace level.
Valid values are 0 through 3,
where the higher number
increases the level of verbosity.
The default is 0.

3. Press F3 to save your changes and exit.

Start the IBM MFA web services started task
In a sysplex environment where the RACF database and ICSF TKDS are shared
across member LPARs, the IBM MFA web services started task needs to run only
on one LPAR in the sysplex.
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Before you begin
If you configured the IBM MFA web services started task as described in
“Configure IBM MFA web service started task” on page 23, you must start it.

Procedure
1. To start the started task, enter the following operator command:
S <STC Job Name>

For example:
S AZF#IN01

2. Verify that the task started. The absence of errors in the SYSLOG indicates
success.

Chapter 7. Configuring IBM MFA web services configuration attributes
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Chapter 8. Configuring IBM MFA for SecurID
You must configure IBM MFA for SecurID if you want to use that authentication
factor.

IBM MFA for SecurID configuration requirements
Before you configure IBM MFA for SecurID, refer to the configuration roadmap in
Chapter 5, “IBM MFA configuration roadmap,” on page 11.

Additional RACF administration steps for SecurID
You must perform RACF administration steps for SecurID.

Define a resource profile in MFADEF class
You define IBM MFA factors by creating a general resource profile for the factor
name in the MFADEF class. To define a factor for SecurID, use RDEFINE to create a
resource profile named FACTOR.AZFSIDP1 in the MFADEF class.

Procedure
1. Define the profile in the MFADEF class:
RDEF MFADEF FACTOR.AZFSIDP1 OWNER(userid or group-name)

2. Refresh the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

3. Verify the change. For example:
RLIST MFADEF FACTOR.AZFSIDP1

Define a resource profile in FACILITY class
To define authorization to execute the panels for SecurID administration, use
RDEFINE to create a resource profile named IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSIDP1 in the
FACILITY class.

Procedure
1. Define the profile in the FACILITY class:
RDEF FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSIDP1 OWNER(userid or group-name)

2. Refresh the FACILITY class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

3. Verify the change. For example:
RLIST FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSIDP1

Authorize access to IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSIDP1 profile
Authorize the SecurID administrators who execute the panels to the
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSIDP1 profile.
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Procedure
1. Allow the access shown in Table 8:
Table 8. Required levels of permission
Permission

Access

READ

Able to view configuration options, but may
not update, create, or delete SecurID
parameters.

UPDATE, CONTROL, ALTER

Able to create, update, delete, and view
configuration options.

For example:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSIDP1 ACCESS(ALTER) CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-id)
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

2. Verify the change.

Additional system programming steps for SecurID
After you perform the RACF administration tasks, you must perform additional
system programming tasks to allocate data sets, copy the sdconf.ref file, and
define SecurID parameters.

Allocate SDCONF.REC data set
Allocate the SDCONF.REC data set.

Procedure
1. Allocate the SDCONF.REC data set with the following attributes. The user ID
under which the started task runs must have read access to this data set.
v DSORG
– PS
v DCB:
– RECFM FB
– LRECL 3072
– BLKSIZE 3072
v SPACE:
– BLKS
– Primary 1
– Secondary 1
2. Verify the change.

Allocate node secret data set
You must allocate the node secret data set. The RSA node secret is a shared secret
known to IBM MFA and the RSA Authentication Manager.

About this task
A new node secret is created by the RSA Authentication Manager on the first
successful logon by any user. The RSA Authentication Manager then sends the
node secret to IBM MFA.
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Procedure
1. Allocate the node secret data set with the following attributes. The user ID
under which the started task runs must have UPDATE access to this data set.
v DSORG
– PS
v DCB:
– RECFM FB
– LRECL 72
– BLKSIZE 72
v SPACE:
– TRKS
– Primary 1
– Secondary 1
2. Verify the change.

Copy sdconf.rec to SDCONF.REC data set
The sdconf.rec file is the configuration file for connecting to the RSA
Authentication Manager. Obtain the sdconf.rec file from the RSA Authentication
Manager (or the RSA Authentication Manager administrator.) Copy the file into the
SDCONF.REC data set you allocated. Make sure all file transfers are executed in
binary mode.

Procedure
1. Log in as administrator to the RSA Authentication Manager.
2. Navigate to Access > Authentication Agents > Generate Configuration File.
3. Select Generate Config File. The message "The configuration file was
successfully generated and is ready to download" is displayed.
4. Select Download Now.
5. Unzip the resulting file to get the sdconf.rec file.
6. Use your tool of choice to copy sdconf.rec in to the SDCONF.REC data set on
the z/OS system. Copy the file in binary mode.

Optionally, create SDOPTS.REC file
In some environments, it might be necessary to use an SDOPTS.REC file to ensure
that the AZFSIDP1 plug-in can correctly communicate with RSA Authentication
Manager.

About this task
The SDOPTS.REC file adheres to the following syntax:
LPAR_NAME=<SYSTEM/LPAR NAME>
CLIENT_IP=<IP v4 Address Override>
LPAR_NAME=<SYSTEM/LPAR NAME of another system in SYSPLEX>
CLIENT_IP=<IP v4 Address Override for second LPAR>

In certain situations, such as a multi-homed LPAR, or a VIPA, it is possible that the
host IP Address that is auto-detected by the AZFSIDP1 plug-in does not match the
IP address actually used for outgoing traffic. In such cases, use the CLIENT_IP
override to manually specify the IP Address that AZFSIDP1 should use. (Currently,
only IPV4 addresses are supported in the SDOPTS.REC file.)

Chapter 8. Configuring IBM MFA for SecurID
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Procedure
1. Allocate the SDOPTS.REC data set with the following attributes. The user ID of
the IBM MFA services started task must have read access to this data set.
v DSORG
– PS
v DCB:
– RECFM FB
– LRECL 72
– BLKSIZE 72
v SPACE:
– TRKS
– Primary 1
– Secondary 1
2. Verify the change.
3. Create SDOPTS.REC with the needed parameters. SDOPTS.REC must not
include sequence numbers.
4. Save your changes.

Configure SecurID parameters
Execute AZFEXEC to configure the SecurID parameters.

Before you begin
You copied the AZFEXEC member to a data set in your SYSEXEC concatenation in
“Copy SAZFEXEC(AZFEXEC)” on page 5 and customized the HLQ in “Customize
AZFEXEC” on page 5.

Procedure
1. Execute AZFEXEC.
2. Choose S for AZFSIDP1.
3. Enter the data set values for SDCONF, the node secret, and optionally SDOPTS,
4. Choose the initial trace level. Valid values are 0 through 3, where the higher
number increases the level of verbosity. The default is zero.
5. Save and verify the changes.

Special case: configure RACF for alphanumeric PINs
If RSA Authentication Manager is configured for alphanumeric PINs, you must
enable mixed-case passwords in RACF.

About this task
The SETROPTS PASSWORD(MIXEDCASE) option allows mixed-case passwords
for all users on all applications on this system and on all systems that share the
RACF database. See z/OS Security Server RACF Security Administrator's Guide for
additional considerations.

Procedure
1. Enter the following command to enable mixed-case password in RACF for use
with alphanumeric PINs:
SETROPTS PASSWORD(MIXEDCASE)
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2. Verify the changes.

Administration and operation steps for SecurID
Follow the steps in this section to provision users and start up and administer IBM
MFA for SecurID. You need to configure an RSA Authentication Agent for each
z/OS system or LPAR that is running IBM MFA. See your Authentication Manager
documentation for details.

Activate and deactivate users for IBM MFA SecurID
You use the ALTUSER or ALU command to activate users for IBM MFA with SecurID.

Before you begin
Before you can activate users for IBM MFA, you must first create accounts for the
users in RSA Authentication Manager and assign RSA tokens.
When you activate a user for IBM Multi-Factor Authentication for z/OS, that user
is no longer able to use the z/OS password to log in. Therefore, the user must first
have a valid token and credentials for RSA Authentication Manager.
To defer activation to a later time, omit the ACTIVE keyword from the ALTUSER
command, or supply the NOACTIVE keyword to deactivate the authenticator for
the user ID.

Procedure
1. Enter the following command to activate a user for IBM MFA:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFSIDP1)
ACTIVE PWFALLBACK TAGS(SIDUSERID:[RSA User ID]))

Where:
v [Login ID] is the z/OS user name.
v ACTIVE activates the AZFSIDP1 authenticator for the user ID.
v PWFALLBACK configures password fallback for the user, as described in
Chapter 14, “Configuring Password Fallback,” on page 71.
v RSA User ID is the associated RSA user ID.
2. If needed, enter the following command to defer activating a user for IBM
MFA:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFSIDP1)
TAGS(SIDUSERID:[RSA User ID]))

Then, at a later time, enter an ALTUSER or ALU command of the following
form to activate the AZFSIDP1 authenticator for the user ID:
ALU <USERID> MFA(FACTOR(AZFSIDP1) ACTIVE)

3. Enter the following command to display IBM MFA information for a user
profile:
LISTUSER [Login ID] MFA
MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION:
--------------------------------------PASSWORD FALLBACK IS NOT ALLOWED
FACTOR = AZFSIDP1
STATUS = ACTIVE
FACTOR TAGS =
SIDUSERID:user
Chapter 8. Configuring IBM MFA for SecurID
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4. If needed, enter the following command to deactivate a user for IBM MFA:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFSIDP1)
NOACTIVE TAGS(SIDUSERID:[RSA User ID]))

Clear the node secret
The RSA node secret is a shared secret known to IBM MFA and the RSA
Authentication Manager. If this secret must be established (or re-established), your
RSA Authentication Manager administrator will request that the node secret be
cleared from each z/OS client host.

Procedure
1. To clear the node secret, issue a Modify command as follows.
F <STC Job Name>,AZFSIDP1 CLEAR NODE SECRET

For example:
F AZF#IN00,AZFSIDP1 CLEAR NODE SECRET

2. Repeat step1 on each host or LPAR where IBM MFA is installed
3. Verify that the RSA Authentication Manager generates a new node secret on the
first successful logon.

Print IBM MFA statistics
You can print statistics for IBM MFA with SecurID. The statistics are printed to the
job log for the started task.

Procedure
1. Issue a Modify command of the following form:
F <STC Job Name>,AZFSIDP1 PRINT STATS

For example:
F AZF#IN00,AZFSIDP1 PRINT STATS

2. Review the job log for the started task for the IBM MFA statistics:
AZFSTC:AZF2112I Console received modify command: AZFSIDP1
AZFSIDP:AZFSIDP1 Statistics:
AZFSIDP:Total inbound authentication requests:
AZFSIDP:Access granted:
AZFSIDP:Access not granted:
AZFSIDP:Could not evaluate:
AZFSIDP:New PIN cases:
AZFSIDP:Next Tokencode cases:
AZFSIDP:AZFSIDP1 has received no tag validation requests.

Disaster recovery for IBM MFA with SecurID
The disaster recovery steps you perform depend on which system has failed.

Scenario #1: LPAR is down, the RSA Authentication Manager is
still up
Perform the following disaster recovery steps when the LPAR (or z/OS system) on
which IBM MFA is installed is down, and the Authentication Manager server is
still up:
1. If the recovery LPAR has the same hostname as the failed LPAR, but a different
IP address, ensure that the RSA Authentication Agent host record on the RSA
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Authentication Manager server has the new IP address as an alias. You
configure an RSA Authentication Agent for each z/OS system or LPAR that is
running IBM MFA.
2. If the existing DASD has been replicated on the recovery LPAR, and therefore
contains the existing node secret file, no other changes are required.
3. If the existing DASD has not been replicated on the recovery LPAR and you are
starting over, then you must:
a. Configure IBM MFA for SecurID on the LPAR, as described in Chapter 8,
“Configuring IBM MFA for SecurID,” on page 27.
b. Clear the node secret as described in “Clear the node secret” on page 32.

Scenario #2: LPAR is still up, the RSA Authentication Manager is
down
Perform the following disaster recovery steps when the LPAR (or z/OS system) on
which IBM MFA is installed is up, and the Authentication Manager server is down:
1. Switch to the recovery Authentication Manager.
2. Prepare to use a new sdconf.rec file:
a. Allocate a data set for sdconf.rec, as described in “Allocate SDCONF.REC
data set” on page 28.
b. Obtain and copy the sdconf.rec file, as described in “Copy sdconf.rec to
SDCONF.REC data set” on page 29.
3. Execute AZFEXEC to define the SecurID parameter for the data set name of
SDCONF.REC, as described in “Configure SecurID parameters” on page 30.
4. Restart the started task, as described in “Start the IBM MFA services started
task” on page 14.
5. Clear the node secret, as described in “Clear the node secret” on page 32.

Scenario #3: LPAR is down, the RSA Authentication Manager is
down
Perform the recovery steps from both “Scenario #1: LPAR is down, the RSA
Authentication Manager is still up” on page 32 and “Scenario #2: LPAR is still up,
the RSA Authentication Manager is down.”

Chapter 8. Configuring IBM MFA for SecurID
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Chapter 9. Configuring IBM MFA for IBM TouchToken
You must configure IBM MFA for IBM TouchToken if you want to use IBM
TouchToken authentication.

IBM TouchToken configuration requirements
Before you configure IBM TouchToken, refer to the configuration roadmap in
Chapter 5, “IBM MFA configuration roadmap,” on page 11.

Additional RACF administration steps for IBM TouchToken
You must perform additional RACF administration steps for IBM TouchToken.

Define a resource profile in MFADEF class
You define IBM TouchToken factors by creating a general resource profile for the
factor name in the MFADEF class. To define a factor for IBM TouchToken, use
RDEFINE to create a resource profile named FACTOR.AZFTOTP1 in the MFADEF class.

Procedure
1. Define the profile in the MFADEF class:
RDEF MFADEF FACTOR.AZFTOTP1 OWNER(userid or group-name)

2. Refresh the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

3. Verify the change. For example:
RLIST MFADEF FACTOR.AZFTOTP1 MFA

Define resource profiles in FACILITY class
Use RDEFINE to define resource profiles in the FACILITY class for authorizing
administrators who execute IBM TouchToken panels and to authorize the user ID
of the started task.

About this task
You must define two profiles in the FACILITY class:
v To define the authorization to execute the panels for IBM TouchToken
administration, define a resource profile named IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFTOTP1 in
the FACILITY class.
v To authorize the IBM MFA web services started task user ID, you define a
resource profile named IRR.RFACTOR.USER in the FACILITY class.

Procedure
1. Define the profile in the FACILITY class for AZFTOTP1:
RDEF FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFTOTP1 OWNER(userid or group-name)

2. Define the profile in the FACILITY class for USER:
RDEF FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.USER UACC(NONE)

3. Refresh the FACILITY class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH
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4. Verify the changes. For example:
RLIST FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFTOTP1
RLIST FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.USER

Authorize access to IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFTOTP1 profile
Authorize the administrators who execute the panels to the
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFTOTP1 profile. The user ID of the IBM MFA web
services started task requires READ access to this profile.

Procedure
1. Allow the access shown in Table 9:
Table 9. Required levels of permission
Permission

Access

READ

Able to view configuration options, but may
not update, create, or delete parameters.

UPDATE, CONTROL, ALTER

Able to create, update, delete, and view
configuration options.

For example:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFTOTP1 ACCESS(ALTER) CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-id)
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFTOTP1 ACCESS(READ) CLASS(FACILITY) ID(AZFSTC)
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

2. Verify the change.

Additional system programming steps for IBM TouchToken
After you perform the RACF administration tasks, you must perform additional
system programming tasks for IBM TouchToken.

Configure IBM TouchToken
You must configure the IBM TouchToken AZFTOTP1 settings.

Before you begin
You must have already configured PKCS#11 tokens and AT-TLS before you
configure the IBM TouchToken plug-in.

About this task
Configuration data for IBM TouchToken is stored in the RACF database. The IBM
TouchToken configuration data include settings related to the AZFTOTP1
authentication load module.

Procedure
1. Execute AZFEXEC and enter T for the AZFTOTP1 plug-in.
2. Provide the following:
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Table 10. AZFTOTP1 Factor Attributes
Setting

Description

Realm Name

Enter the realm name for your web services
server. This is an arbitrary name of your
choosing. The default is the sysplex name if
in a sysplex, or the system name.

Initial Trace Level

The initial trace level for AZFTOTP1 web
services. Valid values are 0 through 3, where
the higher number increases the level of
verbosity. The default is zero.

Digest Algorithm

Choose the default digest algorithm. IBM
TouchToken uses the digest algorithm, the
shared secret key, and the current time to
generate the TOTP value. Possible values are
SHA256, SHA384, and SHA512. The default
is SHA256.

Token Code Length

Choose the number of digits in the
generated token. Possible values are 6, 7,
and 8. The default is 8.

Token Period

Choose the time (in seconds) between
changes in value for the token. This number
determines how long a one-time password is
active before the next one-time password
generates. Possible values are 15, 30, and 60.
The default is 30 seconds.

Window

Enter the skew intervals of the algorithm.
The skew intervals consider any possible
synchronization delay between the server
and the client that generates the one-time
password. For example, a skew interval of 2
means a one-time password in up to two
intervals in the past, or two in the future,
are also valid. If it is interval 563, and
intervals are 30 seconds, then one-time
passwords for intervals 561- 565 are
computed and checked against within a
range of 2.5 minutes. The default is 1, and
the maximum is 10.

Initial Trace Lavel

The trace level used for tracing events
within the AZFTOTP1 plug-in. Valid values
are 0 through 3, where the higher number
increases the level of verbosity. The default
is zero.

Administration and operation steps for IBM TouchToken
Follow the steps in this section to provision users and start up and administer IBM
TouchToken.

Configure an IBM TouchToken profile for users
Before a user can activate the IBM TouchToken for iOS application, you must
configure the IBM TouchToken profile for the user. This allows IBM TouchToken to
register the IBM TouchToken for iOS application. To do this, use the ALTUSER or ALU
command.
Chapter 9. Configuring IBM MFA for IBM TouchToken
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Before you begin
Note: If the user has already been registered for IBM TouchToken, see
“Re-registering a user for IBM TouchToken” on page 40. The steps you follow to
re-register a user are different.
When a user enrolls a new IBM TouchToken account using the IBM TouchToken
for iOS application, sensitive data flows to the application running on the user's
iOS device. HTTPS is used to protect that data, and the TLS configuration must be
compatible with Application Transport Security policy as enforced by Apple iOS.
The z/OS Communications Server Application Transparent Transport Layer
Security (AT- TLS) provides full transport layer security for all communication
between the Apple device and IBM MFA. AT-TLS frees IBM MFA from having to
be aware of the TLS details.
This procedure assumes that you are using a public CA. It is strongly
recommended that you use a certificate issued by a well-known certificate
authority (CA). If you are not using a CA that is trusted by default by Apple iOS,
ensure that all IBM TouchToken for iOS devices have a Configuration Profile
installed that allows them to establish TLS connections with the web services
server.
Important: If your web services server certificate was not issued by a well-known
CA, do not instruct users to visit the web services server start page until they have
a Configuration Profile installed that allows them to establish TLS connections with
the web services server. If users accept the web services server certificate in Mobile
Safari as an SSL exception, the IBM TouchToken for iOS application still cannot
trust the CA that issued the certificate. Users will be able to view the enrollment
launch URL, but will not be able to complete enrollment.

About this task
Important: You can change the tags described in Table 11 as described in the
procedure.
After the registration state changes to PROVISIONED, you cannot change these
values. In addition, although you are not explicitly prevented from deleting these
tags after the registration state changes to PROVISIONED, do not delete them. (If you
were to do so, the OTP value would become invalid and you would have to
re-register the user.)
Table 11. Tags that Require REGSTATE OPEN
Tag

Description

ALG

Digest algorithm

NUMDIGITS

Length of the generated one-time passwords

PERIOD

The number of seconds an interval lasts

Procedure
1. Ensure that the user is not active for IBM TouchToken.
2. Enter the following command to set the IBM TouchToken registration state for
the user to OPEN. (Case is sensitive for OPEN.)
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFTOTP1)
TAGS(REGSTATE:OPEN))
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Note: Perform steps 3 through 6 only if you want to override the configured
default settings for this login ID's IBM TouchToken account.
3. Enter the following command to set the IBM TouchToken digest algorithm
used to generate the one-time password. Valid options include SHA256,
SHA384, and SHA512. (Case is sensitive.) This overrides the default settings.
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFTOTP1)
TAGS(ALG:SHA384))

4. Enter the following command to set the length of the generated one-time
passwords, which can be 6 - 8 digits. This overrides the default settings.
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFTOTP1)
TAGS(NUMDIGITS:6))

5. Enter the following command to set the number of seconds an interval lasts.
This number determines how long a one-time password is active before the
next one-time password generates. Valid values are 15 seconds, 30 seconds,
and 60 seconds. This overrides the default settings.
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFTOTP1)
TAGS(PERIOD:60))

6. Enter the following command to set the skew intervals of the algorithm. This
overrides the default settings. The skew intervals consider any possible
synchronization delay between the server and the client that generates the
one-time password. For example, a skew interval of 2 means a one-time
password in up to two intervals in the past, or two in the future are valid. For
example, if it is interval 563, and intervals are 30 seconds, then one-time
passwords for intervals 561- 565 are computed and checked against within a
range of 2.5 minutes.
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFTOTP1)
TAGS(WINDOW:2))

7. Enter the following command to display IBM MFA information for a user
profile:
LISTUSER [Login ID] MFA
MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION:
--------------------------------------FACTOR = AZFTOTP1
STATUS = INACTIVE
FACTOR TAGS =
REGSTATE:OPEN

8. Make sure that the user's Apple iOS device has network connectivity to the
web services server.
9. Instruct users to install the IBM TouchToken for iOS application on their iOS
device.
10. Instruct users to open the web services server start page using Mobile Safari
on their iOS device and log in with their z/OS user name and password. For
example, https://hostname:6789/AZFTOTP1/start. The page explains some
basic information about IBM TouchToken to the user, and contains a link that
launches the IBM TouchToken for iOS application on the user's device.
11. Instruct the user to launch the IBM TouchToken for iOS application on the
Apple device. Note that after the IBM TouchToken account is set up on the
Apple device, the REGSTATE changes to PROVISIONED and the factor state
changes to ACTIVE.
12. Instruct the user to tap the new IBM TouchToken account. You may want to
have the user rename this account to remove any system-specific information.
13. When prompted, the user must supply their Apple TouchID fingerprint. If
successful, the IBM TouchToken token code is displayed.
14. The user must now use this OTP token code to log on.
Chapter 9. Configuring IBM MFA for IBM TouchToken
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Activate and deactivate users for IBM TouchToken
You use the ALTUSER or ALU command to activate users for IBM TouchToken.

Before you begin
Before you can activate users for IBM TouchToken, you must configure the user
profile as described in “Configure an IBM TouchToken profile for users” on page
37. Note that as a result of that procedure, the user is automatically activated for
IBM TouchToken.

Procedure
1. If needed, enter the following command to activate a user for IBM TouchToken:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFTOTP1)
ACTIVE PWFALLBACK)

Where:
v [Login ID] is the z/OS user name.
v ACTIVE activates the AZFTOTP1 authenticator for the user ID.
v PWFALLBACK configures password fallback for the user, as described in
Chapter 14, “Configuring Password Fallback,” on page 71.
2. Enter the following command to display IBM MFA information for a user
profile:
LISTUSER [Login ID] MFA
MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION:
--------------------------------------FACTOR = AZFTOTP1
STATUS = ACTIVE
FACTOR TAGS =
REGSTATE:PROVISIONED

3. If needed, enter the following command to deactivate a user for IBM
TouchToken:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFTOTP1)
NOACTIVE)

Re-registering a user for IBM TouchToken
You typically do not need to re-register a user for IBM TouchToken.

About this task
You typically do not need to re-register a user for IBM TouchToken unless there is
a problem with the iOS device, the security of the shared secret is in question, and
so forth.

Procedure
1. Deactivate the user for IBM TouchToken:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFTOTP1)
NOACTIVE)

2. Delete the IBM TouchToken AZFTOTP1 tags associated with the account:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFTOTP1)
NOACTIVE NOTAGS)

3. Enter the following command to set the IBM TouchToken registration state for
the user to OPEN. (Case is sensitive for OPEN.)
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ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFTOTP1)
TAGS(REGSTATE:OPEN))

4. Instruct the user to launch the IBM TouchToken for iOS application on the
Apple device and delete the IBM TouchToken account. (Swipe left to delete
the account.)
5. Make sure that the user's Apple device has network connectivity to the web
services server.
6. Instruct the user to open the URL of the web services server in Safari and log
in with their z/OS user name and password. For example,
https://hostname:6789/AZFTOTP1/start. This creates an IBM TouchToken
account for the IBM TouchToken for iOS application.
Note: You may want to have the user rename this account to remove any
system-specific information.
7. Enter the following command to display IBM MFA information for a user
profile. Note that after the IBM TouchToken account is set up on the Apple
device, the REGSTATE changes to PROVISIONED. (The values for KEYLABEL, and
CVALUE are for example purposes only.)
LISTUSER [Login ID] MFA
MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION:
--------------------------------------FACTOR = AZFTOTP1
STATUS = INACTIVE
FACTOR TAGS =
REGSTATE:PROVISIONED
ALG:SHA384
KEYLABEL:AZF.AZFTOTP1.userID.D095C000F3B861C7
WINDOW:1
NUMDIGITS:8
CVALUE:48682555
PERIOD:30

8. Instruct the user to launch the IBM TouchToken for iOS application on the
Apple device.
9. Instruct the user to tap the new IBM TouchToken account.
10. When prompted, the user must supply their Apple TouchID fingerprint. If
successful, the IBM TouchToken OTP token code is displayed.
11. The user must now use this OTP token code to log on.

Chapter 9. Configuring IBM MFA for IBM TouchToken
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Chapter 10. Configuring IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication
IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication allows a user to authenticate outside of the
z/OS authentication process through a web browser. You can configure IBM MFA
Out-of-Band authentication for one or more users.
IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication allows a user to authenticate outside of the
z/OS authentication process ("out-of-band") with one or more factors to retrieve an
"in-band" authentication code called the cache token credential. Specifically, you
configure the authentication factors the user must provide, and the user is then
presented with a user-specific IBM MFA Out-of-Band web page for the configured
authentication factors. If the IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication is successful, the
user then uses the resulting cache token credential to log on.
A cache token credential is created every time a user successfully logs on with IBM
MFA Out-of-Band. If the authentication policy specifies that the cache token
credential can be reused by an application, it is usable until the first cache sweep
after it expires.

Out-of-Band components
There are two major components to IBM MFA Out-of-Band server authentication:
v The IBM MFA services started task.
The started task must run in every z/OS instance where IBM MFA Out-of-Band
users will log on.
v The IBM MFA web services started task.
The out-of-band server interface consists of web pages served to client web
browsers via the server authentication TLS connection. The web pages indicate
which authentication factors are required and which factors have been satisfied.
In a sysplex environment where the RACF database, IBM MFA cache, and ICSF
TKDS are shared across member LPARs, the web services started task needs to
run only on one LPAR in the sysplex.

Benefits of IBM MFA Out-of-Band Authentication
Consider the following benefits of using IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication:
v You can require the user to provide multiple authentication factors. By requiring
multiple authentication factors, you improve the security of the user account.
v You can require the user to use certificate authentication, including certificates
stored on Common Access Card (CAC) and Personal Identification Verification
(PIV) cards.
v Because IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication provides an 8-character cache
token credential, you can use it with applications that are strictly limited to
8-character passwords.
For example, if you want your users to use IBM MFA with SecurID with a
hardware token without a PINpad, not all applications provide a method to
enter both the PIN and the 6- to 8-digit token code. By using IBM MFA SecurID
with IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication, the user can instead use the
resulting 8-character cache token credential as the password.
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v You can use the cache token credential in cases where the application replays the
user password. IBM MFA with SecurID and IBM TouchToken token codes can be
used only once, which can be problematic for applications that cache and replay
passwords. Using the resulting 8-character cache token credential as the
password negates this problem.
v You can customize IBM MFA Out-of-Band on a per-user basis. You can decide
which users must provide which factors based on your own environment and
security needs. The user is then presented with a customized, user-specific IBM
MFA Out-of-Band web page to log in.

Benefits of compound authentication in IBM MFA Out-of-Band
Authenticating with two or more factors is called "compound authentication." The
important thing to note about compound authentication is that all configured
authentication factors must succeed for the user to retrieve the in-band
authentication code.
For example, if you were to configure the user for both IBM MFA with SecurID
and IBM TouchToken, both authentications must succeed for the user to obtain the
in-band authentication code. By requiring both a SecurID token code and the OTP
token, you improve the security of the user account.

How tokens work with IBM MFA Out-of-Band
A SecurID token code is valid only while it is displayed. An IBM TouchToken OTP
value is valid within its Token Period and Window constraints. These requirements
remain true with IBM MFA Out-of-Band. However, the difference is the IBM MFA
Out-of-Band web page validates each token according to the existing requirements.
For example, if the user provides the SecurID token, the IBM MFA Out-of-Band
web page validates that token in real time. If the user then provides an OTP token,
the IBM MFA Out-of-Band web page then validates that token in real time.
The user has a fixed amount of time to satisfy all authentication factors.

Types of factors
There are two types of authentication factors: strong and weak. Strong factors can
be used alone or combined in IBM MFA Out-of-Band.
In contrast, weak factors must be used in combination with a strong factor.
Note: A strong and a weak factor used together are not considered compound
authentication and do not require IBM MFA Out-of-Band.
Table 12. Types of Factors
Factor

Type

In-Band/Out-of-Band

SecurID AZFSIDP1

Strong

Both

TOTP AZFTOTP1

Strong

Both

|

RADIUS AZFSFNP1

Strong

Both

|

RADIUS AZFRADP1

Strong

Both

Certificate AZFCERT1

Strong

Out-of-band only

PassTicket AZFPTKT1

Weak

In-band only
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IBM MFA Out-of-Band configuration requirements
Before you configure IBM MFA Out-of-Band STC, refer to the configuration
roadmap in Chapter 5, “IBM MFA configuration roadmap,” on page 11.

Configure IBM MFA web service started task for IBM MFA Out-of-Band
You must configure the IBM MFA web services started task for IBM MFA
Out-of-Band.

Before you begin
You must have already configured IBM MFA web services as described in
Chapter 7, “Configuring IBM MFA web services configuration attributes,” on page
17, including configuring a PKCS#11 token and an AT-TLS profile.

Procedure
1. Configure the web services started task, as described in “Configure IBM MFA
web service started task” on page 23.
2. At a minimum, set Enable Out of Band Services to Y.

Create and manage multi-factor authentication policies
To use IBM MFA Out-of-Band you must use the RDEFINE command to define
multi-factor authentication policies, and the ALU command to apply the policies to
one or more users.

Before you begin
Multi-factor authentication policies specify which authentication factors are
required for IBM MFA Out-of-Band. The multi-factor authentication policy
determines which of the active factors are actually applied.
For example, if you activate IBM TouchToken (AZFTOTP1), IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication (AZFCERT1), and IBM MFA with SecurID (AZFSIDP1) for a user,
but the policy includes only AZFCERT1 and AZFSIDP1, then AZFTOTP1 is not
required.
Important: If you apply a policy to a user, the user must have all the factors
defined in the policy, and those factors must be active for the user. RACF does not
prevent you from applying a policy to a user who does not have all the required
factors defined. This will prevent the user from authenticating with IBM MFA
Out-of-Band.

About this task
You must create a multi-factor authentication policy under the following
conditions:
v You activate a user for two or more strong factors, as described in Table 12 on
page 44.
v You activate a user for IBM MFA Certificate Authentication, as described in
Chapter 11, “Configuring IBM MFA certificate authentication,” on page 49.
If you enable a user for a single factor, you can optionally create a multi-factor
authentication policy for that single factor and direct the user to the IBM MFA
Chapter 10. Configuring IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication
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Out-of-Band web server login page. You might want to do this for a reason
described in “Benefits of IBM MFA Out-of-Band Authentication” on page 43.

Procedure
1. Enter the following command to create a multi-factor authentication policy:
RDEF MFADEF POLICY.POLICY-NAME MFPOLICY(FACTOR(FACTOR-NAME)
TOKENTIMEOUT(num-of-seconds) REUSE(Y|N))

Where:
v POLICY-NAME is a name of your choice between 1 and 20 characters. You
may find it convenient to give the policy a descriptive name, such as
CERTSIDPTOTP or CERTONLY.
v FACTOR-NAME is a space-separated list of factor names. The allowed factor
names are as follows:
– AZFSIDP1
– AZFTOTP1
– AZFCERT1
– AZFSFNP1

|

– AZFRADP1

|

v TOKENTIMEOUT sets the length of time (in seconds) the IBM MFA Out-of-Band
token is valid once generated. The value can be between 1 and 86,400 (the
number of seconds in a day). The default is 300 seconds (5 minutes.)
v REUSE determines whether the IBM MFA Out-of-Band token can be reused
by an application. Possible values are Y or N. The default is N.
2. Repeat 1 as needed.
3. Refresh the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

4. Enter the following command to display information about a specific policy:
RLIST MFADEF POLICY.POLICY-NAME MFPOLICY

5. Enter the following command to display information about all IBM MFA
factors and policies:
RLIST MFADEF *

6. Enter the following command to apply the policy to a user:
ALU <USERID> MFA(ADDPOLICY(POLICY-NAME))

7. Repeat 6 as needed. If you apply multiple policies to a user, the user is
presented with a choice of policies. Instruct the user which policy to use.
8. Enter the following command to display IBM MFA information for a user
profile, including any applied policies:
LU <USERID> MFA
MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION:
--------------------------------------PASSWORD FALLBACK IS ALLOWED
AUTHENTICATION POLICIES =
TOTPONLY
FACTOR = AZFSIDP1
STATUS = INACTIVE
FACTOR TAGS =
SIDUSERID:user
FACTOR = AZFTOTP1
STATUS = ACTIVE
FACTOR TAGS =
REGSTATE:PROVISIONED

9. If needed, enter the following command to remove a policy from a user:
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ALU <USERID> MFA(DELPOLICY(POLICY-NAME))

10. If needed, enter the following commands to delete a policy and refresh the
MFADEF class:
RDEL MFADEF POLICY.POLICY-NAME
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

|

Define a resource profile in FACILITY class

|
|

Use RDEFINE to define a resource profile in the FACILITY class to authorize the
user ID of the web services started task to a policy.

|

Procedure

|
|
|
|
|

1. Define a profile in the FACILITY class for IRR.RFACTOR.POLICY.POLICYNAME, for each policy you created in “Create and manage multi-factor
authentication policies” on page 45.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

RDEF FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.POLICY.POLICY-NAME UACC(NONE)
OWNER(userid or group-name)

You may find it most convenient to instead define the profile for
IRR.RFACTOR.POLICY.** to allow access to all policies.
RDEF FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.POLICY.** UACC(NONE)
OWNER(userid or group-name)

2. Refresh the FACILITY class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

3. Verify the changes. For example:
RLIST FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.POLICY.POLICY-NAME

Authorize access to IRR.RFACTOR.POLICY.POLICY-NAME profile

|
|

Authorize the user ID of the web services started task to each
IRR.RFACTOR.POLICY.POLICY-NAME profile you created.

|

Procedure

|
|
|
|

1. Allow READ access for the user ID of the web services started task.
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.POLICY.POLICY-NAME ACCESS(READ) CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-ID)
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

2. Verify the change.

|

Activate and deactivate users for IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication
The authentication factors you activate determine which factors the user must
provide.

Procedure
1. Select from the following authentication factors, and activate users as described
in the referenced sections:
v IBM MFA with SecurID. See “Activate and deactivate users for IBM MFA
SecurID” on page 31.
v IBM TouchToken. See “Activate and deactivate users for IBM TouchToken”
on page 40.
v IBM MFA Certificate Authentication. See “Activate and deactivate users for
IBM MFA Certificate Authentication” on page 54.
|

v “Activate and deactivate users for generic RADIUS” on page 61.
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v “Activate and deactivate users for SafeNet RADIUS” on page 69.
2. Apply one or more multi-factor authentication policies to a user, as described in
“Create and manage multi-factor authentication policies” on page 45.

|

ALU <USERID> MFA(ADDPOLICY(POLICY-NAME))

3. Enter the following command to display IBM MFA information for a user
profile:
LISTUSER [Login ID] MFA

4. Tell users they must use the IBM MFA Out-of-Band web server login page.
5. When the user visits the IBM MFA Out-of-Band web login page, they are
prompted for their user ID and their RACF password. On the next page, they
are shown user-specific information about the policies and factors required for
them to log on.
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Chapter 11. Configuring IBM MFA certificate authentication
You can configure IBM MFA for certificate authentication. This is a general purpose
certificate authentication that includes Common Access Card (CAC) and Personal
Identification Verification (PIV) cards.
Certificate authentication uses the client identity certificate to authenticate the user.

IBM MFA Certificate Authentication configuration requirements
Before you configure IBM MFA Certificate Authentication, refer to the
configuration roadmap in Chapter 5, “IBM MFA configuration roadmap,” on page
11.

Additional RACF administration steps for certificate authentication
You must perform additional RACF administration steps for certificate
authentication.

Define a resource profile in MFADEF class
You define IBM MFA factors by creating a general resource profile for the factor
name in the MFADEF class. To define a factor for IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication, use RDEFINE to create a resource profile named FACTOR.AZFCERT1 in
the MFADEF class.

Procedure
1. Define the profile in the MFADEF class:
RDEF MFADEF FACTOR.AZFCERT1 OWNER(userid or group-name)

2. Refresh the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

3. Verify the change. For example:
RLIST MFADEF FACTOR.AZFCERT1

Define a resource profile in FACILITY class
To define authorization to execute the panels for IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication administration, use RDEFINE to create a resource profile named
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFCERT1 in the FACILITY class.

Procedure
1. Define the profile in the FACILITY class for AZFCERT1:
RDEF FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFCERT1 OWNER(userid or group-name)

2. Refresh the FACILITY class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

3. Verify the changes. For example:
RLIST FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFCERT1
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Authorize access to IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFCERT1 profile
Authorize the administrators who execute the panels to the
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFCERT1 profile. The user ID of the IBM MFA web
services started task requires READ access to this profile.

Procedure
1. Allow the access shown in Table 13:
Table 13. Required levels of permission
Permission

Access

READ

Able to view configuration options, but may
not update, create, or delete parameters.

UPDATE, CONTROL, ALTER

Able to create, update, delete, and view
configuration options.

For example:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFCERT1 ACCESS(ALTER) CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-id)
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFCERT1 ACCESS(READ) CLASS(FACILITY) ID(AZFSTC)
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

2. Verify the change.

Additional system programming steps for certificate authentication
After you perform the RACF administration tasks, you must perform additional
system programming tasks for certificate authentication.

Import root CA certificate of client certificate chain
The root CA certificate of the client certificate chain must be present as a
CERTAUTH certificate in the z/OS server keyring.

Before you begin
How to obtain the root CA certificate varies by vendor and application. If you do
not already have the client CA trusted root certificate, you may be able to export it
to a file from the client Windows system:
1. Select Internet Options > Content > Certificates > location-of-your-certificate.
2. Double-click on the certificate you want to use for client authentication.
3. Click the Certification Path tab.
4. Select the certificate at the top of the chain. This is the root CA certificate.
5. Click View Certificate. On the Certificate Information window, the Issued to
and Issued by fields should be the same.
6. Select the Details tab.
7. Click Copy to File.
8. Follow the Certificate Export wizard to export the certificate to a file. You can
accept the default of DER encoded binary x.509 (.cer).

About this task
The root CA certificate of the client certificate chain must be present as a
CERTAUTH in the z/OS server keyring. The user certificate must match the
Subject DN and Issuer DN of the root CA certificate.
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If you are using certificates from more than one issuer, as could be the case if you
are using smart cards from more than one source, the root CA certificate of each
certificate chain must be present.

Procedure
1. Allocate a data set on the z/OS system for the certificate. You must specify a
cataloged data set, and it may not be a PDS or a PDS member. The record
format (RECFM) expected by RACDCERT is variable-block (VB).
2. Copy the certificate file to the data set you allocated. If you use ftp to transfer
the file, transfer it in binary mode.
3. Add the certificate to the RACF database as a trusted CERTAUTH with a label of
your choice.
RACDCERT ADD(’cert-data-set’) CERTAUTH TRUST
WITHLABEL(’Cert Label’)

4. Connect the certificate to the keyring you created in “Configure an AT-TLS
profile” on page 19.
RACDCERT ID(ID of the web services started task) CONNECT(CERTAUTH
LABEL(’client cert root CA label’) RING(server ring name))

5. Refresh the DIGTCERT class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(DIGTCERT) REFRESH

Configure client (mutual) authentication
Configure the AT-TLS profile for mutual authentication on the z/OS system you
are using as the web services server.

Before you begin
You must have already configured an AT-TLS profile for HTTPS on the z/OS
system, as described in “Configure an AT-TLS profile” on page 19. This procedure
builds upon that existing profile by defining the rule for the mutual authentication
port.

About this task
In AT-TLS, whether or not client authentication is done is controlled by the
HandshakeRole parameter on either the TTLSEnvironmentAction or
TTLSConnectionAction statements. When the HandshakeRole parameter is set to
ServerWithClientAuth, a certificate request is sent to the client during the
handshake. The client can send its certificate to the server, which can then validate
the certificate.
The level of validation done by the server is controlled with the ClientAuthType
parameter on the TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms statement.

Procedure
1. Edit the policy you created in “Configure an AT-TLS profile” on page 19 to add
a new rule for client authentication. The example rule uses the same keyring
and cipher suites.
2. Add the HandshakeRole and ClientAuthType parameters. Specific lines in the
example are numbered to the right so that you can associate them with the
notes that follow.
TTLSRule
{
LocalAddr

client_AZF
ALL
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RemoteAddr
LocalPortRange
Direction
Priority
TTLSGroupActionRef
TTLSEnvironmentActionRef
TTLSConnectionActionRef
}
TTLSGroupAction
{
TTLSEnabled
Trace

ALL
6777▌a▐
Inbound
255
clientgA-AZF
clienteA-AZF
clientcA-AZF
clientgA-AZF
On
2

}
TTLSEnvironmentAction
clienteA-AZF
{
HandshakeRole
ServerWithClientAuth▌b▐
EnvironmentUserInstance
0
TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef clienteAdv1-AZF
TTLSGskAdvancedParmsRef
gskAdvMutWithCRL
TTLSKeyringParmsRef
keyR1~AZF
Trace
2
}
TTLSConnectionAction
clientcA-AZF
{
TTLSCipherParmsRef
cipher-AZF
TTLSConnectionAdvancedParmsRef clientcAdv1-AZF
CtraceClearText
Off
Trace
2
}
TTLSConnectionAdvancedParms
clientcAdv1-AZF
{
HandshakeTimeout
ApplicationControlled
SecondaryMap
}
TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms
{
ClientAuthType
CertValidationMode
ApplicationControlled
SSLv2
SSLv3
TLSv1
TLSv1.1
TLSv1.2
}
TTLSGskAdvancedParms
{
TTLSGskHttpCdpParms
{
HttpCdpEnable
}
TTLSGskOcspParms
{
OcspAiaEnable
}
}

30▌c▐
Off
Off
clienteAdv1-AZF
Required▌d▐
RFC5280▌e▐
Off
Off
Off
Off
On
On
gskAdvMutWithCRL▌f▐

On

On

Callout Notes:
a. The example uses port 6777, but you can choose your own value. You need
to specify this port when you run AZFEXEC to configure the web services
mutual authentication port.
b. Enable client authentication.
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c. Specifies the number of seconds to wait for the initial handshake to
complete. Allow sufficient time for the user to validate a smart card PIN
and provide the client certificate, if needed.
d. The server ensures that the signer of the client’s certificate is trusted by
checking the trusted root CA certificate that is in the server’s key ring.
e. Specifies that certificates are validated by using the method described in
RFC 5280. If you are using z/OS Version 2 Release 1, use the highest
supported validation method.
f. For z/OS Version 2 Release 2, implement certificate revocation checking. See
z/OS V2R2.0 Communications Server: IP Configuration Guide and z/OS V2R2.0
Communications Server: IP Configuration Reference for complete information.
3. Save the changes.

Configure IBM MFA web service started task for IBM MFA
Certificate Authentication
You must configure the IBM MFA web services started task for IBM MFA
Certificate Authentication.

Before you begin
You must have already configured IBM MFA web services as described in
Chapter 7, “Configuring IBM MFA web services configuration attributes,” on page
17, including configuring a PKCS#11 token and an AT-TLS profile.

Procedure
1. Execute AZFEXEC and enter STC to configure the web services started task.
2. Configure the web services started task, as described in “Configure IBM MFA
web service started task” on page 23.
3. Set Mutual Authentication Port to the value you configured in “Configure
client (mutual) authentication” on page 51.
4. Set Enable Out of Band Services to Y.
5. Set Enable Certificate Authentication to Y.

Configure IBM MFA Certificate Authentication
You must configure IBM MFA Certificate Authentication to use this factor.

About this task
As part of the initial logon process, the user must select the certificate they want to
use to log and complete Certificate Enrollment. You must approve the certificate
presented by a user to be sure it is correct and approved for the specific user. The
user cannot use the certificate to log on with IBM MFA Certificate Authentication
until you complete this process.
The certificate approval process you must follow is described in “Approve user
certificates” on page 55.
You can configure IBM MFA Certificate Authentication to notify an administrator
by email when a user enrolls a certificate.
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Procedure
1. Execute AZFEXEC and enter C to configure IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication.
2. Provide the following:
Table 14. AZFCERT1 Factor Attributes
Setting

Description

SMTP Server Host

Enter the host name or IP address of the
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server
for outbound email.

SMTP Server Port

Enter the port of the SMTP server.

SMTP User Id

Enter the user ID you want to use to log in
to the SMTP server.

SMTP User Password

Enter the password for the user ID you want
to use to log in to the SMTP server.

Administrator Email Address

Enter the email address to be notified when
a user enrolls a certificate.

Sender Email Address

Enter the email address used to send the
email notification.

Require Exact Certificate

Possible values are Y or N. The default is N.
By default, the client certificate must match
the Subject DN and Issuer DN of the root
CA certificate and a hash is created. This
parameter addresses the use case where the
user gets a new certificate and the hash does
not match. If set to Y, the user certificate
must match the hash as well as the Subject
DN and Issuer DN of the root CA certificate.

Initial Trace Level

The trace level used for tracing events
within the AZFCERT1 plug-in. Valid values
are 0 through 3, where the higher number
increases the level of verbosity. The default
is zero.

Administration and operation steps for IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication
Follow the steps in this section to provision users for IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication.

Activate and deactivate users for IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication
You use the ALTUSER or ALU command to activate users for IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication.

Procedure
1. Enter the following command to activate a user for IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFCERT1)
ACTIVE PWFALLBACK)
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Where:
v [Login ID] is the z/OS user name.
v ACTIVE activates the AZFCERT1 authenticator for the user ID.
v PWFALLBACK configures password fallback for the user, as described in
Chapter 14, “Configuring Password Fallback,” on page 71.
2. You must create a multi-factor authentication policy as described in “Create
and manage multi-factor authentication policies” on page 45.
3. Apply the multi-factor authentication policy to the user as described in “Create
and manage multi-factor authentication policies” on page 45.
4. Enter the following command to display IBM MFA information for a user
profile:
LISTUSER [Login ID] MFA
MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION:
--------------------------------------PASSWORD FALLBACK IS ALLOWED
AUTHENTICATION POLICIES =
CERTTOTPONLY
FACTOR = AZFSIDP1
STATUS = INACTIVE
FACTOR TAGS =
SIDUSERID:user
FACTOR = AZFTOTP1
STATUS = ACTIVE
FACTOR TAGS =
REGSTATE:PROVISIONED
FACTOR = AZFCERT1
STATUS = ACTIVE

5. If needed, enter the following command to deactivate a user for IBM MFA
Certificate Authentication:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFCERT1)
NOACTIVE)

Approve user certificates
You must approve the certificate presented by a user before the user can use it to
log on.

About this task
You must approve the certificate presented by a user to be sure it is correct and
approved for the specific user. The user cannot use the certificate to log on with
IBM MFA Certificate Authentication until you complete this process. The user can
enroll only one certificate for their account.
You can configure IBM MFA Certificate Authentication to notify an administrator
by email when a user enrolls a certificate, as described in “Configure IBM MFA
Certificate Authentication” on page 53.
Note: If at a later time you need to repeat this procedure to remove the current
certificate and approve a different certificate for the user, first remove the existing
AZFCERT1 tags:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFCERT1) NOTAGS)

Procedure
1. Set the user REGSTATE to OPEN for the AZFCERT1 factor. (Case is sensitive
for OPEN.)
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ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFCERT1)
TAGS(REGSTATE:OPEN))

2. Instruct the user to begin the IBM MFA Certificate Authentication logon
process at the web server login page you configured, such as
https://login-server-hostname:port/mfa, where port is the server authentication
port.
3. On the Available Authentication Policies page, instruct the user to click on
"Open Certificate Enrollment Interface."
4. On the AZFCERT1 Enrollment page, instruct the user to click on "Begin
Certificate Enrollment."
5. The user must select the certificate they want to use to log in and click OK.
For PIV/CAC cards, the user must then enter their valid PIN.
6. If successful, the user receives a message indicating the certificate enrollment
succeeded and to await further instruction from the administrator.
7. Use the LU command to check the AZFCERT1 factor status and certify the
certificate information is correct for the user. Notice that the REGSTATE has
changed to REVIEW.
Note: The example shows a test PIV card used for demonstration purposes
only.
LU [Login ID] MFA
FACTOR = AZFCERT1
STATUS = ACTIVE
FACTOR TAGS =
REGSTATE:REVIEW
SUBJECT:CN=Test Cardholder VII,C=US,O=Test Government,OU=Test Departm
ent
ISSUER:CN=Test RSA 2048-bit CA for Test PIV Cards,C=US,O=Test Certifi
cates 2010,OU=Test CA
CERTHASH:94A8B7B184FE198FC0A89640ECD9145BFFAC6491
SERIAL:02BF

8. If the certificate information is correct for the user, set the user REGSTATE to
APPROVED for the AZFCERT1 factor. (Case is sensitive for APPROVED.)
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFCERT1)
TAGS(REGSTATE:APPROVED))

9. Instruct the user to return to the web server login page and log on.
10. On the "Available Authentication Policies" page, instruct the user to now click
"Begin Certificate-based Authentication."
11. The user must select the certificate they want to use to log in and click OK.
For PIV/CAC cards, the user must then enter their valid PIN.
12. On the "Cache Token Credential" page, instruct the user to copy the generated
cache token credential and use it to log on to the z/OS application.
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|

|

Chapter 12. Configuring IBM MFA for generic RADIUS

|
|
|

Generic RADIUS refers to the RADIUS server of your choice that returns a simple
allowed/denied response. You must configure IBM MFA for generic RADIUS if
you want to use that authentication factor.

|
|

Before you configure IBM MFA for generic RADIUS, refer to the configuration
roadmap in Chapter 5, “IBM MFA configuration roadmap,” on page 11.

|
|

Choosing between generic RADIUS and IBM MFA for SafeNet
RADIUS

|
|
|
|
|

If you are using the SafeNet RADIUS server, as a general rule you should use IBM
MFA for SafeNet RADIUS instead, as described in Chapter 13, “Configuring IBM
MFA for SafeNet RADIUS,” on page 63. However, if you must use Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) as the connection type, use generic RADIUS. IBM MFA for
SafeNet RADIUS supports User Datagram Protocol (UDP) only.

|
|
|
|

Additional RACF administration steps for generic RADIUS
You must perform RACF administration steps for generic RADIUS.

Define a resource profile in MFADEF class

|
|
|

You define IBM MFA factors by creating a general resource profile for the factor
name in the MFADEF class. To define a factor for generic RADIUS, use RDEFINE to
create a resource profile named FACTOR.AZFRADP1 in the MFADEF class.

|

Procedure

|
|
|
|
|
|

1. Define the profile in the MFADEF class:

|

Define a resource profile in FACILITY class

RDEF MFADEF FACTOR.AZFRADP1

2. Refresh the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

3. Verify the change. For example:
RLIST MFADEF FACTOR.AZFRADP1

|
|
|

To define authorization to execute the panels for generic RADIUS administration,
use RDEFINE to create a resource profile named IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFRADP1 in the
FACILITY class.

|

Procedure

|
|
|
|
|
|

1. Define the profile in the FACILITY class:
RDEF FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFRADP1

2. Refresh the FACILITY class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

3. Verify the change. For example:
RLIST FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFRADP1
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Authorize access to IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFRADP1 profile

|
|
|

Authorize the RADIUS administrators who execute the panels to the
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFRADP1 profile.

|
|

Procedure

|

Table 15. Required levels of permission

|

Permission

Access

|
|
|

READ

Able to view configuration options, but may
not update, create, or delete generic RADIUS
parameters.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

UPDATE, CONTROL, ALTER

Able to create, update, delete, and view
configuration options.

1. Allow the access shown in Table 15:

For example:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFRADP1 ACCESS(ALTER) CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-id)
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

2. Verify the change.

Authorize access to resource profiles for shared secret

|
|
|

You must authorize the administrators who access the panel to set or change the
shared secret to the resource profiles.

|

Procedure

|

1. Allow the access shown in Table 16:

|

Table 16. Required User Authorization

|

Resource Profile/Data Set Class

Access

|

SO.TOKEN_NAME

CRYPTOZ

CONTROL

|

USER.TOKEN_NAME

CRYPTOZ

READ

|

CSFRNG

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSF1SKE

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSF1TRL

CSFSERV

READ

|
|
|
|
|
|

CSF1GSK

CSFSERV

READ

|
|

For example:
PERMIT SO.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(user-ID) ACC(CONTROL)
SETROPTS RACLIST(CRYPTOZ) REFRESH

2. Verify the change.

Additional system programming steps for generic RADIUS
After you perform the RACF administration tasks, you must perform additional
system programming tasks to define generic RADIUS parameters.

|
|

Configure generic RADIUS

|

You must configure the IBM MFA AZFRADP1 settings if you want to use generic
RADIUS.

|
|
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|

Before you begin

|
|
|

The AZFRADP1 authentication factor uses the PKCS#11 token to encrypt the
shared secret before it is stored in RACF, and to generate random authenticators
for use inside the RADIUS packet.

|
|
|

You must configure a PKCS#11 token, as described in “Configure a PKCS#11
token” on page 17. You can use a token you previously created and extend the
access, or create a new one. Take note of the following change to the procedure:

|
|
|

v If you create a new token, you must explicitly create the PKCS#11 token using
RACDCERT ADDTOKEN; the token is not created for you. You need READ access to
the CSF1TRC profile in the CSFSERV class.

|

About this task

|
|
|

Configuration data for generic RADIUS is stored in the RACF database. The
configuration data include settings related to the AZFRADP1 authentication load
module.

|

Procedure

|

1. Execute AZFEXEC and enter R to configure AZFRADP1.

|

2. Provide the following:

|

Table 17. AZFRADP1 Factor Attributes

|

Setting

Allowed Values

Description

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

PKCS#11 Token Name

Actual PKCS#11 token
name

Enter the name of the PKCS#11
token to be used for
cryptographic operations. You
created this token in “Configure a
PKCS#11 token” on page 17.
Note: If you change the PKCS#11
token name, you must also
re-enter the existing shared secret.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Key Label

Actual PKCS#11 key label

The name of the Key Label that is
used to encrypt the shared secret.
The PKCS#11 key label has a
limit of 32 characters.
Note: If you change the PKCS#11
key label, you must also re-enter
the existing shared secret.

|
|
|
|
|
|

Primary Server Host Name Valid host name or IP
address

Enter the hostname or IP address
for the primary RADIUS server.
The hostname must be
sufficiently qualified for web
clients to resolve the hostname.
Must be set.

|
|
|

Primary Server Port

The port number of the primary
RADIUS server. The default is
1812.

Valid port number
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|

Table 17. AZFRADP1 Factor Attributes (continued)

|

Setting

Allowed Values

Description

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Secondary Server Host
Name

Valid host name or IP
address

Enter the hostname or IP address
for the secondary RADIUS server,
if applicable. This is required
only if you have multiple servers.
The hostname must be
sufficiently qualified for web
clients to resolve the hostname.

|
|
|
|

Secondary Server Port

Valid port number

The port number of the
secondary RADIUS server, if
applicable. This is required only
if you have multiple servers.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Tertiary Server Host Name Valid host name or IP
address

Enter the hostname or IP address
for the tertiary RADIUS server, if
applicable. This is required only
if you have multiple servers. The
hostname must be sufficiently
qualified for web clients to
resolve the hostname.

|
|
|
|

Tertiary Server Port

Valid port number

The port number of the tertiary
RADIUS server, if applicable.
This is required only if you have
multiple servers.

|
|
|
|

Number of Retries

Integer, from 1 through 15

The number of times IBM MFA
attempts to contact the RADIUS
should the connection become
inactive.

|
|
|
|
|
|

Timeout

Number of seconds, from
1 through 30

The amount of time the
connection between IBM MFA
and the RADIUS can remain
inactive before the session is
timed out. The default amount of
time is 10 seconds.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Shared Secret

Actual shared secret

The shared secret (case-sensitive
password) that is used by the
RADIUS server to recognize the
IBM MFA RADIUS client. The
RADIUS client uses the same
shared secret when
communicating with the RADIUS
primary server or RADIUS
replica servers.
Important: The shared secret
must be the same for all LPARs
in a sysplex. Consult your
RADIUS documentation for
configuration information.
Note: The shared secret is not
displayed on the panel after you
enter it.
Note: Be aware that the
translation to ASCII is performed
using host code page 1047. This
may have implications if you are
using other code pages.
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|

Table 17. AZFRADP1 Factor Attributes (continued)

|

Setting

Allowed Values

Description

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Connection Type

UDP or TCP

Select the connection type for the
RADIUS server, User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) or Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP). Both
UDP and TCP use Internet
Protocol (IP) as the underlying
protocol. UDP is the default.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Initial Trace Level

0 through 3

Choose the initial trace level.
Valid values are 0 through 3,
where the higher number
increases the level of verbosity.
The default is 0.

3. Press F3 to save your changes and exit.

|
|
|

4. Configure the generic RADIUS server to accept communications from each
z/OS system or LPAR that is running the IBM MFA services started task.
Consult your RADIUS documentation for configuration information.

|
|
|
|
|

Administration and operation steps for generic RADIUS
Follow the steps in this section to provision users and start up and administer IBM
MFA for generic RADIUS.

Activate and deactivate users for generic RADIUS

|

You use the ALTUSER or ALU command to activate users for generic RADIUS.

|

Before you begin

|
|
|
|

Before you can activate users for generic RADIUS, you must first provision the
users in the RADIUS server. For example, you may require the users to supply a
valid passcode, PIN, or some other credential. You must provide the users with
this information.

|
|
|
|

Important: The credential format is known only to the RADIUS server you are
using, If your generic RADIUS credentials are longer than 8 characters, ensure that
passphrases are enabled. IBM MFA cannot process generic RADIUS credentials
split between the Password and New Password fields.

|
|

When you activate a user for IBM MFA, that user is no longer able to use the z/OS
password to log in. Therefore, the user must first have valid credentials.

|
|
|

To defer activation to a later time, omit the ACTIVE keyword from the ALTUSER
command, or supply the NOACTIVE keyword to deactivate the authenticator for
the user ID.

|
|
|
|

Procedure

|

Where:

|

v [Login ID] is the z/OS user name.

1. Enter the following command to activate a user for generic RADIUS:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFRADP1)
ACTIVE PWFALLBACK TAGS(RADUSERID:[User ID]))
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v ACTIVE activates the AZFRADP1 authenticator for the user ID.
v PWFALLBACK configures password fallback for the user, as described in
Chapter 14, “Configuring Password Fallback,” on page 71.
v User ID is the associated RADIUS user ID.
2. If needed, enter the following command to defer activating a user for generic
RADIUS:

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFRADP1)
TAGS(RADUSERID:[User ID]))

Then, at a later time, enter an ALTUSER or ALU command of the following
form to activate the AZFRADP1 authenticator for the user ID:

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

ALU <USERID> MFA(FACTOR(AZFRADP1) ACTIVE)

3. Enter the following command to display IBM MFA information for a user
profile:
LISTUSER [Login ID] MFA
MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION:
--------------------------------------PASSWORD FALLBACK IS NOT ALLOWED
FACTOR = AZFRADP1
STATUS = ACTIVE
FACTOR TAGS =
RADUSERID:user

4. If needed, enter the following command to deactivate a user for generic
RADIUS:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFRADP1)
NOACTIVE TAGS(RADUSERID:[User ID]))

Clear the shared secret

|
|
|
|
|

The RADIUS shared secret is a shared secret known to IBM MFA and the RADIUS
server. If this secret must be established (or re-established), your RADIUS
administrator will request that the shared secret be cleared from each z/OS
instance sharing the RACF database where users log on.

|

Procedure

|
|

1. Edit the RADIUS client and change the shared secret as documented in your
RADIUS documentation.

|
|

2. Repeat 1 for all of the associated RADIUS clients. (All LPARs in a sysplex must
use the same shared secret.)

|

3. Execute AZFEXEC and enter R to configure AZFRADP1.

|

4. Change the shared secret to match that of the RADIUS client setting.
Note: The administrator who performs this step must be authorized as shown
in “Authorize access to resource profiles for shared secret” on page 58.

|
|
|

5. Press F3 to save your changes and exit.

|
|

6. Restart the started task, as described in “Start the IBM MFA services started
task” on page 14 on each z/OS instance sharing the RACF database.

|
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|

|

Chapter 13. Configuring IBM MFA for SafeNet RADIUS

|
|

You must configure IBM MFA for Gemalto SafeNet RADIUS if you want to use
that authentication factor.

|
|

Before you configure IBM MFA for SafeNet RADIUS, refer to the configuration
roadmap in Chapter 5, “IBM MFA configuration roadmap,” on page 11.

|

SafeNet logon matrix

|
|
|

Important: IBM MFA supports the MobilePASS token, and has been tested with
the SafeNet Authentication Service Token Templates and Server-Side PIN policies.
Consult your SafeNet documentation for configuration information.

|
|
|
|

How the user logs on to the z/OS application depends on how you have
configured the Token Templates and the Server-Side PIN policies, as shown in
Table 18 and Table 19 on page 64. Make sure you tell the users exactly which
procedure to follow.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|

Table 18. TSO/E Logon Options for SafeNet Quick Log
PIN

Passphrase Accepted?

You Enter...

No PIN

Yes

Enter the MobilePASS passcode in the
TSO/E Password field.

No

Enter the MobilePASS passcode in the
TSO/E Password field.

Yes

Enter your PIN followed by the
MobilePASS passcode in the TSO/E
Password field.

No

Enter the passcode in the TSO/E
Password field and the PIN in the New
Password field. When prompted, re-enter
the PIN in the New Password field.

Yes

Enter the MobilePASS passcode in the
TSO/E Password field.

No

Enter the MobilePASS passcode in the
TSO/E Password field.

Yes

1. Enter your current PIN followed by
the MobilePASS passcode in the
TSO/E Password field. (The PIN is not
needed in User-selected PIN mode.)

Server-side User Select

User-selected PIN

New PIN required

2. When prompted, enter a new PIN in
the Password field.
3. Confirm the PIN.
No

1. Enter the MobilePASS passcode in the
TSO/E Password field. Leave the New
Password field empty.
2. When prompted, enter a new PIN in
the New Password field.
3. Confirm the PIN.
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|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|

Table 19. TSO/E Logon Options for SafeNet Challenge-Response
PIN

Passphrase Accepted?

You Enter...

No PIN

Yes

1. Enter any single alphabetic character
in the TSO/E Password field and
press Enter.
2. Copy the challenge, paste it in
MobilePass, and generate a passcode.
3. Enter the MobilePASS passcode in the
TSO/E Password field.

No

1. Enter any single alphabetic character
in the TSO/E Password field and
press Enter.
2. Copy the challenge, paste it in
MobilePass, and generate a passcode.
3. Enter the MobilePASS passcode in the
TSO/E Password field.

Server-side User Select

Yes

1. Enter any single alphabetic character
in the TSO/E Password field and
press Enter.
2. Copy the challenge, paste it in
MobilePass, and generate a passcode.
3. Enter the PIN followed by the
MobilePASS passcode in the TSO/E
Password field.

No

1. Enter any single alphabetic character
in the TSO/E Password field and
press Enter.
2. Copy the challenge, paste it in
MobilePass, and generate a passcode.
3. Enter the passcode in the TSO/E
Password field and the PIN in the
New Password field. When prompted,
re-enter the PIN in the New Password
field.

User-selected PIN

Yes

1. Enter any single alphabetic character
in the TSO/E Password field and
press Enter.
2. Copy the challenge, paste it in
MobilePASS, and generate a passcode.
3. Enter the passcode in the TSO/E
Password field.

No

1. Enter any single alphabetic character
in the TSO/E Password field and
press Enter.
2. Copy the challenge, paste it in
MobilePass, and generate a passcode.
3. Enter the passcode in the TSO/E
Password field.
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|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
||
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Table 19. TSO/E Logon Options for SafeNet Challenge-Response (continued)
PIN

Passphrase Accepted?

You Enter...

New PIN required

Yes

1. Enter any single alphabetic character
in the TSO/E Password field and
press Enter.
2. Copy the challenge, paste it in
MobilePass, and generate a passcode.
3. Enter the PIN followed by the
passcode in the TSO/E Password field.
(The PIN is not needed in
User-selected PIN mode.)
4. Respond to the prompts to enter a
new PIN.

No

1. Enter any single alphabetic character
in the TSO/E Password field and
press Enter.
2. Copy the challenge, paste it in
MobilePass, and generate a passcode.
3. Enter the passcode in the TSO/E
Password field.
4. Respond to the prompts to enter a
new PIN.

Additional RACF administration steps for SafeNet RADIUS
You must perform RACF administration steps for SafeNet RADIUS.

Define a resource profile in MFADEF class

|
|
|

You define IBM MFA factors by creating a general resource profile for the factor
name in the MFADEF class. To define a factor for SafeNet RADIUS, use RDEFINE to
create a resource profile named FACTOR.AZFSFNP1 in the MFADEF class.

|

Procedure

|
|
|
|
|
|

1. Define the profile in the MFADEF class:

|

Define a resource profile in FACILITY class

RDEF MFADEF FACTOR.AZFSFNP1 OWNER(userid or group-name)

2. Refresh the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

3. Verify the change. For example:
RLIST MFADEF FACTOR.AZFSFNP1

|
|
|

To define authorization to execute the panels for SafeNet RADIUS administration,
use RDEFINE to create a resource profile named IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSFNP1 in the
FACILITY class.

|

Procedure

|
|
|
|
|
|

1. Define the profile in the FACILITY class:
RDEF FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSFNP1 OWNER(userid or group-name)

2. Refresh the FACILITY class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

3. Verify the change. For example:
RLIST FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSFNP1
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Authorize access to IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSFNP1 profile

|
|
|

Authorize the administrators who execute the panels to the
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSFNP1 profile.

|
|

Procedure

|

Table 20. Required levels of permission

|

Permission

Access

|
|
|

READ

Able to view configuration options, but may
not update, create, or delete SecurID
parameters.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

UPDATE, CONTROL, ALTER

Able to create, update, delete, and view
configuration options.

1. Allow the access shown in Table 20:

For example:
PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSFNP1 ACCESS(ALTER) CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-id)
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

2. Verify the change.

Authorize access to resource profiles for shared secret

|
|
|

You must authorize the administrators who access the panel to set or change the
shared secret to the resource profiles.

|

Procedure

|

1. Allow the access shown in Table 21:

|

Table 21. Required User Authorization

|

Resource Profile/Data Set Class

Access

|

SO.TOKEN_NAME

CRYPTOZ

CONTROL

|

USER.TOKEN_NAME

CRYPTOZ

READ

|

CSFRNG

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSF1TRL

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSF1SKE

CSFSERV

READ

|
|
|
|
|
|

CSF1GSK

CSFSERV

READ

|
|

For example:
PERMIT SO.token_name CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(user-ID) ACC(CONTROL)
SETROPTS RACLIST(CRYPTOZ) REFRESH

2. Verify the change.

Additional system programming steps for SafeNet RADIUS
After you perform the RACF administration tasks, you must perform additional
system programming tasks to define SafeNet RADIUS parameters.

|
|

Configure SafeNet RADIUS

|

You must configure the AZFSFNP1 settings if you want to use SafeNet RADIUS.

|
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|

Before you begin

|
|
|

The AZFSFNP1 authentication factor uses the PKCS#11 token to encrypt the shared
secret before it is stored in RACF, and to generate random authenticators for use
inside the RADIUS packet.

|
|
|

You must configure a PKCS#11 token, as described in “Configure a PKCS#11
token” on page 17. You can use a token you previously created and extend the
access, or create a new one. Take note of the following change to the procedure:

|
|
|

v If you create a new token, you must explicitly create the PKCS#11 token using
RACDCERT ADDTOKEN; the token is not created for you. You need READ access to
the CSF1TRC profile in the CSFSERV class.

|

About this task

|
|

Configuration data for SafeNet RADIUS is stored in the RACF database. The
configuration data include settings related to the AZFSFNP1 authentication factor.

|

Procedure

|

1. Execute AZFEXEC and enter SF to configure AZFSFNP1 SafeNet RADIUS.

|

2. Provide the following:

|

Table 22. AZFSFNP1 Factor Attributes

|

Setting

Allowed Values

Description

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

PKCS#11 Token Name

Actual PKCS#11 token
name

Enter the name of the PKCS#11
token to be used for
cryptographic operations. You
created this token in “Configure a
PKCS#11 token” on page 17.
Note: If you change the PKCS#11
token name, you must also
re-enter the existing shared secret.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Key Label

Actual PKCS#11 key label

The name of the Key Label that is
used to encrypt the shared secret.
The PKCS#11 key label has a
limit of 32 characters.
Note: If you change the PKCS#11
key label, you must also re-enter
the existing shared secret.

|
|
|
|
|
|

Primary Server Host Name Valid host name or IP
address

Enter the hostname or IP address
for the primary SafeNet RADIUS
server. The hostname must be
sufficiently qualified for web
clients to resolve the hostname.
Must be set.

|
|
|

Primary Server Port

The port number of the primary
SafeNet RADIUS server. The
default is 1812. Must be set.

Valid port number
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|

Table 22. AZFSFNP1 Factor Attributes (continued)

|

Setting

Allowed Values

Description

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Secondary Server Host
Name

Valid host name or IP
address

Enter the hostname or IP address
for the secondary SafeNet
RADIUS server, if applicable.
This is required only if you have
multiple servers. The hostname
must be sufficiently qualified for
web clients to resolve the
hostname.

|
|
|
|
|

Secondary Server Port

Valid port number

The port number of the
secondary SafeNet RADIUS
server, if applicable. This is
required only if you have
multiple servers.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Tertiary Server Host Name Valid host name or IP
address

Enter the hostname or IP address
for the tertiary SafeNet RADIUS
server, if applicable. This is
required only if you have
multiple servers. The hostname
must be sufficiently qualified for
web clients to resolve the
hostname.

|
|
|
|

Tertiary Server Port

Valid port number

The port number of the tertiary
SafeNet RADIUS server, if
applicable. This is required only
if you have multiple servers.

|
|
|
|

Number of Retries

Integer, from 1 through 15

The number of times IBM MFA
attempts to contact the SafeNet
RADIUS should the connection
become inactive.

|
|
|
|
|
|

Timeout

Number of seconds, from
1 through 30

The amount of time the
connection between IBM MFA
and the SafeNet RADIUS can
remain inactive before the session
is timed out. The default amount
of time is 10 seconds.
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|

Table 22. AZFSFNP1 Factor Attributes (continued)

|

Setting

Allowed Values

Description

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Shared Secret

Actual shared secret

The shared secret (case-sensitive
password) that is used by the
SafeNet RADIUS server to
recognize the IBM MFA RADIUS
client. The RADIUS client uses
the same shared secret when
communicating with the RADIUS
primary server or RADIUS
replica servers.
Important: The shared secret
must be the same for all LPARs
in a sysplex. Consult your
SafeNet documentation for
configuration information.
Note: The shared secret is not
displayed on the panel after you
enter it.
Note: Be aware that the
translation to ASCII is performed
using host code page 1047. This
may have implications if you are
using other code pages.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Initial Trace Level

0 through 3

Choose the initial trace level.
Valid values are 0 through 3,
where the higher number
increases the level of verbosity.
The default is 0.

3. Press F3 to save your changes and exit.

|
|
|

4. Configure the generic RADIUS server to accept communications from each
z/OS system or LPAR that is running the IBM MFA services started task.
Consult your SafeNet RADIUS documentation for configuration information.

|
|
|
|
|

Administration and operation steps for SafeNet RADIUS
Follow the steps in this section to provision users and start up and administer IBM
MFA for SafeNet RADIUS.

Activate and deactivate users for SafeNet RADIUS

|

You use the ALTUSER or ALU command to activate users for SafeNet RADIUS.

|

Before you begin

|
|

Before you can activate users for IBM MFA, you must first create accounts for the
users in the SafeNet RADIUS server and assign tokens.

|
|
|

When you activate a user for IBM MFA, that user is no longer able to use the z/OS
password to log in. Therefore, the user must first have a valid token and
credentials for the SafeNet RADIUS server.

|
|
|

To defer activation to a later time, omit the ACTIVE keyword from the ALTUSER
command, or supply the NOACTIVE keyword to deactivate the authenticator for
the user ID.
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Procedure

|
|
|
|

1. Enter the following command to activate a user for SafeNet RADIUS:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFSFNP1)
ACTIVE PWFALLBACK TAGS(RADUSERID:[User ID]))

|
|

Where:
v [Login ID] is the z/OS user name.

|
|
|
|

v ACTIVE activates the AZFRADP1 authenticator for the user ID.
v PWFALLBACK configures password fallback for the user, as described in
Chapter 14, “Configuring Password Fallback,” on page 71.
v User ID is the associated SafeNet RADIUS user ID.
2. If needed, enter the following command to defer activating a user for SafeNet
RADIUS:

|
|
|
|

ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFSFNP1)
TAGS(RADUSERID:[User ID]))

Then, at a later time, enter an ALTUSER or ALU command of the following
form to activate the AZFSFNP1 authenticator for the user ID:

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

ALU <USERID> MFA(FACTOR(AZFSFNP1) ACTIVE)

3. Enter the following command to display IBM MFA information for a user
profile:
LISTUSER [Login ID] MFA
MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION:
--------------------------------------PASSWORD FALLBACK IS NOT ALLOWED
FACTOR = AZFSFNP1
STATUS = ACTIVE
FACTOR TAGS =
RADUSERID:user

4. If needed, enter the following command to deactivate a user for SafeNet
RADIUS:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFSFNP1)
NOACTIVE TAGS(RADUSERID:[User ID]))

Clear the shared secret

|
|
|
|

The SafeNet RADIUS shared secret is a shared secret known to IBM MFA and the
SafeNet RADIUS server. If this secret must be established (or re-established), your
SafeNet RADIUS administrator will request that the shared secret be cleared.

|

Procedure

|
|

1. Edit the SafeNet RADIUS client and change the shared secret as documented in
your SafeNet documentation.

|
|

2. Repeat 1 for all of the associated RADIUS clients. (All LPARs in a sysplex must
use the same shared secret.)

|

3. Execute AZFEXEC and enter SF to configure AZFSFNP1.

|

4. Change the shared secret to match that of the SafeNet RADIUS client setting.
Note: The administrator who performs this step must be authorized as shown
in “Authorize access to resource profiles for shared secret” on page 66.

|
|
|

5. Press F3 to save your changes and exit.

|
|

6. Restart the started task, as described in “Start the IBM MFA services started
task” on page 14 on each z/OS instance sharing the RACF database.
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|

Chapter 14. Configuring Password Fallback
If you configure user accounts with the password fallback parameter, users can log
in with their z/OS password if the started task is down. The password fallback
mechanism is provided as a fail safe authentication method.

About this task
Password fallback is a user setting that applies to all in-band IBM MFA
authentications performed with that user ID, and the most recent setting takes
precedence. That is, if you set PWFALLBACK for a user in one authentication factor
and later set NOPWFALLBACK or accept the default for that same user in another
factor, NOPWFALLBACK applies to all factors. This is true regardless of whether the
factors are active for the user.

Procedure
1. Enter the following command to set password fallback:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(PWFALLBACK|NOPWFALLBACK)

Where PWFALLBACK configures password fallback for the user. If you omit this
parameter, the default is NOPWFALLBACK.
2. Enter the following command to display IBM MFA information for a user
profile:
LISTUSER [Login ID] MFA
MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION INFORMATION:
--------------------------------------PASSWORD FALLBACK IS NOT ALLOWED
FACTOR = AZFTOTP1
STATUS = ACTIVE
FACTOR TAGS =
REGSTATE:PROVISIONED
KEYLABEL:AZF.MDHUNTA.D13D317557E799C8
ALG:SHA512
CVALUE:49071141
NUMDIGITS:7
PERIOD:30
WINDOW:3
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Chapter 15. Configuring IBM HTTP Server - Powered by
Apache for IBM MFA
You can configure IBM HTTP Server - Powered by Apache to use IBM MFA for
BASIC authentication.
To do this, you must first configure PKCS#11 tokens and modify the configuration
file conf/httpd.conf file to set IBM MFA-specific values. The conf/httpd.conf
configuration file contains directives that customize the HTTP server.
After authentication has succeeded using IBM MFA credentials, a cookie is created
that is retrieved on subsequent requests. If the cookie is still valid, authentication is
bypassed and the web resource is served. The window of validity
(MFAExpireSeconds) is defined by the system administrator and can be specified up
to a maximum of 86400 seconds (1 day).

Configure a PKCS#11 token
PKCS#11 is a programming interface to create and manipulate cryptographic
tokens. PKCS#11 tokens are containers that hold digital certificates and keys.

Before you begin
ICSF must be installed, configured, and the started task started, as described in
z/OS Cryptographic Services ICSF System Programmer's Guide.
Table 23 summarizes the required CSFSERV resource profile access.
Table 23. CSFSERV Resource Profiles
Resource Profile

Web Server User ID

CSFRNG

READ

CSF1SKD

READ

CSF1SKE

READ

CSF1TRC

READ

CSF1TRL

READ

CSFOWH

READ

CSF1GSK

READ

CSFIQA

READ

|
|
|

For example:

|

About this task

PERMIT CSFRNG CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACC(READ)
SETROPTS RACLIST(CSFSERV) REFRESH

PKCS #11 tokens and objects are stored in a VSAM data set called the token data
set (TKDS). The TKDS serves as the repository for persistent cryptographic keys
and certificates used by PKCS #11 applications.
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This procedure summarizes the steps to create a PKCS#11 token for your
convenience. See z/OS Cryptographic Services ICSF Administrator's Guide for
complete information.
See the introductory chapter of z/OS Cryptographic Services ICSF Writing PKCS #11
Applications for token access information and guidelines.
Access to PKCS #11 tokens in ICSF is controlled by the CRYPTOZ class, with
different access levels as well as a differentiation between standard users and
security officers. For each token, there are two resources in the CRYPTOZ class for
controlling access to tokens:
v The resource USER.token-name controls the access of the User role to the token.
v The resource SO.token-name controls the access of the Security Officer (SO) role
to the token.
You can either first create your own PKCS#11 token using RACDCERT ADDTOKEN and
the web server will use it, or you can provide a valid token name and the web
server will create it if it does not already exist. In either case, the token name you
specify in this procedure must match the MFAPKCS#11TokenName token name you
subsequently use with conf/httpd.conf.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Important: Troubleshooting IBM MFA CRYPTOZ access problems can be difficult
if a governing profile does not exist. Under some circumstances, such as when the
user ID of the web server started task does not have access to one or more of the
profiles in the CRYPTOZ class because the profile does not exist, ICSF can deny a
request without issuing an informative ICHnumber error message, leaving only the
reason code for guidance.

|
|
|
|
|
|

It is recommended that you create a governing CRYPTOZ class profile with a value
of ** with a UACC of NONE. In the absence of a profile that permits access, this
restrictive profile causes a message to be output so that you can determine the
missing RACF profile.

|

Procedure

RDEFINE CRYPTOZ SO.** UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ USER.** UACC(NONE)

1. Create the TKDS. A sample job illustrating the definition of the TKDS data set
is shipped in SYS1.SAMPLIB, in member CSFTKDS. Copy, edit, and run the
sample job to initialize the TKDS data set.
2. Edit the ICSF installation options data set in the PARMLIB member for the
CSF started task. Set the TKDSN or SYSPLEXTKDS directives, as appropriate:
v TKDSN identifies the VSAM data set that contains the token data set.
v SYSPLEXTKDS specifies whether the token data set should have
sysplex-wide data consistency. The SYSPLEXTKDS option is in effect only if
the TKDSN option has also been specified.
In a sysplex, the required format of this directive is:
SYSPLEXTKDS(YES,FAIL(YES))

where YES specifies that the system is notified of updates made to the
TKDS by other members of the sysplex that have also specified
SYSPLEXTKDS(YES,FAIL(fail-option)), and FAIL (YES) specifies that ICSF
initialization terminates abnormally if there is a failure creating the TKDS
latch set.
3. Activate the CRYPTOZ class with generics and RACLISTs:
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SETROPTS CLASSACT(CRYPTOZ) GENERIC(CRYPTOZ) RACLIST(CRYPTOZ)

|
|
|

4. Create generic profiles in the CRYPTOZ class.
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ SO.** UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ USER.** UACC(NONE)

5. Create a profile for the web server's access to the token.
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ SO.TOKEN_NAME UACC(NONE)

6. Create a profile for the standard user's access to the token:
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ USER.TOKEN_NAME UACC(NONE)

7. Give the web server CONTROL access to the profile that protects the token,
where web-server-user-ID is the user ID of the web server started task.
PERMIT SO.TOKEN_NAME CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(web-server-user-ID) ACC(CONTROL)

8. Give the same user UPDATE access to the profile that protects the token,
where web-server-user-ID is the user ID of the web server started task.
PERMIT USER.TOKEN_NAME CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(web-server-user-ID) ACC(UPDATE)

9. Refresh the profile for the CRYPTOZ class, so that the changes take effect:
SETROPTS RACLIST(CRYPTOZ) REFRESH

10. Give the same user READ access to the IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING profile in
the FACILITY class, where user-ID is the user ID of the web server started
task.
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user-ID) ACCESS(READ)

11. Refresh the FACILITY class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Configuring IBM HTTP Server - Powered by Apache
Edit the IBM HTTP Server - Powered by Apache conf/httpd.conf file to make IBM
MFA-specific changes.

Before you begin
You must satisfy the following prerequisites:
v You must have already installed and configured IBM HTTP Server - Powered by
Apache. Only the 64-bit versions of V8R5 and V9R0 are supported.
See IBM HTTP Server Powered by Apache (http://publibz.boulder.ibm.com/
epubs/pdf/dpr1cg00.pdf) for installation and configuration information. In
particular, see the section "Authenticating with SAF on IBM HTTP Server (z/OS
systems)."
v You must have already configured PKCS#11 tokens as described in “Configure a
PKCS#11 token” on page 73.

Procedure
1. For V8R5 only, add (or uncomment) the following directives to the
conf/httpd.conf file. SAF authentication is provided by the mod_authnz_saf
module. The mod_saf_mfa85.so module is IBM MFA specific.
LoadModule headers_module modules/mod_headers.so
LoadModule authnz_saf_module modules/mod_authnz_saf.so
LoadModule saf_mfa_module /usr/lpp/IBM/azfv1r1/modules/mod_saf_mfa85.so
Header append Cache-Control max-age=0

2. For V9R0 only, add (or uncomment) the following directives to the
conf/httpd.conf file. SAF authentication is provided by the mod_authnz_saf
module. The mod_saf_mfa90.so module is IBM MFA specific.
Chapter 15. Configuring IBM HTTP Server - Powered by Apache for IBM MFA
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LoadModule headers_module modules/mod_headers.so
LoadModule authnz_saf_module modules/mod_authnz_saf.so
LoadModule saf_mfa_module /usr/lpp/IBM/azfv1r1/modules/mod_saf_mfa90.so
Header always merge Cache-Control max-age=0

3. For both V8R5 and V9R0, add all of the following (case sensitive) directives to
the httpd.conf file:
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

<Location location.html>
SAFRunAs %%CLIENT%%
AuthBasicProvider saf
AuthName safmfatest1
AuthType BASIC
Require valid-user
MFADomain cookieName
MFAExpireSeconds num-of-seconds
MFAPKCS#11TokenName PKCS#11 token name
MFAKeyLabel PKCS#11 key label
MFAPath path
SAFAPPLID MFATEST1
AuthSAFExpiration "EXPIRED! oldpw/newpw/newpw"
</Location>

where:
v The scope of the IBM MFA configuration parameters is the current location,
but you can set them outside of a Location definition to set global default
values. If set globally, one or more values can be overridden on a
per-location basis.
v The non-IBM MFA-specific statements must use these exact values, with the
exception of AuthName and SAFAPPLID, which are site-specific values.
v MFADomain cookieName has a limit of 32 characters and defaults to
MFAToken.
v MFAExpireSeconds is the number of seconds for which the IBM MFA
authentication is valid. Change this value as needed in your environment.
Possible values are 0-86400, inclusive. If you specify a value over the
maximum value, it is ignored and the maximum value is used. The default
is 86400, 24-hours.
v MFAKeyLabel PKCS#11 key label has a limit of 32 characters and defaults to
AZF.IHSA.SESSION
The value you specify for PKCS#11 key label is used if it already exists and
is created if it does not already exist.
v MFAPath path is the authentication path for IBM MFA resources. All
requested resources must be subordinate to this path. If a resource is
outside the path, users are prompted to re-authenticate. If not specified, the
default is "/".

|
|
|
|

v MFAPKCS#11TokenName PKCS#11 token name has a limit of 32 characters and
defaults to AZF.IHSA.TOKEN.
The value you specify for PKCS#11 token name is used if it already exists
and is created if it does not already exist.
Note: If you change the values for MFAKeyLabel or MFAPKCS#11TokenName
after they have been used, it may result in unspecified failures.
4. Create a profile for the web server's access to the TOKEN_NAME token.
TOKEN_NAME must match the MFAPKCS#11TokenName value
RDEFINE CRYPTOZ SO.TOKEN_NAME UACC(NONE)

5. Create a profile for the web server's access to the KEY_LABEL token.
KEY_LABEL must match the MFAKeyLabel value.
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RDEFINE CRYPTOZ SO.KEY_LABEL UACC(NONE)

6. The user ID of the web server must have UPDATE access to the CRYPTOZ
class USER.KEY_LABEL, where web-server-user-ID is the user ID of the web
server started task.
PERMIT SO.KEY_LABEL CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(web-server-user-ID) ACC(UPDATE)

7. The user ID of the web server must have CONTROL access to the CRYPTOZ
class SO.TOKEN_NAME, where web-server-user-ID is the user ID of the web
server started task.
PERMIT SO.TOKEN_NAME CLASS(CRYPTOZ) ID(web-server-user-ID) ACC(CONTROL)

8. Refresh the profile for the CRYPTOZ class, so that the changes take effect:
SETROPTS RACLIST(CRYPTOZ) REFRESH

9. Define the BPX.DAEMON FACILITY class profile if it is not already defined.:
RDEFINE FACILITY BPX.DAEMON UACC(NONE)

10. The user ID of the web server must have UPDATE access to the
BPX.DAEMON FACILITY class profile, where web-server-user-ID is the user ID
of the web server started task.
PERMIT BPX.DAEMON CLASS(FACILITY) ID(web-server-user-ID) ACC(UPDATE)

11. Refresh the FACILITY class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

12. Start the web server, as described in IBM HTTP Server Powered by Apache
(http://publibz.boulder.ibm.com/epubs/pdf/dpr1cg00.pdf).
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Chapter 16. IBM CL/SuperSession for z/OS
IBM CL/SuperSession for z/OS, V2.1 provides efficient management of VTAM®
sessions for mainframe applications.
You can use IBM MFA to log in to IBM CL/SuperSession for z/OS, V2.1 in the
following ways:
v In-band using a passphrase or password. It is recommended that you configure
IBM CL/SuperSession for z/OS, V2.1 to use passphrases if you are using RSA
SecurID tokens that require the user to enter a PIN and a tokencode.
v Via IBM MFA Out-of-Band with a cache token credential.
v You can configure IBM CL/SuperSession for z/OS, V2.1 to use PassTickets to
authenticate to downstream applications after a successful IBM MFA
authentication to IBM CL/SuperSession for z/OS, V2.1. In this case, in addition
to the configuration required for IBM CL/SuperSession for z/OS, you must also
configure IBM MFA for PassTickets as described in “Using IBM MFA with
PassTickets” on page 84.
See IBM CL/SuperSession for z/OS Version 2 Release 1 for configuration
information and other product documentation.
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Chapter 17. Bypassing IBM MFA
You may have a need to bypass IBM MFA authentication for one or more
applications for all users or specific users.

Bypassing IBM MFA for applications
You can bypass IBM MFA for specific applications and specific application users.
After you bypass IBM MFA, the application users must use their RACF password
to log on.
You can bypass IBM MFA for specific applications and specific application users,
allow IBM MFA access only for specific applications and specific application users,
and set a default IBM MFA bypass profile for applications that are not otherwise
allowed or bypassed.
Important: If you bypass IBM MFA for an application or application users, make
sure that you tell the application users to log on with their RACF password.
There are three high-level scenarios for bypassing IBM MFA for specific
applications or allowing IBM MFA access for specific applications, as shown in
Table 24.
Table 24. Bypass Scenarios
Scenario

Description

You know the application provides the
RACF application name in the
APPL=applname parameter from a RACROUTE
REQUEST=VERIFY request and you know the
applname value.

In this case, IBM MFA generates a profile of
the name MFABYPASS.APPL.applname and
tests users' access against this profile in the
MFADEF class. If the access returned is
NONE, IBM MFA authenticates the
credentials as IBM MFA credentials. If the
access returned is READ or better, then IBM
MFA authenticates the credentials as valid
RACF credentials (password or passphrase,
as appropriate). No further profile checks
are made.

You know the application does not provide
the RACF application name in the
APPL=applname parameter from a RACROUTE
REQUEST=VERIFY request, but the
authentication is performed by an existing
address space, such as STC, that is running
with a defined user ID.

In this case IBM MFA generates a profile of
the name MFABYPASS.USERID.STCUSERID
and tests users' access against this profile in
the MFADEF class. If the access returned is
NONE, IBM MFA authenticates the
credentials as IBM MFA credentials. If the
access returned is READ or better, then IBM
MFA authenticates the credentials as valid
RACF credentials (password or passphrase,
as appropriate). No further profile checks
are made.
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Table 24. Bypass Scenarios (continued)
Scenario

Description

You know the application does not provide
the RACF application name in the
APPL=applname parameter from a RACROUTE
REQUEST=VERIFY request and the
authentication is performed by an address
space, such as STC, that is not running with
a defined user ID or it is taking place during
address space creation.

In this case IBM MFA generates a profile of
the name MFABYPASS.DEFAULT and tests
users' access against this profile in the
MFADEF class. If the access returned is
NONE, IBM MFA authenticates the
credentials as IBM MFA credentials. If the
access returned is READ or better, then IBM
MFA authenticates the credentials as valid
RACF credentials (password or passphrase,
as appropriate). No further profile checks
are made.

Note: It is strongly recommended that you define profiles MFABYPASS.APPL.* and
MFABYPASS.USERID.* with an access level of UACC(NONE) and no access list to
ensure that no unintended bypasses of IBM MFA occur because the profiles are in
the MFADEF class.

Determining relevant authentication information
You can determine the relevant information issued by an authentication request.
To find out the relevant information issued by any particular authentication
request made by an IBM MFA user, issue the operator command and then attempt
an authentication:
F <MFA_STC_Job_Name>,STC SET TRACE LEVEL 2

Search the system log for entries beginning with MFAA, similar to the following:
MFAA Version=2, MFAA Length=264, Application=TESTAPP, STC UserID=TSTUSR

The IBM MFA started task’s SYSPRINT will contain lines that show the application
name and user ID values supplied explicitly and implicitly by the issuer of the
RACROUTE REQUEST=VERIFY call, which you can use to guide you in defining
profiles.

Additional specificity through ACL and UACC
For all three scenarios, you can further qualify which specific application users are
allowed for IBM MFA or bypassed by using an ACL or UACC.
You can bypass IBM MFA authentication for an application if the user being
authenticated has a minimum of READ access to the profile in the MFADEF class
for the application. If the user does not have a minimum of READ access to the
profile in the MFADEF class for the application, IBM MFA is required.
RACF considers ACL's first:
v If the user is on the access list (either explicitly or using the group names in
which the user is a member), return that access.
v If the user is not on the access list, return the access defined by UACC.

Bypassing IBM MFA for applications by application name
You can bypass IBM MFA for specific applications and specific application users.
After you bypass IBM MFA, the application users must use their RACF credentials
to log on.
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Procedure
1. The following example creates default profiles as a fallback. UACC(NONE)
allows IBM MFA authentication for all applications that are not otherwise
bypassed by more specific profiles.
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.APPL.* UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.USERID.* UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.DEFAULT UACC(NONE)

2. The following example bypasses IBM MFA for the MFATEST application for all
users who have at least READ access to a profile in the MFADEF class for the
application.
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.APPL.MFATEST UACC(READ)

3. The following example bypasses the MFATEST application only for user
JSMITH.
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.APPL.MFATEST UACC(NONE)
PERMIT MFABYPASS.APPL.MFATEST CLASS(MFADEF) ID(JSMITH) ACCESS(READ)

4. The following example bypasses IBM MFA for all applications, except the
MFATEST application identified with a profile in the MFADEF class with access
NONE:
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.APPL.* UACC(READ)
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.APPL.MFATEST UACC(NONE)

5. Refresh the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

Bypassing IBM MFA for applications by ID
You can bypass IBM MFA for an application by using the user ID that submits the
RACROUTE REQUEST=VERIFY request for the application. After you bypass IBM MFA,
the application users must use their RACF password to log on.

About this task
Note: You might find it convenient to use SDSF to view the job status and
determine the user ID. The Owner column identifies the user ID. You cannot use
an Owner marked as plus signs (+).

Procedure
1. The following example creates default profiles as a fallback. UACC(NONE)
allows IBM MFA authentication for all applications that are not otherwise
bypassed by more specific profiles.
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.APPL.* UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.USERID.* UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.DEFAULT UACC(NONE)

2. The following example bypasses IBM MFA for MFATEST for all users with
READ or higher access to the profile.
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.USERID.MFATEST UACC(READ)

3. The following example bypasses IBM MFA for an application identified by the
MFATEST user ID only for user JSMITH.
RDEFINE MFADEF MFABYPASS.USERID.MFATEST UACC(NONE)
PERMIT MFABYPASS.USERID.MFATEST CLASS(MFADEF) ID(JSMITH) ACCESS(READ)

4. Refresh the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH
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Using IBM MFA with PassTickets
The RACF PassTicket is a one-time-only password that is generated by a
requesting product or function. It is an alternative to the RACF password and
password phrase that removes the need to send RACF passwords and password
phrases across the network in clear text.

Before you begin
You must have already configured an application to use PassTickets.

About this task
If you are using a "strong" factor such as IBM TouchToken, IBM MFA with
SecurID, or IBM MFA Certificate Authentication for a user, you can also specify
PassTickets. (There is no practical benefit to specifying PassTickets alone because
IBM MFA would not be involved.)
You can configure IBM MFA to allow the use of a PassTicket only after a successful
IBM MFA logon, or to use only the PassTicket and not an IBM MFA logon.
In both cases, IBM MFA then calls R_GenSec with the user ID, the 8-character
PassTicket, and the application name to evaluate the PassTicket.
Important: Make sure that you tell the application users when to log on with their
PassTicket, and specifically whether they must first log on with their IBM MFA
credentials.

Procedure
1. Use RDEFINE to define an MFADEF class profile named FACTOR.AZFPTKT1.
RDEF MFADEF FACTOR.AZFPTKT1

2. Refresh the MFADEF class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(MFADEF) REFRESH

3. Verify the change. For example:
RLIST MFADEF FACTOR.AZFPTKT1

4. Use RDEFINE to create a FACILITY class profile named
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFPTKT1.
RDEF FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFPTKT1

5. Refresh the FACILITY class:
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

6. Verify the change. For example:
RLIST FACILITY IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFPTKT1

7. Authorize the administrators who execute the panels to the
IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFPTKT1 profile. Allow the access shown in Table 25:
Table 25. Required levels of permission
Permission

Access

READ

Able to view configuration options, but may not
update, create, or delete parameters.

UPDATE, CONTROL, ALTER

Able to create, update, delete, and view configuration
options.

For example:
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PERMIT IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFPTKT1 ACCESS(ALTER) CLASS(FACILITY)
ID(user-id)
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

8. Allow the user ID of the IBM MFA services started task AZF#IN00 READ
access to the PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.RACF_APPLICATION_NAME.USERID
profile. The recommended approach is to use PTKTDATA
IRRPTAUTH.RACF_APPLICATION_NAME.* for the user ID. The example
assumes that you have previously RACLISTed and activated the PTKTDATA
class and added the profile. For example:
PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.RACF_APPLICATION_NAME.* ACCESS(READ) CLASS(PTKTDATA)
ID(user-id)
SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

9. Execute AZFEXEC and enter PT for the AZFPTKT1 plug-in.
10. Choose from the following options:
v Whether to require a successful IBM MFA logon prior to the PassTicket
being evaluated.
If Y, the most recent IBM MFA authentication for the user must have
occurred within the PassTicket evaluation window number of seconds. If
the most recent IBM MFA logon is inside this window, IBM MFA calls
R_GenSec. If the most recent IBM MFA logon is outside this window, the
authentication is processed as an IBM MFA authentication and might
therefore fail.
If N, IBM MFA calls R_GenSec without first requiring an IBM MFA
logon.
v PassTicket evaluation window, as a number of seconds. This is the length of
time in seconds that PassTickets may be used to authenticate after a
successful IBM MFA authentication. Valid entries are integer values between
30 and 86400 (24-hours), inclusive. The default is 600 (10 minutes). If
"Require MFA Logon prior to PassTicket Evaluation" is set to Y, the most
recent IBM MFA authentication for the user must have occurred within the
PassTicket evaluation window.
If "Require MFA Logon prior to PassTicket Evaluation" is set to N, the
PassTicket evaluation window setting is ignored.
v Trace level used for tracing events within the AZFPTKT1 plug-in. Valid
values are 0 through 3, where the higher number increases the level of
verbosity. The default is zero.
11. Activate users for PassTickets:
ALU LOGIN ID MFA(FACTOR(AZFPTKT1)
ACTIVE TAGS(WINDOW:numseconds MFAFIRST:Y|N))

Where:
v [Login ID] is the z/OS user name.
v ACTIVE activates the AZFPTKT1 authenticator for the user ID.
v WINDOW sets the evaluation window, as a number of seconds.
v MFAFIRST specifies whether to require a successful IBM MFA logon prior to
the PassTicket being evaluated. The possible values are Y and N, and
uppercase is required.
If you set MFAFIRST or WINDOW for a user, it overrides the default setting.
12. To return a user to the default tag settings:
ALU LOGIN ID MFA(FACTOR(AZFPTKT1) DELTAGS(MFAFIRST
WINDOW))

Chapter 17. Bypassing IBM MFA
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|

|

Chapter 18. Defining multiple users for IBM MFA started tasks

|
|

If you want to define multiple users for the IBM MFA started tasks, you need to
make sure that the users have sufficient authorization.

|

Before you begin

|
|
|
|

“Define a user for AZF started tasks” on page 7 assumes that you are defining a
single user for both IBM MFA started tasks. If you need to instead define multiple
users for this purpose, ensure the users are sufficiently privileged, as shown in
Table 26.

|

Table 26 summarizes the required resource profile access.

|

Table 26. Required User Authorization

|
|

Resource Profile/Data Set

Class

|

SO.TOKEN_NAME

CRYPTOZ

|

USER.TOKEN_NAME

CRYPTOZ

|

CSFRNG

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSF1SKD

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSF1SKE

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSF1TRC

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSF1TRL

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSFOWH

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSF1GSK

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSFIQA

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSFRNGL

CSFSERV

READ

|

CSF1HMG

CSFSERV

READ

|

IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING

FACILITY

|
|

IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.
AZFCERT1

FACILITY

READ

|
|

IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.
AZFSTC

FACILITY

READ

|
|

IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.
AZFTOTP1

FACILITY

READ

|

IRR.RFACTOR.USER

FACILITY

UPDATE

|
|

IRR.RFACTOR.
POLICY.POLICY-NAME

FACILITY

READ

|
|
|

IRRPTAUTH.
RACF_APPL_NAME.
USERID

PTKTDATA

|
|
|

Node secret data set
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CONTROL
UPDATE

READ

UPDATE

CONTROL

READ
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|

|

Chapter 19. Configuring IBM MFA for high availability

|
|
|

In general use, the IBM MFA web services started task needs to run only on one
LPAR in a sysplex. However, you can start the IBM MFA web services started task
on multiple LPARs that share the same RACF database for high availability.

|

Before you begin

|
|

Before you start the IBM MFA web services started task on multiple LPARs, you
must satisfy the following prerequisites:

|
|

v Configure cache token sharing to be C or X so that the cache is shared, as
described in “Configure IBM MFA STC configuration attributes” on page 13.

|
|

v If using IBM MFA Certificate Authentication, the client Windows system must
have the Internet option "Use HTTP 1.1" checked.

|
|
|
|

v When ordering server certificates to use with IBM MFA web services, ensure that
you specify Subject Alternate Names that cover all LPAR names that a user may
enter into their browser to reach the server, as described in “Configure an
AT-TLS profile” on page 19.

|

Procedure

|
|

1. To start the started task, enter the following operator command:
S <STC Job Name>

For example:

|
|
|

2. Start the started task on the desired LPARs in the sysplex.

|
|

3. Verify that the task started. The absence of errors in the SYSLOG indicates
success.

S AZF#IN01

|

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017
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Chapter 20. Removing all IBM MFA factors for a user
You can remove all IBM MFA factors for a user. There is no undo for this
operation.

About this task
When you remove all IBM MFA factors for a user, all IBM MFA factors and tags
are removed, and the users must use their RACF credentials to log on. Before
removing all factors, consider deactivating (NOACTIVE) the factors instead to
preserve the IBM MFA data.

Procedure
1. The following example removes all IBM MFA factors for a user.
ALU [Login ID] NOMFA

2. You might instead enter the following command to deactivate a user for a
factor such as IBM TouchToken:
ALU [Login ID] MFA(FACTOR(AZFTOTP1)
NOACTIVE)

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017
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Chapter 21. Modifying component trace levels
The IBM MFA services started task supports modifying trace levels on a
per-component basis at runtime.

About this task
The available trace levels are shown in Table 27:
Table 27. IBM MFA Trace Levels
Trace Level

Usage

0

Only standard or unconditional message are output.

1

All output from level 0 plus major items of interest.

2

All output from level 1 plus lesser items of interest.

3

All trace information (Verbose).

Procedure
1. To change trace levels on a per-component basis, issue a Modify command of
the following form:
F <STC Job Name>,<Component>
SET TRACE LEVEL <Trace Level>

where <STC Job Name> represents the services started task and component can
be one of the following three literal values:
v STC represents general STC tracing.
v AZFSIDP1 represents the AZFSIDP1 authenticator providing support for RSA
SecurID.
v AZFTOTP1 represents the AZFTOTP1 authenticator providing support for IBM
TouchToken.
v AZFCERT1 represents the AZFCERT1 authenticator providing support for IBM
MFA Certificate Authentication.
v AZFPTKT1 represents the AZFPTKT1 authenticator providing support for
PassTickets.
For example:
F AZF#IN00,AZFSIDP1 SET TRACE LEVEL 1

2. There is also a trace level command specific to the web services started task. It
is the same as the services started task without the component qualifier:
F <Web Services STC Job Name>,
SET TRACE LEVEL <Trace Level>

For example:
F AZF#IN01,SET TRACE LEVEL 1

3. Verify that the log has the expected output.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017
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Chapter 22. Using a specific TCP/IP stack
If you require IBM MFA to have affinity with the TCP/IP stack of your choice,
establish affinity using BPXTCAFF.

About this task
A program can associate a socket with a specifically-named transport. This is called
transport affinity. If you require IBM MFA to have affinity with the TCP/IP stack of
your choice, establish affinity using BPXTCAFF. (See z/OS UNIX System Services
Planning for a description of BPXTCAFF.)
The BPXTCAFF program must run prior to the programs that initialize the IBM
MFA address spaces. Both started tasks must use the same transport.
Note: You copied AZF#IN00 and AZF#IN01 to the PROCLIB from which you run
started tasks in “Copy SAZFSAMP(AZF#IN00) and SAZFSAMP(AZF#IN01)” on
page 5.

Procedure
1. Edit AZF#IN00 and uncomment the job step that invokes BPXTCAFF before
AZFSTCMN. Specify the desired transport with the PARM= keyword, which
must be 1 to 8 uppercase characters.
//STEP0
//
//AZF120

EXEC PGM=BPXTCAFF,
PARM=TCPIP2
EXEC PGM=AZFSTCMN,

2. If you configured the web services configuration attributes as described in
Chapter 7, “Configuring IBM MFA web services configuration attributes,” on
page 17, edit AZF#IN01 and uncomment the job step that invokes BPXTCAFF
before AZFSTCWS. Specify the same transport you used in Step 1.
//STEP0
//
//AZF120

EXEC PGM=BPXTCAFF,
PARM=TCPIP2
EXEC PGM=AZFSTCWS,

3. Save the changes.
4. Ensure that the AT-TLS profile you create in “Configure an AT-TLS profile” on
page 19 reflects this TCP/IP stack.
5. Restart the edited tasks, as described in “Start the IBM MFA services started
task” on page 14 and “Start the IBM MFA web services started task” on page
24, respectively.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017
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Chapter 23. Migrating to Version 1 Release 2
If you are using Version 1 Release 1 of IBM MFA, you must perform several steps
to migrate IBM TouchToken to Version 1 Release 2.

Procedure
1. From your IBM MFA Version 1 Release 1 system, execute AZFEXEC and select
the AZFTOTP1 plug-in.
2. Record your current IBM TouchToken settings.
3. Switch to IBM MFA Version 1 Release 2.
4. Define a resource profile in MFADEF class for the started task, as described in
“Define a resource profile in MFADEF class for the started task” on page 8.
5. Define the IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSTC resource profile in FACILITY class,
as described in “Define a resource profile in FACILITY class” on page 9.
6. Authorize access to IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSTC profile, as described in
“Authorize access to IRR.RFACTOR.MFADEF.AZFSTC profile” on page 9.
7. Using the Version 1 Release 2 software, configure the IBM MFA web services
started task, as described in “Configure IBM MFA web service started task” on
page 23, using your recorded values as a reference for the following settings.
v Server Authentication Port
v PKCS#11 Token Name
8. Verify your IBM TouchToken settings, as described in “Configure IBM
TouchToken” on page 36, using your recorded values as a reference.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017
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Chapter 24. Multi-Factor Authentication messages
This topic explains the messages that IBM MFA issues to the terminal or console.

Messages with AZF message numbers
This section describes messages issued with IBM MFA message numbers.
A letter following the message number indicates the severity of the message:

AZF1010E

I

Information.

W

Warning.

E

Error.

S

Severe

Supported tags: SIDUSERID

Explanation: Invalid tag name specified. Supported
tag names are SIDUSERID.

Explanation: Your IBM TouchToken OTP token cannot
be reused. This message indicates that someone
attempted to reuse the OTP token.

User response: Retry with valid tag.

User response: Notify your system administrator of
the error.

AZF1011E

AZF1104I

SIDUSERID length must be <= 50

Explanation: SIDUSERID must be fewer than 50
characters long.

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.

User response: Retry with valid length.

User response: No response is required.

AZF1100E

AZF1110I

TOTP PROVISIONING ERROR NOTIFY ADMINISTRATOR

Explanation: Your account is not correctly configured
for IBM TouchToken.
User response: Notify your system administrator of
the error.

Explanation: This is a multiple-purpose message for
configuration issues.
User response: Refer to the message text, and see the
related chapter for configuration information.
AZF1200E

AZF1101E

TOTP CRYPTO ERROR - NOTIFY
ADMINISTRATOR

Explanation: Your account is not correctly configured
for IBM TouchToken.
User response: Notify your system administrator of
the error.
TOTP USER SUSPENDED - NOTIFY
ADMINISTRATOR

Explanation: Your user account is suspended.
User response: Notify your system administrator of
the error.

User response: Specify only the valid tags.

TOTP REPLAY DENIED

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017

Valid MFAFIRST values are Y and N

Explanation: The possible MFAFIRST values are Y and
N and uppercase is required, as described in “Using
IBM MFA with PassTickets” on page 84.
User response: Specify only Y or N.
AZF1202E

AZF1103W

Supported tags: MFAFIRST, WINDOW

Explanation: You can set only the MFAFIRST and
WINDOW tags when you configure PassTickets, as
described in “Using IBM MFA with PassTickets” on
page 84.

AZF1201E
AZF1102E

Various Messages

Valid WINDOW values are 30 to 86400

Explanation: The possible evaluation WINDOWS
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AZF1300E • AZF2109I
values are 30 to 86400, in seconds, as described in
“Using IBM MFA with PassTickets” on page 84.
User response: Specify a valid number of seconds.
AZF1300E

Valid tag names are REGSTATE,
SUBJECT, and ISSUER

Explanation: You specified an invalid tag name.
User response: Specify valid tag names, as described
in “Approve user certificates” on page 55.
AZF1301I

Certificate validation succeeded

AZF2102I

Loaded authenticator

Explanation: The authenticator was loaded. This is an
informational message generated as part of IBM MFA
processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF2103I

Initialized PC routine

Explanation: The PC routine was initialized. This is an
informational message generated as part of IBM MFA
processing.
User response: No response is required.

Explanation: This is an informational message.
User response: No response is required.

AZF2104I

Started web server

Explanation:
AZF1302E

Certificate validation failed

Explanation: The certificate validation failed. The
certificate must be valid. The root CA certificate of the
client certificate chain must be present as a CERTAUTH
in the z/OS server keyring. The user certificate must
match the Subject DN and Issuer DN of the root CA
certificate.
User response: Import the root CA certificate, as
described in “Import root CA certificate of client
certificate chain” on page 50.
AZF1303E

Your AZFCERT1 factor data is
improperly configured, or missing tag
data required for enrollment or
certificate authentication

Explanation: Your AZFCERT1 factor data is
improperly configured.
User response: Configure IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication as described in Chapter 11,
“Configuring IBM MFA certificate authentication,” on
page 49. Configure user tag data as described in
“Approve user certificates” on page 55.

User response: No response is required.
AZF2105I

Explanation: This message contains the PC of the
authentication request. This is an informational
message generated as part of IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF2106I

AZF main task started

Explanation: The main task started. This is an
informational message generated as part of IBM MFA
processing.

Tag validation request

Explanation: Tag validation request. This is an
informational message generated as part of IBM MFA
processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF2107I

Web request

Explanation: The web services server received a
request.
User response: No response is required.
AZF2108I

AZF2100I

Authentication request (PC)

Authenticator entry point invoked

Explanation: The authenticator entry point was
invoked. This is an informational message generated as
part of IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.

User response: No response is required.
AZF2109I
AZF2101I

Initialized recovery routine

Explanation: The recovery routine was initialized. This
is an informational message generated as part of IBM
MFA processing.

Explanation: The authenticator is initialized. This is an
informational message generated as part of IBM MFA
processing.
User response: No response is required.

User response: No response is required.
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AZF2110I • AZF2132I
AZF2110I

Started console receiver

AZF2120I

Auth continuation requested (network)

Explanation: The console receiver started. This is an
informational message generated as part of IBM MFA
processing.

Explanation: The authentication continuation was
requested at network. This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.

User response: No response is required.

User response: No response is required.

AZF2111I

AZF2121I

Console received stop request

Auth continuation requested (PC)

Explanation: The console received a stop request. This
is an informational message generated as part of IBM
MFA processing.

Explanation: The authentication continuation was
requested at PC. This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.

User response: No response is required.

User response: No response is required.

AZF2112I

AZF2122I

Console received modify command

Explanation: The console received a modify
command. This is an informational message generated
as part of IBM MFA processing.

AuthTxn Socket timeout

Explanation: The authentication request timed out.
This could be caused by load conditions.
User response: No response is required.

User response: No response is required.
AZF2123I
AZF2113I

Console command action

Explanation: The console received a command action.
This is an informational message generated as part of
IBM MFA processing.

Auth continued (network)

Explanation: The authentication continues at network.
This is an informational message generated as part of
IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.

User response: No response is required.
AZF2124I
AZF2114E

Unrecognized command

Auth continued (PC)

Explanation: The user entered an unrecognized
command.

Explanation: The authentication continues at PC. This
is an informational message generated as part of IBM
MFA processing.

User response: Correct the command and retry.

User response: No response is required.

AZF2115I

AZF2130I

Authenticator command

Explanation: An authenticator command was entered.
This is an informational message generated as part of
IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.

AuthTxn pruned from SocketTable

Explanation: An auth transaction was pruned,
typically because a timeout occurred. This is an
informational message generated as part of IBM MFA
processing.
User response: No response is required.

AZF2116E

Command processing failed

Explanation: The user entered an invalid command.
User response: Correct the command and retry.
AZF2117E

Invalid trace level specified (valid levels
are 0-3)"

AZF2131I

AuthTxn pruned from PCTable

Explanation: An auth transaction was pruned,
typically because a timeout occurred. This is an
informational message generated as part of IBM MFA
processing.
User response: No response is required.

Explanation: You specified an invalid trace level.
User response: Valid trace levels are 0-3. See
Chapter 21, “Modifying component trace levels,” on
page 93 for additional information.

AZF2132I

WorkElement pruned

Explanation: A work element was pruned, typically
because a timeout occurred. This is an informational
message generated as part of IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.
Chapter 24. Multi-Factor Authentication messages
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AZF2133E • AZF2215E
AZF2133E

Entered purgeRequest

Explanation: A request was pruned, typically because
a timeout occurred.
User response: No response is required.
AZF2134I

Invoked sweep of expired Cache Token
Credentials

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.

AZF2209E

Auth eval failed (user has no active factors)

Explanation: The factor may have been deleted from
the user after the authentication started, but before the
server processed it.
User response: Make sure that the authentication
factors are present.
AZF2210S

Authenticator returned an invalid code

Explanation: Authenticator returned an invalid code

User response: No response is required.

User response: Contact IBM support.

AZF2201I

AZF2211E

In-band auth success

Auth preparation failed, cannot evaluate

Explanation: The authentication is successful. This is
an informational message generated as part of IBM
MFA processing.

Explanation: The factor may have been deleted from
the user after the authentication started, but before the
server processed it.

User response: No response is required.

User response: Make sure that the authentication
factors are present.

AZF2202W

In-band auth failed

Explanation: The authentication request failed.
User response: Correct your credentials and retry the
authentication request.
AZF2203E

Auth eval failed (missing authenticator)

AZF2212E

Return from safVerify ENVIR=CREATE
= %d, racfReturn = %d, racfReason =
%d, ACEE = 0x%p

Explanation: This message contains the return code
from safVerify.
User response: Contact IBM support.

Explanation: The authentication evaluation failed.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF2204E

AZF2213E

Auth eval failed (error from authenticator)

Return from safVerify ENVIR=DELETE
= %d, racfReturn = %d, racfReason =
%d, ACEE = 0x%p

Explanation: Authentication evaluation failed.

Explanation: This message contains the return code
from safVerify.

User response: Contact IBM support.

User response: Contact IBM support.

AZF2205E

Auth eval failed (R_Factor error)

AZF2214E

Explanation: Authentication evaluation failed.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF2207E

Auth eval failed (User MFA parse)

Explanation: Authentication evaluation failed.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF2208E

Auth eval failed (socket read)

Explanation: You must create a multi-factor
authentication policy if you activate a user for two or
more strong factors.
User response: Activate the user for IBM MFA
Out-of-Band, as described in “Activate and deactivate
users for IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication” on
page 47.
AZF2215E

Explanation: Authentication evaluation failed.
User response: Contact IBM support.

A user with multiple active Strong
factors cannot authenticate in-band

The specified factor does not support
out-of-band authentication

Explanation: The specified factor supports in-band
only. For example, PassTicket AZFPTKT1.
User response: Activate the user for in-band
authentication.
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AZF2216E • AZF2306E
AZF2216E

Factor data or plugin not found for
specified out-of-band factor

Explanation: If you apply a policy to a user, the user
must have all the factors defined in the policy, and
those factors must be active for the user.
User response: Activate the user for IBM MFA
Out-of-Band, as described in “Activate and deactivate
users for IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication” on
page 47.
AZF2217E

Out-of-band factor inactive for user

AZF2226I

User %s authenticated in-band with
factor %s

Explanation: The in-band authentication was
successful.
User response: No response is required.
AZF2227I

User %s denied access in-band by factor
%s

Explanation: The in-band authentication was
unsuccessful.

Explanation: If you apply a policy to a user, the user
must have all the factors defined in the policy, and
those factors must be active for the user.

User response: Verify whether the user requires IBM
MFA Out-of-Band, as described in “Activate and
deactivate users for IBM MFA Out-of-Band
authentication” on page 47.

User response: Activate the user for IBM MFA
Out-of-Band, as described in “Activate and deactivate
users for IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication” on
page 47.

AZF2301I

AZF2218E

The user has an active factor that does
not support in-band auth

Explanation: The specified factor supports IBM MFA
Out-of-Band only. For example, IBM MFA Certificate
Authentication.
User response: Activate the user for IBM MFA
Out-of-Band, as described in “Activate and deactivate
users for IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication” on
page 47.
AZF2219E

Your account cannot login in-band

Explanation: Your account has a policy attached and
you must log in via IBM MFA Out-of-Band only.

Tag validation: valid

Explanation: The tag validation is valid. This is an
informational message generated as part of IBM MFA
processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF2302W

Tag validation: not-valid

Explanation: The tags defined in the ALU command
are not valid.
User response: Correct the tags defined in the ALU
command.
AZF2303E

Tag eval failed (missing authenticator)

Explanation: The tag evaluation failed.
User response: Contact IBM support.

User response: Log in via IBM MFA Out-of-Band, as
described in “Activate and deactivate users for IBM
MFA Out-of-Band authentication” on page 47.

AZF2304E

AZF2221I

User response: Contact IBM support.

Out-of-band factor auth success

Explanation: The authentication was successful.
User response: No response is required.
AZF2222W

Out-of-band factor auth failed

Explanation: The authentication was unsuccessful.
User response: Log in via IBM MFA Out-of-Band, as
described in “Activate and deactivate users for IBM
MFA Out-of-Band authentication” on page 47.

Tag eval failed (error from authenticator)

Explanation: Tag evaluation failed.

AZF2305E

Tag eval failed (R_Factor error)

Explanation: Tag evaluation failed.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF2306E

Tag eval failed (TMFA parse)

Explanation: Tag evaluation failed.
User response: Contact IBM support.
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AZF2307E • AZF2503S
AZF2307E

Tag eval failed (User MFA parse)

AZF2405E

Authenticator initialize failed

Explanation: Tag evaluation failed.

Explanation: The authenticator failed to initialize.

User response: Contact IBM support.

User response: Contact IBM support.

AZF2308E

AZF2406E

Tag eval: Unexpected MFAR function
code

Explanation: An internal error occurred.

Error from R_factor

Explanation: Error from R_factor.
User response: Contact IBM support.

User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF2407S
AZF2309E

Tag validation init failed in STC

Explanation: An internal error occurred.
User response: Examine the preceding messages in
the log for additional details. Contact IBM support.
AZF2310E

Tag validation detected duplicate tag
names

Explanation: You entered duplicate tags.
User response: Correct the tags and re-enter.
AZF2401S

Failed to initialize recovery routine

Explanation: The recovery routine initialization failed.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF2402S

Failed to initialize PC routine

Explanation: The PC routine failed to initialize.
User response: There are two significant return codes:
v return code = 8 An instance of the STC is already
running. The started task exits. Check for other
instances of the started task.
v return code = 16 The STC is not running in Key 2.
The started task exits. Ensure the load library you
are running from is APF-authorized and the Program
Properties Table has been correctly updated.
AZF2403E

Failed to load authenticator

Explanation: The authenticator failed to load.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF2404E

Failed to start web server

Explanation: The web server failed to start.
User response: Configure the web services started
task, as described in Chapter 7, “Configuring IBM MFA
web services configuration attributes,” on page 17.

Error from SELECTX

Explanation: Error from SELECTX.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF2408I

Authenticator not defined (MFADEF
profile not defined)

Explanation: A supported plug-in is not enabled.
User response: No response is required.
AZF2409S

No authenticators were initialized

Explanation: No authenticators were initialized.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF2411S

STC Settings could not be loaded from
RACF

Explanation: The STC settings could not be
determined.
User response: Configure the STC as described in
“Configure IBM MFA STC configuration attributes” on
page 13.
AZF2501S

Entered recovery routine

Explanation: Informational message for the recovery
routine.
User response: Capture output information and
contact IBM support.
AZF2502S

Out of memory

Explanation: This is a general memory error.
User response: Increase the region size for the started
task and restart the IBM MFA server. If the problem
persists, contact IBM support.
AZF2503S

Internal structure integrity

Explanation: There is an issue with the internal
structure of IBM MFA.
User response: Contact IBM support.
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AZF2504S

Hashtable write error

Explanation: There is an issue with the internal
structure of IBM MFA.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF2505S

Hashtable remove error (item not
present)

Explanation: There is an issue with the internal
structure of IBM MFA.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF2506S

Unexpected route

Explanation: There is an issue with the internal
structure of IBM MFA.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF2601S

Started task not running in Key 2

Explanation: This message is displayed with
AZF2402S.
User response: See AZF2402S.
AZF3001E

Error communicating with RSA Server

Explanation: Unable to send or receive messages to
the RSA Authentication Manager and its replicas.
User response: Ensure that the RSA Authentication
Manager is running and is reachable from the z/OS
system. For example, try pinging the Authentication
Manager from the z/OS system. If there are firewalls
present, ensure the rules do not block traffic. If using
VIPA (Virtual IP Address), make any necessary network
configuration changes.
AZF3002W

User must provide next tokencode

Explanation: After n number of failed login attempts
followed by a successful login, where n is determined
by your local RSA Authentication Manager security
policy, the user may be prompted to also enter the next
displayed token code for extra security. By successfully
entering the next token code, the RSA Authentication
Manager is able to verify that the user has possession
of the assigned token.
Next token code mode requires the user to enter the
next token code (or passcode) that is displayed. That is,
the user must enter two successive codes to log in. If
the user does not enter the next displayed token code
or passcode, the login fails.
Note: Not all login applications indicate when the RSA
SecurID "next token" mode is in effect. Because the
number of unsuccessful login attempts that trigger

"next token" mode can vary, the user may not know
that the next token is also required.
User response:
1. Wait for the token code you just used to change. If
you are using a hardware token with a PINpad or a
soft token, wait for the passcode you just used to
change.
2. Get the 6- to 8-digit token code (or passcode)
displayed by the SecurID token.
3. Enter the token code (or passcode) where prompted.
4. Press Enter.
AZF3003W

User must create new PIN (user generated
only)

Explanation: The RSA Authentication Manager is in
"new PIN required" mode. The user must enter a new
user-generated PIN.
Note: Not all login applications indicate when the RSA
SecurID "new PIN required" mode is in effect. The user
may not know that a new PIN is required.
User response: The user should follow the locally
established rules for creating a valid PIN, including the
number of characters, the reuse policy, and so forth.
The PIN typically must be between four and eight
characters.
After the user enters and confirms the new PIN, the
user must log in again.
AZF3004W

User must create new PIN (system
generated only)

Explanation: The RSA Authentication Manager is in
"new PIN required" mode and is set to require a
system-generated PIN. The user must enter the
system-generated PIN that is displayed.
Note: Not all login applications display the new
system-generated PIN. The user may not know that
this specific system-generated PIN is required.
User response: The user must enter and confirm the
new system-generated PIN. The user must then log in
again.
AZF3005W

User must create new PIN (user or system
generated)

Explanation: The RSA Authentication Manager is in
"new PIN required" mode. The user must enter either a
new user-generated or system-generated PIN.
Note: Not all login applications indicate when the RSA
SecurID "new PIN required" mode is in effect. The user
may not know that a new PIN is required, or see the
system-generated PIN.
User response: The user should either use the
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system-generated PIN or follow the locally established
rules for creating a valid PIN, including the number of
characters, the reuse policy, and so forth. The PIN
typically must be between four and eight characters.

"next token" mode can vary, the user may not know
that the next token is also required.
User response:

The user must enter and confirm the new PIN. The
user must then log in again.

1. Wait for the token code to change. If using a
hardware token with a PINpad or a soft token, wait
for the passcode to change.

AZF3006W

2. Get the 6- to 8-digit token code (or passcode)
displayed by the SecurID token.

New PIN rejected

Explanation: The new PIN the user entered was
rejected.
User response: The user must follow the locally
established rules for creating a valid PIN, including the
number of characters, the reuse policy, and so forth.
The PIN typically must be between four and eight
characters.
AZF3007I

New PIN canceled

Explanation: The new PIN operation was canceled.
User response: No response is required.
AZF3008I

New PIN accepted

Explanation: The new PIN the user entered was
accepted.
User response: Because the user changed the PIN, the
user must log in again. The user should wait for the
token code or passcode) displayed by the SecurID
token to change.

3. Enter the token code (or passcode) where prompted.
4. Press Enter.
AZF3014W

Authentication denied

Explanation: The RSA Authentication Manager has
denied the authentication request.
User response: Verify the user credentials and retry
the operation.
AZF3015E

Tag validation error - Invalid tag name

Explanation: Invalid tag name specified in ALTUSER
command. Supported tag names are SIDUSERID.
User response: Retry with valid tag.
AZF3016E

Tag validation error - Invalid tag value

Explanation: Invalid tag value specified in ALTUSER
command. SIDUSERID must be fewer than 50
characters long.
User response: Retry with valid tag.

AZF3012I

Authentication successful

Explanation: The user was successfully authenticated.
User response: No response is required.
AZF3013W

Authentication successful (next
tokencode)

Explanation: After n number of failed login attempts
followed by a successful login, where n is determined
by your local RSA Authentication Manager security
policy, the user was prompted to also enter the next
displayed token code for extra security. By successfully
entering the next token code, the RSA Authentication
Manager is able to verify that the user has possession
of the assigned token.
Next token code mode requires the user to enter the
next token code (or passcode) that is displayed. That is,
the user must enter two successive codes to log in. If
the user does not enter the next displayed token code
or passcode, the login fails.
Note: Not all login applications indicate when the RSA
SecurID "next token" mode is in effect. Because the
number of unsuccessful login attempts that trigger
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AZF3017I

Need new node secret

Explanation: No node secret was found for this
system. A new node secret will be created
automatically after the first successful authentication.
User response: No response is required.
AZF3018S

Failed to read SDCONF file

Explanation: Unable to read the SDCONF.REC file
specified.
User response: Make sure that a valid SDCONF.REC
file has been transferred to the z/OS system in binary
mode, and that it is present in the location specified in
the AZFEXEC. It must be readable by the AZF started
task user.
AZF3019I

Successfully parsed SDCONF file

Explanation: The AZF started task successfully parsed
the SDCONF.REC file specified.
User response: No response is required.
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AZF3020S

Failed to parse SDCONF file

Explanation: Unable to parse the SDCONF.REC file
specified.
User response: Make sure that a valid SDCONF.REC
file has been transferred to the z/OS system in binary
mode, that it is present in the location specified in the
AZFEXEC, and that it is readable by the AZF started
task user.

AZF3027W

Potential node secret mismatch with
server

Explanation: There is a potential node secret
mismatch with the RSA Authentication Manager.
User response: Clear the node secret for this agent
host in Authentication Manager, and issue the
AZFSIDP1 CLEAR NODE SECRET console command to the
AZF started task:
/F <STC Job Name>,AZFSIDP1 CLEAR NODE SECRET

AZF3021I

AZFSIDP1 Initializing

Explanation: The AZFSIDP1 profile is initializing.

AZF3028S

User response: No response is required.

Explanation: Unable to read the SDOPTS.REC file
specified.

AZF3022E

User response: Make sure that a valid SDOPTS.REC
file has been transferred to the z/OS system in binary
mode, and that it is present in the location specified in
the AZFEXEC. It must be readable by the AZF started
task user.

New PIN protocol states mismatch,
access denied

Explanation: Internal error during new PIN
processing.

Failed to read SDOPTS file

User response: Retry authentication.
AZF3029I
AZF3023I

Canceling authentication transaction

Explanation: The user canceled the authentication
transaction.

Successfully parsed SDOPTS file

Explanation: The AZF started task successfully parsed
the SDOPTS.REC file specified.
User response: No response is required.

User response: No response is required.
AZF3030S
AZF3024E

Internal error, bad plugin data

Explanation: An internal error occurred while
processing the authentication.
User response: Restart the AZF started task.
AZF3025E

Internal error, bad authTxn data

Failed to parse SDOPTS file

Explanation: Unable to parse the SDOPTS.REC file
specified.
User response: Make sure that a valid SDOPTS.REC
file has been transferred to the z/OS system in binary
mode, that it is present in the location specified in the
AZFEXEC, and that it is readable by the AZF started
task user.

Explanation: An internal error occurred while
processing the authentication.

AZF3031S

User response: Restart the AZF started task.

Explanation: Internal error.

Unexpected transition from SEND_INIT

User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF3026I

Node secret was cleared

Explanation: The RSA node secret was cleared as
described in “Clear the node secret” on page 32 using a
command such as the following:

AZF3032S

/F <STC Job Name>,AZFSIDP1 CLEAR NODE SECRET

User response: Contact IBM support.

The RSA node secret is a shared secret known to IBM
MFA and the RSA Authentication Manager. If this
secret must be established (or re-established), your RSA
Authentication Manager administrator will request that
the node secret be cleared from each z/OS client host.

AZF3033S

User response: No response is required.

User response: See “Configure SecurID parameters”
on page 30.

Time packet synchronization failed

Explanation: Internal error.

No SDCONF.REC file specified in
settings

Explanation: No SDCONF.REC file specified in
settings.
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AZF3034S

No Node Secret file specified in settings

Explanation: No Node Secret file specified in settings
User response: See “Configure SecurID parameters”
on page 30.
AZF3035S

AZFSIDP1 failed to initialize

AZF3042E

Explanation: An internal error occurred that
prevented the plug-in from processing the transaction.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF3043E

Explanation: Internal error.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF3036S

Failed to initialize Node Secret

Denying access due to a socket error

Failed to get network data or sender
info

Explanation: An internal error occurred that
prevented the plug-in from correctly reading network
data.
User response: Contact IBM support.

Explanation: The Node Secret was not initialized.
User response: Make sure the Node Secret file is
specified in settings. See “Configure SecurID
parameters” on page 30.
AZF3037E

Settings required by AZFSIDP1 are
missing

Explanation: Settings required by AZFSIDP1 are
missing. One of the settings was not set correctly in the
configuration.
User response: Configure IBM MFA for SecurID, as
described in “Additional system programming steps for
SecurID” on page 28.
AZF3038E

Internal error, missing plugin state

Explanation: An internal error occurred that
prevented the plug-in from processing the transaction.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF3039E

Failed to build txn-specific state

Explanation: An internal error occurred that
prevented the plug-in from processing the transaction.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF3040E

AZF3044E

CheckResponse returned FALSE

Explanation: The response from the Authentication
Manager was not correctly formatted. Refer to the
message for more details.
User response: Ensure that the Authentication
Manager is correctly configured, and that the node
secret state is the same in both the plug-in and on the
Authentication Manager.
AZF3045E

Internal error, state mismatch

Explanation: An internal error occurred that
prevented the plug-in from processing the transaction.
Refer to the messages for more details.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF3046E

Failed to retry a network send

Explanation: The plug-in was unable to communicate
with the Authentication Manager. Refer to the message
for more details.
User response: Check your network configuration,
and ensure there is a viable network path between the
host machine and the Authentication Manager. Ensure
that the Authentication Manager is properly configured
and available.

Internal error, missing txn-specific state

Explanation: An internal error occurred that
prevented the plug-in from processing the transaction.

AZF3047E

AZFSIDP1 statistics unavailable

User response: Contact IBM support.

Explanation: Statistics are available only if at least one
authentication request has been processed.

AZF3041E

User response: Perform at least one authentication
before requesting statistics.

Failed to restart network flow in
response to a timeout

Explanation: The plug-in was unable to communicate
with the RSA Authentication Manager server.
User response: Check your network configuration,
and ensure there is a viable network path between the
host machine and the RSA Authentication Manager.
Ensure that the RSA Authentication Manager is
properly configured and available.
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AZF3048E

Suspect or invalid credential syntax

Explanation: An internal error occurred that caused
the plug-in to create an invalid authentication request.
User response: Contact IBM support.
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AZF3049E

Unable to register transaction socket

AZF4104I

Finished TOTP auth processing

Explanation: An internal error prevented the plug-in
from creating a new network socket.

Explanation: This is an informational message that
AZFTOTP1 authentication is finished.

User response: Contact IBM support.

User response: No response is required.

AZF4001I

AZF4105E

AZFTOTP1 Authenticator init

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 plug-in is initializing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF4002I

AZFTOTP1 Authenticator deactivated

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 plug-in is stopped.
User response: No response is required.
AZF4003I

AZFTOTP1 Entry point

Explanation: This progress message is intended for
use by support in the event of a problem.

Failed to create TOTP User object

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 factor data for a
particular user ID is invalid.
User response: Correct or clear the AZFTOTP1 factor
data for the affected user.
AZF4107I

TOTP Passcode Rejected

Explanation: The TOTP passcode the user entered was
rejected, most likely because the passcode was entered
incorrectly or was outside of the Window skew
interval, as described in “Configure an IBM
TouchToken profile for users” on page 37.

User response: No response is required.

User response: The user should wait for the TOTP
passcode to change and try again.

AZF4004E

AZF4108W

AZFTOTP1 Authenticator initialization
failed

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 plug-in could not
initialize.

TOTP Replay prevention

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 plug-in prevented a
previously-used TOTP passcode from being reused.

User response: Contact IBM support.

User response: Ensure that the passcode reuse was a
user error and not the result of a replay attack.

AZF4100E

AZF4109E

TOTP AuthTransactions cannot be
canceled or continued

Explanation: This message indicates incorrect message
routing inside the AZF started task and is not seen in
normal circumstances.
User response: Shut down and restart the AZF started
task.
AZF4101S

Structure integrity check failed

Explanation: This message indicates memory
corruption inside the AZF started task.
User response: Shut down and restart the AZF started
task.
AZF4102I

Error evaluating TOTP User object
changes

Explanation: An ALTUSER command to change
AZFTOTP1 factor data resulted in an error.
User response: See additional log messages or the
ALTUSER command output for details.
AZF4110E

TOTP User object validation failed

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 factor data for a
particular user ID is invalid.
User response: Clear and re-provision the AZFTOTP1
factor data for the affected user, as described in
“Re-registering a user for IBM TouchToken” on page
40.

Starting TOTP auth processing

Explanation: This is an informational message that
AZFTOTP1 authentication is starting.

AZF4111E

TOTP User object has invalid
REGSTATE

User response: No response is required.

Explanation: When you register a user for IBM
TouchToken, you set the registration state to OPEN.
(Case is sensitive.) IBM TouchToken then changes the
registration state to PROVISIONED when an IBM
TouchToken account is created for the user on the iOS
device.
User response: Specify a valid registration state.
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AZF4112E

TOTP User object is missing
KEYLABEL

Explanation: When IBM TouchToken changes the
registration state to PROVISIONED, a keylabel is
created automatically. This message can occur if you
deactivated the user forIBM TouchToken and cleared all
tags for that user.
User response: Re-register the user as described in
“Re-registering a user for IBM TouchToken” on page
40.
AZF4113E

TOTP User object has invalid ALG

Explanation: When you configure a user for IBM
TouchToken, you can set the digest algorithm used to
generate the one-time password. Valid options include
SHA256, SHA384, and SHA512. (Case is sensitive.) This
overrides the default settings.
User response: Set a valid digest algorithm, as
described in “Configure an IBM TouchToken profile for
users” on page 37.

AZF4117I

TOTP Passcode Accepted

Explanation: The TOTP passcode the user entered was
accepted.
User response: No response is required.
AZF4120I

Defaulting TOTP algorithm

Explanation: When you configure a user for IBM
TouchToken, you can set the digest algorithm used to
generate the one-time password. Valid options include
SHA256, SHA384, and SHA512. (Case is sensitive.) This
overrides the default settings. If you do not set the
digest algorithm, the default setting is used.
User response: No response is required.
AZF4121I

Defaulting TOTP digits

Explanation: When you configure a user for IBM
TouchToken, you can set the number of digits used to
generate the one-time password. If you do not set the
number of digits, the default setting is used.
User response: No response is required.

AZF4114E

TOTP User object has invalid
NUMDIGITS

Explanation: When you configure a user for IBM
TouchToken, you can set the number of digits used to
generate the one-time password. Valid options are 6 - 8
digits. This overrides the default settings.
User response: Set a valid number of digits, as
described in “Configure an IBM TouchToken profile for
users” on page 37.
AZF4115E

TOTP User object has invalid PERIOD

Explanation: When you configure a user for IBM
TouchToken, you can set the number of seconds an
interval lasts. This number determines how long a
one-time password is active before the next one-time
password generates. Valid values are 15 seconds, 30
seconds, and 60 seconds. This overrides the default
settings.
User response: Set a valid period, as described in
“Configure an IBM TouchToken profile for users” on
page 37.
AZF4116E

Error validating TOTP passcode

Explanation: A user’s TOTP passcode could not be
validated due to an underlying library error. This
message will include the relevant PKCS#11 return and
reason codes, if applicable.
User response: See the PKCS#11 return and reason
codes.
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AZF4122I

Defaulting TOTP period

Explanation: When you configure a user for IBM
TouchToken, you can set the number of seconds an
interval lasts. This number determines how long a
one-time password is active before the next one-time
password generates. If you do not set the period, the
default setting is used.
User response: No response is required.
AZF4123I

Defaulting TOTP window

Explanation: When you configure a user for IBM
TouchToken, you can set the window skew interval. If
you do not set the window, the default setting is used.
User response: No response is required.
AZF4124E

AZFTOTP1 factor-wide settings are
missing or invalid

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 factor-wide settings are
missing or invalid.
User response: Configure the AZFTOTP1 factor-wide
settings, as described in “Configure IBM TouchToken”
on page 36.
AZF4125W

Failed to update user's CVALUE, replay
protection inop

Explanation: After validating a user’s TOTP passcode,
AZFTOTP1 failed to update the user’s factor data to
indicate their latest CVALUE. This value is updated to
prevent a passcode from being reused by an attacker.
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User response: Verify the AZF started task's
permissions to the FACTOR.AZFTOTP1 profile.
AZF4126I

AZFTOTP1 settings follow

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 factor-wide settings are
printed when the AZFTOTP1 factor is initialized during
AZF started task startup, and are preceded by this
message.

AZF4141E

Explanation: The PKCS#11 environment could not be
obtained.
User response: Configure the PKCS#11 token, as
described in “Configure a PKCS#11 token” on page 17.
AZF4142E

User response: No response is required.
AZF4127E

Failed to read AZFTOTP1 settings

Explanation: AZFTOTP1 settings could not be
retrieved from RACF.
User response: Verify the AZF started task's
permissions to the FACTOR.AZFTOTP1 profile.
AZF4128W

Runtime settings were not changed

Explanation: If it is determined during REFRESH
command processing that incoming AZFTOTP1 settings
are invalid, those settings will not be applied.
User response: Correct the invalid settings.

Failed to get PKCS#11 environment info

The named PKCS#11 token was not
accessible

Explanation: The PKCS#11 token name specified in
the AZFTOTP1 factor-wide settings is not accessible.
User response: Configure the AZFTOTP1 factor-wide
settings, as described in “Configure IBM TouchToken”
on page 36.
AZF4143I

Description of accessible PKCS#11
environment follows:

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of normal processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF4144E

A user's TOTP key object was not found

Explanation: The STC settings could not be
determined.

Explanation: When IBM TouchToken changes the
registration state to PROVISIONED, a keylabel is
created automatically. This message can occur if you
deactivated the user for IBM TouchToken and cleared
all tags for that user.

User response: Configure the STC as described in
“Configure IBM MFA STC configuration attributes” on
page 13.

User response: Re-register the user, as described in
“Re-registering a user for IBM TouchToken” on page
40.

AZF4131I

AZF4145E

AZF4129E

AZFTOTP1 failed to read AZFSTC
settings

Validated TOTP User

Explanation: The user was validated.
User response: No response is required.
AZF4132I

Matched TOTP counter value

Explanation:
User response: No response is required.
AZF4140E

PKCS#11 token name is missing from
AZFTOTP1 settings

Explanation: The PKCS#11 token name is missing
from the AZFTOTP1 factor-wide settings.
User response: Configure the AZFTOTP1 factor-wide
settings, as described in “Configure IBM TouchToken”
on page 36.

Multiple TOTP key objects were found
for the same KEYLABEL

Explanation: When IBM TouchToken changes the
registration state to PROVISIONED, a keylabel is
created automatically.
User response: Re-register the user, as described in
“Re-registering a user for IBM TouchToken” on page
40.
AZF4146W

Failed to delete a key object from the
PKCS#11 token

Explanation: A user’s factor data contained a label tag
value, and multiple PKCS#11 key records were
returned for the specified label value.
User response: Clear the user’s factor data, return
them to REGSTATE:OPEN state, and instruct them to
re-enroll their IBM TouchToken for iOS account, as
described in “Re-registering a user for IBM
TouchToken” on page 40.
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AZF4147I

Deleted tags include KEYLABEL

Explanation: When IBM TouchToken changes the
registration state to PROVISIONED, a keylabel is
created automatically. This message can occur if you
deactivated the user for IBM TouchToken and cleared
all tags for that user.
User response: Re-register the user, as described in
“Re-registering a user for IBM TouchToken” on page
40.
AZF4150W

Tag eval failed to translate a local status
to PC return/reason pair

IBM TouchToken” on page 36.
AZF5007S

A required parameter is missing from
the AZFSTC settings, or PKCS#11 init
failed

Explanation: An AZFSTC factor-wide server setting is
missing or is invalid, or the PKCS#11 initialization
failed.
User response: Configure PKCS#11 as described in
“Configure a PKCS#11 token” on page 17. Configure
the AZFSTC settings, as described in “Configure IBM
MFA STC configuration attributes” on page 13.

Explanation: The local error cannot be translated to be
more meaningful to ALTUSER.

AZF5008S

User response: Check your inputs to ALTUSER to
make sure you specified tags and values as
documented.

Explanation: Fatal error on startup, possibly due to
missing or invalid AZFTOTP1 settings.

AZF5001I

IBM TouchToken Registration Web
Services

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.

Failed to initialize one or more web
services

User response: Configure IBM TouchToken as
described in “Configure IBM TouchToken” on page 36.
AZF5009I

AZFTOTP1 settings follow:

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.

AZF5002I

Server base init success

Explanation: The web services server is successfully
initializing.
User response: No response is required.

AZF5010E

Web services hostname is missing from
AZFSTC settings

Explanation: This message is obsolete.
User response: No response is required.

AZF5003E

Server base init error

Explanation: The web services server did not
successfully initialize.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF5004S

Failed to initialize the services shared
context

Explanation: Fatal error on startup, possibly due to
missing or invalid AZFTOTP1 settings.
User response: Configure IBM TouchToken as
described in “Configure IBM TouchToken” on page 36.
AZF5006S

AZFTOTP1 or AZFSTC settings could
not be read; Cannot start Registration
Services

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 or STC web services
server settings are missing or invalid.
User response: Configure the started task settings, as
described in “Configure IBM MFA web service started
task” on page 23. Configure the AZFTOTP1 factor-wide
web services server settings, as described in “Configure
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AZF5011E

Server-auth TLS port number is missing
from AZFSTC settings

Explanation: The server authentication port setting is
missing.
User response: Configure the server authentication
port, as described in “Configure IBM MFA web service
started task” on page 23.
AZF5012E

PKCS#11 token name is missing from
AZFSTC settings

Explanation: The PKCS#11 token name is missing.
User response: Enter the PKCS#11 token name, as
described in “Configure IBM TouchToken” on page 36.
AZF5014I

Will declare the following Realm name
to clients

Explanation: AZFTOTP1 will use this realm name for
your web services server. This is an arbitrary name of
your choosing.
User response: No response is required.
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AZF5015I

web services server using trace level

Explanation: The web services server is using the
trace level. Valid values are 0 through 3, where the
higher number increases the level of verbosity.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5020E

The enrollCheck service saw a request
with zero content length

Explanation: A request was made to a valid
registration web server URL, but the body of the
request was invalid because it was empty. Either a
connection to a valid client was dropped by the
network infrastructure, or an unexpected client is
issuing requests to the web services server.
User response: Make sure that the user's Apple iOS
device has network connectivity to the web services
server, as described in “Configure IBM TouchToken” on
page 36.
AZF5021E

Received an enrollCheck request that
was malformed or missing parameters

Explanation: A request was made to a valid
registration web server URL, but the body of the
request was invalid because it was empty. Either a
connection to a valid client was dropped by the
network infrastructure, or an unexpected client is
issuing requests to the web services server.
User response: Make sure that the user's Apple iOS
device has network connectivity to the web services
server, as described in “Configure IBM TouchToken” on
page 36.
AZF5022I

Results of safVerify

Explanation: This informational message will be
followed by return and reason codes associated with an
underlying RACROUTE REQUEST=VERIFY call.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5023E

Enrollment check returning Not
Authorized

Explanation: A client contacted the web services
server to determine whether a user may enroll a new
account, but the client provided an invalid combination
of User ID and Password or Passphrase.
User response: Instruct users to open the web services
server start page using Mobile Safari on their iOS
device and log in with their z/OS user name and
password.

AZF5024E

Enrollment check responding with
following error

Explanation: A client contacted the web services
server to determine whether a user may enroll a new
TouchToken Account, and the web services server is
responding as described.
User response: See the accompanying error for more
information.
AZF5025I

Enrollment check responding success

Explanation: A client contacted the web services
server to determine whether a user may enroll a new
account, and the web services server is responding that
the user in question may proceed with enrollment.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5026I

Found existing invitation

Explanation: A client contacted the web services
server to retrieve TOTP token details, and the server
located a preexisting internal structure describing a
partial token for the given user.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5027I

Created new invitation

Explanation: A client contacted the web services
server to retrieve TOTP token details, and the server
created a new internal structure describing a partial
token for the given user.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5028E

Failed to retrieve AZFTOTP user object

Explanation: A client contacted the web services
server to determine whether a user may enroll a new
account, and the web services server failed to locate
valid AZFTOTP1 configuration for that user.
User response: Configure the user account, as
described in “Configure an IBM TouchToken profile for
users” on page 37.
AZF5029I

Invite code

Explanation: This is an internal progress message to
aid support in the event that a problem requires
diagnosis.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5031I

Generated candidate keylabel

Explanation: This message displays the label to be
applied to the PKCS#11 key record for a user’s
newly-enrolled account.
User response: No response is required.
Chapter 24. Multi-Factor Authentication messages
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AZF5032E

Base64 encoding failed

Explanation: This is unlikely to occur unless there is
an out of memory issue. If the task it still up and
emitting this message, restart it.

AZF5040I

Entered preflight

Explanation: Progress message to aid in support in
the event of a problem.
User response: No response is required.

User response: Restart the task.
AZF5041E
AZF5033E

Invitation not found

Explanation: A client tried to retrieve an account
specification from the server, but specified an account
identifier that did not match any specification pending
output in the server. Something other than the IBM
TouchToken for iOS application may be issuing
requests to the server URL space.
User response: Determine which application is trying
to connect to the web services server.
AZF5034I

Retrieved an invitation and will
promote it

Explanation: This is a progress message to aid in
support in the event of a problem.
User response: No response is required.

Preflight account metadata not found

Explanation: A client attempted to contact the
preflight service URL space, but provided no valid
short-lived account identifier. An internal error has
occurred, a network error has occurred, or a client
other than the IBM TouchToken for iOS application
may be contacting the registration server.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF5042E

Preflight saw invalid account metadata

Explanation: A client attempted to contact the
preflight service URL space, but provided no valid
short-lived account identifier. An internal error has
occurred, a network error has occurred, or a client
other than the IBM TouchToken for iOS application
may be contacting the registration server.
User response: Contact IBM support.

AZF5035E

Invitation in invalid state will be
destroyed; user must restart enrollment

Explanation: A previous error caused an account
specification to become unusable, so it will not be used.
User response: The user attempting to enroll a new
IBM TouchToken for iOS account should restart the
enrollment process in the application.
AZF5036E

Invitation promotion failed

Explanation: The server failed to infuse a IBM
TouchToken for iOS account specification with required
data.

AZF5043E

Explanation: The TOTP value provided by the client
did not match any of the allowed values, possible due
to clock skew between the client application and the
server.
User response: Consider increasing the default
Window value in the AZFTOTP1 factor, then instruct
the affected user to re-attempt IBM TouchToken for iOS
account enrollment.
AZF5043I

User response: See other errors in the log.
AZF5037E

JSON encoding failed

Explanation: Unlikely to occur unless out of memory.
User response: If the task it still up and emitting this
message, restart it.
AZF5038I

Tokenspec retrieval responding success

Explanation: Progress message to aid in support in
the event of a problem.

If using a short PERIOD value, try
increasing WINDOW to reduce clock
skew effects

Explanation: Token Period is the time (in seconds)
between changes in value for the token. This number
determines how long a one-time password is active
before the next one-time password generates. The
Window skew interval considers any possible
synchronization delay between the server and the client
that generates the one-time password. If Token Period
and Window are both short, the user may not have
sufficient time to enter the passcode.
User response: Increase the Window value if needed.

User response: No response is required.
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Preflight failed to match the provided
token code
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AZF5044I

Preflight will commit and activate
AZFTOTP1

Explanation: A user has completed IBM TouchToken
for iOS account enrollment and should begin using this
account to access MFA-protected systems that use the
same RACF database as the server.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5050I

Console listener task starting up

Explanation: The console listener task is starting up.
This is an informational message generated as part of
IBM MFA processing.

AZF5101S

Structure integrity check failed

Explanation: A serious internal error has occurred.
User response: Restart the web services server.
AZF5105E

Failed to create AZFTOTP User object

Explanation: A user’s AZFTOTP1 factor data was not
present, or contained values that prevented the creation
of a validated user object.
User response: Clear the user’s AZFTOTP1 factor data
and set their REGSTATE tag to OPEN, as described in
“Re-registering a user for IBM TouchToken” on page
40.

User response: No response is required.
AZF5107I
AZF5051I

Stop command received

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5052I

Modify command received

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5053E

Modify command was not recognized

Explanation: The Modify command was not
recognized.
User response: See Chapter 21, “Modifying
component trace levels,” on page 93 for the format of
the Modify command..
AZF5054E

Invalid trace level specified (valid levels
are 0-3)

Explanation: You specified an invalid trace level.
User response: Enter a valid trace level.
AZF5055E

Modify command processing failed

Explanation: The Modify command processing failed.
User response: See Chapter 21, “Modifying
component trace levels,” on page 93 for the format of
the Modify command..
AZF5056I

Modify command action

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.

TOTP Passcode Rejected

Explanation: The TOTP passcode the user entered was
rejected, most likely because the passcode was entered
incorrectly or was outside of the Window skew
interval, as described in “Configure an IBM
TouchToken profile for users” on page 37.
User response: The user should wait for the TOTP
passcode to change and try again.
AZF5108W

TOTP Replay prevention

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 plug-in prevented a
previously-used TOTP passcode from being reused.
User response: Ensure that the passcode reuse was a
user error and not the result of a replay attack.
AZF5110E

TOTP User object validation failed

Explanation: A user’s AZFTOTP1 factor data
contained values that prevented the creation of a
validated user object.
User response: Clear the user’s AZFTOTP1 factor data
and set their REGSTATE tag to OPEN, as described in
“Re-registering a user for IBM TouchToken” on page
40.
AZF5111E

TOTP User object has invalid
REGSTATE

Explanation: When you register a user for IBM
TouchToken, you set the registration state to OPEN.
(Case is sensitive.) IBM TouchToken then changes the
registration state to PROVISIONED when an IBM
TouchToken account is created for the user on the iOS
device.
User response: Specify a valid registration state.

User response: No response is required.
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AZF5112E

TOTP User object is missing
KEYLABEL

Explanation: When IBM TouchToken changes the
registration state to PROVISIONED, a keylabel is
created automatically. This message can occur if you
deactivated the user forIBM TouchToken and cleared all
tags for that user.
User response: Re-register the user as described in
“Re-registering a user for IBM TouchToken” on page
40.
AZF5113E

TOTP User object has invalid ALG

Explanation: When you configure a user for IBM
TouchToken, you can set the digest algorithm used to
generate the one-time password. Valid options include
SHA256, SHA384, and SHA512. (Case is sensitive.) This
overrides the default settings.
User response: Set a valid digest algorithm, as
described in “Configure an IBM TouchToken profile for
users” on page 37.
AZF5116E

Error validating TOTP passcode

Explanation: A client accessed the preflight service,
but the server was unable to verify whether the
supplied TOTP passcode was matched by one of the
allowed values. This indicates a configuration problem
or a serious error in an underlying service.
User response: Check the AZFTOTP1 configuration,
restart the server, and contact IBM support if the
problem persists.
AZF5117I

TOTP Passcode Accepted

Explanation: The TOTP passcode the user entered was
accepted.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5120I

AZF5122I

Defaulting TOTP period

Explanation: When you configure a user for IBM
TouchToken, you can set the number of seconds an
interval lasts. This number determines how long a
one-time password is active before the next one-time
password generates. If you do not set the period, the
default setting is used.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5123I

Defaulting TOTP window

Explanation: When you configure a user for IBM
TouchToken, you can set the window skew interval. If
you do not set the window, the default setting is used.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5124E

AZFTOTP1 factor-wide settings are
missing or invalid

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 factor-wide settings are
missing or invalid.
User response: Configure the AZFTOTP1 factor-wide
settings, as described in “Configure IBM TouchToken”
on page 36.
AZF5125W

Failed to update user's CVALUE, replay
protection inop

Explanation: The web services server invoked the
R_factor callable service to modify the user’s
AZFTOTP1 factor data, but was unable to update the
CVALUE tag value. The next TOTP passcode check for
this user account will therefore be unable to accurately
determine whether the supplied value, if otherwise
matching an allowed value, represents a passcode
replay event.
User response: Check the AZFTOTP1 configuration,
restart the server, and contact IBM support if the
problem persists.

Defaulting TOTP algorithm

Explanation: When you configure a user for IBM
TouchToken, you can set the digest algorithm used to
generate the one-time password. Valid options include
SHA256, SHA384, and SHA512. (Case is sensitive.) This
overrides the default settings. If you do not set the
digest algorithm, the default setting is used.

AZF5141E

Failed to get PKCS#11 environment info

Explanation: This is a serious error that will prevent
the web services server from functioning.
User response: Check the AZFTOTP1 configuration,
the permissions of the web services server started-task
user, and restart the web services server.

User response: No response is required.
AZF5142E
AZF5121I

Defaulting TOTP digits

Explanation: When you configure a user for IBM
TouchToken, you can set the number of digits used to
generate the one-time password. If you do not set the
number of digits, the default setting is used.

Explanation: The named PKCS#11 token is not
accessible.
User response: Check the token name configured in
the web services started task settings.

User response: No response is required.
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The named PKCS#11 token was not
accessible
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AZF5143I

Description of accessible PKCS#11
environment follows:

Explanation: Subsequent messages in the log describe
which PKCS#11 tokens were accessible by the
registration server.
User response: See the following messages in the log
for a description of which PKCS#11 tokens were
accessible by the web services server. If the displayed
list does not contain the configured PKCS#11 token
name, the web services server will not function.
AZF5144E

A required PKCS#11 key object was not
found

AZF5152E

Failed to create PKCS#11 token

Explanation: You can provide a valid token name and
IBM MFA will create it if it does not already exist.
User response: Enter a valid PKCS#11 token name.
AZF5153E

Failed to generate random bytes

Explanation: The PKCS#11 token was deleted after the
task successfully started.
User response: Configure a PKCS#11 token, as
described in “Configure a PKCS#11 token” on page 17.
AZF5154E

Failed to create a PKCS#11 HMAC key
from raw bytes

Explanation: A user’s factor data contained a label tag
value, but a PKCS#11 key record with that label was
not found. The PKCS#11 token name in the settings
may have recently been changed to an invalid value.

Explanation: The hash message authentication code
(HMAC) key could not be created.

User response: Configure the PKCS#11 token name in
the web services started task settings.

User response: Configure the PKCS#11 token, as
described in “Configure a PKCS#11 token” on page 17.

AZF5145E

AZF5155E

Multiple TOTP key objects were found
for the same label

Explanation: A user’s factor data contained a label tag
value, and multiple PKCS#11 key records were
returned for the specified label value.
User response: Clear the user’s factor data, return
them to REGSTATE:OPEN state, and instruct them to
re-enroll their IBM TouchToken for iOS account, as
described in “Re-registering a user for IBM
TouchToken” on page 40.
AZF5146W

Failed to delete a key object from the
PKCS#11 token

Explanation: A user’s factor data contained a label tag
value, and multiple PKCS#11 key records were
returned for the specified label value.
User response: Clear the user’s factor data, return
them to REGSTATE:OPEN state, and instruct them to
re-enroll their IBM TouchToken for iOS account, as
described in “Re-registering a user for IBM
TouchToken” on page 40.
AZF5150I

Attempting to create PKCS#11 token

Explanation: You can provide a valid token name and
IBM MFA will create it if it does not already exist.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5151I

Created PKCS#11 token successfully

Explanation: You can provide a valid token name and
IBM MFA will create it if it does not already exist.
User response: No response is required.

Error checking token code

Explanation: The PKCS#11 AES key could not be
created.
User response: Configure the PKCS#11 token, as
described in “Configure a PKCS#11 token” on page 17.
AZF5156I

Created PKCS#11 AES key successfully

Explanation: The PKCS#11 AES key was created. This
is an informational message generated as part of IBM
MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5157I

Found PKCS#11 token

Explanation: The PKCS#11 token was found. This is
an informational message generated as part of IBM
MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5158I

Found PKCS#11 AES key

Explanation: The PKCS#11 AES key was found. This
is an informational message generated as part of IBM
MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5160E

Failed to commit a user's AZFTOTP1
factor data

Explanation: IBM TouchToken was unable to commit
the user's factor data.
User response: Contact IBM support.
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AZF5161I

Committed AZFTOTP1 user factor data,
and set ACTIVE

Explanation: IBM TouchToken committed the user's
factor data and set the factor to active. This is an
informational message generated as part of IBM MFA
processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF5161E

Service unavailable

Explanation: You may have entered an invalid user ID
on the IBM MFA Out-of-Band login page.

AZF5174E

Explanation: The specified user ID failed validation,
possibly due to a configuration error.
User response: See “Configure an IBM TouchToken
profile for users” on page 37 for the steps to follow to
register a user. See “Re-registering a user for IBM
TouchToken” on page 40 for the steps to follow to
re-register a user.
AZF5175I

User response: Verify the user ID and retry.
AZF5170E

Required data was missing from the
request

Explanation: The user is not correctly configured for
IBM TouchToken.
User response: See “Configure an IBM TouchToken
profile for users” on page 37 for the steps to follow to
register a user. See “Re-registering a user for IBM
TouchToken” on page 40 for the steps to follow to
re-register a user.
AZF5171E

Existing AZFTOTP1 factor data for the
specified User ID failed validation

The specified User ID has already
enrolled a TouchToken Account; existing
Account details must be cleared by a
RACF administrator before a new
Account may be enrolled

Explanation: The user attempted to create a IBM
TouchToken account and one already exists.
User response: You typically do not need to re-register
a user for IBM TouchToken. If you do need to do so,
follow the steps described in “Re-registering a user for
IBM TouchToken” on page 40.
AZF5176E

Authentication failed

The specified User ID is eligible for
TouchToken enrollment, but an internal
server error prevented enrollment from
proceeding

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 factor must be marked
NOACTIVE for registration. The web services server
does a RACROUTE REQUEST=VERIFY to check the user's
password. If AZFTOTP1 is active at the time the
password check occurs, it will fail.

Explanation: An internal server error prevented the
user account from being enrolled.

User response: See “Configure an IBM TouchToken
profile for users” on page 37 for the steps to follow to
register a user. See “Re-registering a user for IBM
TouchToken” on page 40 for the steps to follow to
re-register a user.

AZF5177E

AZF5172E

An internal error prevented the server
from verifying user eligibility

Explanation: An internal error occurred.

User response: Contact IBM support.

Explanation: An internal server error prevented the
user account from being enrolled.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF5178E

User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF5173E

The specified User ID is not currently
eligible for TouchToken Account
enrollment

Explanation: The specified user ID cannot currently be
enrolled due to a configuration error.
User response: See “Configure an IBM TouchToken
profile for users” on page 37 for the steps to follow to
register a user. See “Re-registering a user for IBM
TouchToken” on page 40 for the steps to follow to
re-register a user.
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An internal server error prevented
enrollment of your new TouchToken
Account

The token code sent to the server was
invalid or out of range, retry enrollment
and contact an administrator if this
problem persists

Explanation: The token code provided by the user is
invalid, possibly due to a configuration error.
User response: See “Configure an IBM TouchToken
profile for users” on page 37 for the steps to follow to
register a user. See “Re-registering a user for IBM
TouchToken” on page 40 for the steps to follow to
re-register a user.
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AZF6001I

IBM Multi-Factor Authentication Web
Services

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.

AZF6009I

Settings follow:

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.

User response: No response is required.
AZF6010E
AZF6002I

Server base init success

Explanation: The web services server is successfully
initializing.

Failed to read AZF settings

Explanation: The web service settings are missing.

User response: No response is required.

User response: Configure web services as described in
Chapter 7, “Configuring IBM MFA web services
configuration attributes,” on page 17.

AZF6003E

AZF6011E

Server base init error

Explanation: The server did not successfully initialize.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF6004S

Failed to initialize the services shared
context

Explanation: Fatal error on startup, possibly due to
missing or invalid settings.
User response: Configure IBM MFA web services, as
described in Chapter 7, “Configuring IBM MFA web
services configuration attributes,” on page 17.
AZF6006S

AZFTOTP1 token registration services
disabled

Explanation: The AZFTOTP1 factor-wide web services
server settings are missing or invalid.
User response: Configure the AZFTOTP1 factor-wide
web services server settings, as described in “Configure
IBM TouchToken” on page 36.
AZF6007S

A required parameter is missing from
the settings, or PKCS#11 init failed

Explanation: A factor-wide setting is missing or is
invalid, or the PKCS#11 initialization failed.

No web services are enabled in the AZF
settings; shutting down

Explanation: The web service settings are missing.
User response: Configure web services as described in
Chapter 7, “Configuring IBM MFA web services
configuration attributes,” on page 17.
AZF6020E

Failed to initialize OOBSvcsClient

Explanation: The IBM MFA Out-of-Band services
failed to initialize.
User response: Make sure that IBM MFA Out-of-Band
is configured as described in Chapter 10, “Configuring
IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication,” on page 43.
AZF6050I

Console listener task starting up

Explanation: The console listener task is starting up.
This is an informational message generated as part of
IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF6051I

Stop command received

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.

User response: Configure PKCS#11 as described in
“Configure a PKCS#11 token” on page 17. Configure
the started task settings, as described in “Configure
IBM MFA web service started task” on page 23.

AZF6052I

AZF6008S

User response: No response is required.

Failed to initialize one or more web
services

Explanation: Fatal error on startup, possibly due to
missing or invalid settings.
User response: Configure the started task settings, as
described in “Configure IBM MFA web service started
task” on page 23.

Modify command received

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.

AZF6053E

Modify command was not recognized

Explanation: The Modify command was not
recognized.
User response: See Chapter 21, “Modifying
component trace levels,” on page 93 for the format of
the Modify command..
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AZF6054E

Invalid trace level specified (valid levels
are 0-3)

Explanation: You specified an invalid trace level.
User response: Enter a valid trace level.
AZF6055E

Modify command processing failed

AZF6145E

Multiple PKCS#11 key objects were
found for the same label

Explanation: A user’s factor data contained a label tag
value, and multiple PKCS#11 key records were
returned for the specified label value.
User response: Check the configured key label in the
associated factor.

Explanation: The Modify command processing failed.
User response: See Chapter 21, “Modifying
component trace levels,” on page 93 for the format of
the Modify command..
AZF6056I

Modify command action

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF6141E

Failed to get PKCS#11 environment info

Explanation: This is a serious error that will prevent
the web services server from functioning.
User response: Check the web services started task
configuration, the permissions of the web services
server started-task user, and restart the web services
server.
AZF6142E

The named PKCS#11 token was not
accessible

Explanation: The named PKCS#11 token is not
accessible.
User response: Check the token name configured in
the web services started task settings.

AZF6146W

Explanation: A user’s factor data contained a label tag
value, and multiple PKCS#11 key records were
returned for the specified label value.
User response: Clear the user's factor data for the
affected factor. For IBM TouchToken, clear the user's
factor data for the affected factor, return them to
REGSTATE:OPEN state, and instruct them to re-enroll
their IBM TouchToken for iOS account, as described in
“Re-registering a user for IBM TouchToken” on page
40.
AZF6150I

Description of accessible PKCS#11
environment follows:

Explanation: Subsequent messages in the log describe
which PKCS#11 tokens were accessible by the
registration server.
User response: See the following messages in the log
for a description of which PKCS#11 tokens were
accessible by the web services server. If the displayed
list does not contain the configured PKCS#11 token
name, the web services server will not function.
AZF6144E

A required PKCS#11 key object was not
found

Explanation: A user’s factor data contained a label tag
value, but a PKCS#11 key record with that label was
not found. The PKCS#11 token name in the settings
may have recently been changed to an invalid value.

User response: No response is required.
AZF6151I

Created PKCS#11 token successfully

Explanation: You can provide a valid token name and
IBM MFA will create it if it does not already exist.
User response: No response is required.
Failed to create PKCS#11 token

Explanation: You can provide a valid token name and
IBM MFA will create it if it does not already exist. The
token name you specify with AZFEXEC must match
the token name you have configured in “Configure a
PKCS#11 token” on page 17.
User response: Configure the PKCS#11 token as
described in “Configure a PKCS#11 token” on page 17
and enter the valid PKCS#11 token name.
AZF6153E

Failed to generate random bytes

Explanation: The PKCS#11 token was deleted after the
task successfully started.
User response: Configure a PKCS#11 token, as
described in “Configure a PKCS#11 token” on page 17.

User response: Configure the PKCS#11 token name in
the web services started task settings.
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Attempting to create PKCS#11 token

Explanation: You can provide a valid token name and
IBM MFA will create it if it does not already exist.

AZF6152E
AZF6143I

Failed to delete a key object from the
PKCS#11 token
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AZF6154E • AZF6176E
AZF6154E

Failed to create a PKCS#11 HMAC key

AZF6171E

Session expired or otherwise not found

Explanation: The hash message authentication code
(HMAC) key could not be created.

Explanation: The user exceeded the amount of time
allowed to satisfy all authentication factors.

User response: Configure the PKCS#11 token, as
described in “Configure a PKCS#11 token” on page 17.

User response: The user must begin the logon process
again.

AZF6155E

AZF6172E

Failed to create a PKCS#11 AES key

The specified policy name is invalid

Explanation: The PKCS#11 AES key could not be
created.

Explanation: The policy name associated with the user
ID is invalid.

User response: Configure the PKCS#11 token, as
described in “Configure a PKCS#11 token” on page 17.

User response: Specify the policy name as described
in “Activate and deactivate users for IBM MFA
Out-of-Band authentication” on page 47.

AZF6156I

Created PKCS#11 AES key successfully

Explanation: The PKCS#11 AES key was created. This
is an informational message generated as part of IBM
MFA processing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF6157I

Found PKCS#11 token

Explanation: The PKCS#11 token was found. This is
an informational message generated as part of IBM
MFA processing.

AZF6173E

Failed to create a Cache Token
Credential

Explanation: A cache token credential is created every
time a user successfully logs on with IBM MFA
Out-of-Band. IBM MFA Out-of-Band could not create
the cache token credential.
User response: Make sure you have configured IBM
MFA Out-of-Band as described in Chapter 10,
“Configuring IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication,”
on page 43.

User response: No response is required.
AZF6174E
AZF6158I

Found PKCS#11 AES key

Explanation: The PKCS#11 AES key was found. This
is an informational message generated as part of IBM
MFA processing.

No policies are bound to the specified
user or session

Explanation: A policy name is not associated with the
user ID.

User response: No response is required.

User response: Associate a policy name with the user
ID as described in “Activate and deactivate users for
IBM MFA Out-of-Band authentication” on page 47.

AZF6160E

AZF6175I

SAF error while authenticating user

Explanation: IBM MFA was unable to authenticate the
user.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF6161E

Service unavailable

Explanation: You may have entered an invalid user ID
on the IBM MFA Out-of-Band login page.

None of the user's policies are
satisfiable

Explanation: If you apply a policy to a user, the user
must have all the factors defined in the policy, and
those factors must be active.
User response: Configure the user as described in
“Activate and deactivate users for IBM MFA
Out-of-Band authentication” on page 47.

User response: Verify the user ID and retry.

AZF6176E

AZF6170E

Explanation: An internal server error prevented the
user account from authenticating.

No factors are active for the specified
User ID

Explanation: If you apply a policy to a user, the user
must have all the factors defined in the policy, and
those factors must be active.

An internal error occurred

User response: Contact IBM support.

User response: Configure the user as described in
“Activate and deactivate users for IBM MFA
Out-of-Band authentication” on page 47.
Chapter 24. Multi-Factor Authentication messages
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AZF6177E • AZF8003E
AZF6177E

Your account is not provisioned for
MFA

Explanation: The user account is not provisioned for
IBM MFA Out-of-Band.
User response: Configure the user as described in
“Activate and deactivate users for IBM MFA
Out-of-Band authentication” on page 47.
AZF7001E

Internal error, bad plugin data

Explanation: An internal error occurred while
processing the authentication.

AZF7008I

AZFPTKT1 Initializing

Explanation: The AZFPTKT1 plug-in is initializing.
User response: No response is required.
AZF7009E

Bad settings data

Explanation: An internal error occurred while
initializing the plug-in.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF7010I

User response: Restart the AZF started task.

Txn is not a candidate for PassTicket
eval

Explanation: The PassTicket is not 8 characters.
AZF7002E

Internal error, bad authTxn data

User response: No response is required.

Explanation: An internal error occurred while
processing the authentication.

AZF7011I

User response: Restart the AZF started task.

Explanation: The PassTicket is 8 characters.

Txn is a candidate for PassTicket eval

User response: No response is required.
AZF7003E

Internal error, missing plugin state

Explanation: An internal error occurred while
initializing the plug-in.
User response: Contact IBM support.

AZF7012I

Applying user-specific eval policy

Explanation: The user-specific settings are different
than the defaults.
User response: No response is required.

AZF7004E

Logon window not specified

Explanation: The PassTicket evaluation window is not
specified.
User response: Set the PassTicket evaluation window,
as described in “Using IBM MFA with PassTickets” on
page 84.
AZF7005I

Result of PassTicket eval

Explanation: The PassTicket evaluation result is
shown.
User response: No response is required.
AZF7006E

Invalid tag name

Explanation: You specified an invalid tag name. The
possible tags are WINDOW and MFAFIRST.

AZF7013I

Policy prevented PassTicket eval

Explanation: The policy may require a successful IBM
MFA logon prior to the PassTicket being evaluated, or
the evaluation window may have been exceeded.
User response: Satisfy the policy requirements.
AZF8001E

Internal error, bad plugin data

Explanation: An internal error occurred while
processing the authentication.
User response: Restart the AZF started task.
AZF8002E

Internal error, bad authTxn data

Explanation: An internal error occurred while
processing the authentication.

User response: Specify valid tag names, as described
in “Using IBM MFA with PassTickets” on page 84.

User response: Restart the AZF started task.

AZF7007E

AZF8003E

Invalid tag value

Explanation: You specified an invalid tag value. The
possible tags values are WINDOW numseconds and
MFAFIRST Y|N.

Explanation: An internal error occurred that
prevented the plug-in from processing the transaction.
User response: Contact IBM support.

User response: Specify valid tag values, as described
in “Using IBM MFA with PassTickets” on page 84.
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AZF8004E • AZFC001I
AZF8004E

Invalid AZFCERT1 settings data

Explanation: An internal error occurred while
initializing the plug-in.

AZF8021E

Authenticator init failed

Explanation: AZFCERT1 plug-in could not initialize.
User response: Contact IBM support.

User response: Contact IBM support.
AZF8022I
AZF8005I

AZFCERT1 Initializing

Authenticator teardown invoked

Explanation: The AZFCERT1 plug-in is initializing.

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.

User response: No response is required.

User response: No response is required.

AZF8006I

AZF8023E

Result of certificate evaluation

Explanation: This is an informational message
generated as part of IBM MFA processing.

Unsupported API invoked

Explanation: An internal error occurred.
User response: Contact IBM support.

User response: No response is required.
AZF8030E
AZF8007E

Invalid tag name

Explanation: You specified an invalid tag name.
User response: Enter a valid AZFCERT1 tag name, as
described in “Approve user certificates” on page 55.
AZF8008E

Failed to read AZFCERT1 settings

Explanation: AZFCERT1 settings could not be
retrieved from RACF.
User response: Verify the AZF started task's
permissions to the FACTOR.AZFCERT1 profile.
AZF8009W

Runtime settings were not changed

Explanation: If it is determined during REFRESH
command processing that incoming AZFCERT11
settings are invalid, those settings will not be applied.

A Base64 decode operation failed

Explanation: This is unlikely to occur unless there is
an out of memory issue. If the task it still up and
emitting this message, restart it.
User response: Restart the task.
AZF8031E

Failed to create AZFCERT1 User object

Explanation: A user’s AZFCERT1 factor data was not
present, or contained values that prevented the creation
of a validated user object.
User response: Clear the user’s AZFCERT1 factor data
and set their REGSTATE tag to OPEN, as described in
“Approve user certificates” on page 55.
AZF8032E

Error evaluating AZFCERT1 User object
changes

User response: Correct the invalid settings.

Explanation: An ALTUSER command to change
AZFCERT1 factor data resulted in an error.

AZF8010I

User response: See additional log messages or the
ALTUSER command output for details.

AZFCERT1 settings follow

Explanation: The AZFCERT1 factor-wide settings are
printed when the AZFCERT1 factor is initialized during
AZF started task startup, and are preceded by this
message.

AZF8033E

User response: No response is required.

Explanation: The local error cannot be translated to be
more meaningful to ALTUSER.

AZF8020I

Authenticator initialized

Explanation: The authenticator is initialized. This is an
informational message generated as part of IBM MFA
processing.
User response: No response is required.

Tag eval failed to translate local status
to PC rc/reason pair

User response: Check your inputs to ALTUSER to
make sure you specified tags and values as
documented.
AZFC001I

MFA cache change. Name:
Old=cache-name New=cache-name Mode:
Old=mode-type New=mode-type

Explanation: Possible mode values are Sing (N), Mult
(X), and CF (C), as described in “Configure IBM MFA
STC configuration attributes” on page 13.
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AZFC002I • AZFW202S
User response: No response is required.
AZFC002I

Error in service macro function RC=xx
RSN=xxxxxxxx

Explanation: There was an error in the service. The
message identifies the XCF service macro that was
issued and the general function, such as CREATE or
CONNECT, being performed.
User response: There are several potential causes of
this error. Examine the macro and function for context.
Some errors may be caused by an incorrect
configuration setup, such as not setting up the structure
for XCF Note Pad Services. Some errors may be caused
by an environmental issue, such as a system in the
sysplex failing. Some errors may be internal errors.
Contact IBM support.

AZFW003I

Explanation: The name of the PKCS#11 token.
User response: No response is required.
AZFW004I

Unexpected function on IXCSRVR
request: function-value

Explanation: This is an internal error. The request
function value was received from another system, and
is not one of the expected values.
User response: Contact IBM support.
AZFC004E

Notepad used for MFA cache is too
small. Name=notepad-name

Explanation: The number of IBM MFA cache entries is
too small.
User response: Increase the number of cache entries,
as described in Table 5 on page 13. The allowed
numeric value in the range of 1024 - 1048576.
AZFC005I

IXCSRVR task for MFA terminated and
will be restarted.

Explanation: The IBM MFA cache task terminated and
will be restarted.

Name of PKCS#11 Key Label

Explanation: The name of the PKCS#11 key label.
User response: No response is required.
AZFW101E

Invalid MFADomain - too long

Explanation: The MFADomain cookieName has a limit
of 32 characters and defaults to MFAToken.
User response: Correct the MFADomain cookieName.
AZFW102E

AZFC003I

Name of PKCS#11 Token

Invalid MFAExpireSeconds

Explanation: MFAExpireSeconds is the number of
seconds for which the IBM MFA authentication is valid.
Possible values are 0-86400, inclusive.
User response: Correct the MFAExpireSeconds value.
AZFW103E

Invalid MFAPKCS#11TokenName - too
long

Explanation: MFAPKCS#11TokenName PKCS#11 token
name has a limit of 32 characters.
User response: Correct the MFAPKCS#11TokenName
PKCS#11 token name.
AZFW104E

Invalid MFAKeyLabel - too long

Explanation: MFAKeyLabel PKCS#11 key label has a
limit of 32 characters.
User response: Correct the MFAKeyLabel PKCS#11 key
label.
Return for PKCS11 decrypt = code, rc =
rc, reason= reason

User response: No response is required.

AZFW201S

AZFW001I

Explanation: The most likely cause of this message is
that ICSF has not been configured for PKCS#11, or the
web server does not have the appropriate RACF
authorities in the CRYPTOZ class. The return and
reason codes are those returned by ICSF.

Name of MFA Domain

Explanation: The MFADomain cookieName.
User response: No response is required.
AZFW002I

Number of seconds an MFA token is
valid

Explanation: The number of seconds a token is valid.

User response: Configure PKCS#11 or the CRYPTOZ
class.
AZFW202S

User response: No response is required.

Return for PKCS11 enable = code, rc = rc,
reason= reason

Explanation: The most likely cause of this message is
that ICSF has not been configured for PKCS#11, or the
web server does not have the appropriate RACF
authorities in the CRYPTOZ class. The return and
reason codes are those returned by ICSF.
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AZFW203S • AZFW303I
User response: Configure PKCS#11 or the CRYPTOZ
class.
AZFW203S

Return for PKCS11 encrypt = code, rc =
rc, reason= reason

Explanation: The most likely cause of this message is
that ICSF has not been configured for PKCS#11, or the
web server does not have the appropriate RACF
authorities in the CRYPTOZ class. The return and
reason codes are those returned by ICSF.
User response: Configure PKCS#11 or the CRYPTOZ
class.
AZFW301I

Return for PKCS11 decrypt = code, rc =
rc, reason= reason

Explanation: The most likely cause of this message is
that ICSF has not been configured for PKCS#11, or the
web server does not have the appropriate RACF
authorities in the CRYPTOZ class. The return and
reason codes are those returned by ICSF.
This message is output only if you have the
appropriate LogLevel value set in your httpd.conf file.
The values are debug for V8.5.5.x and trace1 for V9.0.
User response: Configure PKCS#11 or the CRYPTOZ
class.
AZFW302I

Return for PKCS11 enable = code, rc = rc,
reason= reason

Explanation: The most likely cause of this message is
that ICSF has not been configured for PKCS#11, or the
web server does not have the appropriate RACF
authorities in the CRYPTOZ class. The return and
reason codes are those returned by ICSF.
This message is output only if you have the
appropriate LogLevel value set in your httpd.conf file.
The values are debug for V8.5.5.x and trace1 for V9.0.
User response: Configure PKCS#11 or the CRYPTOZ
class.
AZFW303I

Return for PKCS11 encrypt = code, rc =
rc, reason= reason

Explanation: The most likely cause of this message is
that ICSF has not been configured for PKCS#11, or the
web server does not have the appropriate RACF
authorities in the CRYPTOZ class. The return and
reason codes are those returned by ICSF.
This message is output only if you have the
appropriate LogLevel value set in your httpd.conf file.
The values are debug for V8.5.5.x and trace1 for V9.0.
User response: Configure PKCS#11 or the CRYPTOZ
class.
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Appendix A. AT-TLS policy example
The following example shows a sample AT-TLS policy. This policy is included for
information purposes only, and will require modification for your environment.
TTLSRule
{
LocalAddr
RemoteAddr
LocalPortRange
Direction
Priority
TTLSGroupActionRef
TTLSEnvironmentActionRef
TTLSConnectionActionRef
}
TTLSGroupAction
{
TTLSEnabled
Trace
}
TTLSEnvironmentAction
{
HandshakeRole
EnvironmentUserInstance
TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef
TTLSKeyringParmsRef
Trace
}
TTLSConnectionAction
{
HandshakeRole
TTLSCipherParmsRef
TTLSConnectionAdvancedParmsRef
CtraceClearText
Trace
}

zt26774_AZF

TTLSConnectionAdvancedParms
{
ApplicationControlled
SecondaryMap
}
TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms
{
ClientAuthType
ApplicationControlled
SSLv2
SSLv3
TLSv1
TLSv1.1
TLSv1.2
}
TTLSRule
{
LocalAddr
RemoteAddr
LocalPortRange
Direction
Priority
TTLSGroupActionRef
TTLSEnvironmentActionRef
TTLSConnectionActionRef

cAdv1~zt26774-AZF
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ALL
ALL
6789
Inbound
255
gAct1~zt26774-AZF
eAct1~zt26774-AZF
cAct1~zt26774-AZF
gAct1~zt26774-AZF
On
2
eAct1~zt26774-AZF
Server
0
eAdv1~zt26774-AZF
keyR1~zt26774-AZF
2
cAct1~zt26774-AZF
Server
ciph26774-AZF
cAdv1~zt26774-AZF
Off
2

Off
Off
eAdv1~zt26774-AZF
PassThru
Off
Off
Off
Off
On
On
zt27622_AZF
ALL
ALL
7890
Inbound
255
gAct1~zt27622-AZF
eAct1~zt27622-AZF
cAct1~zt27622-AZF
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}
TTLSGroupAction
{
TTLSEnabled
Trace
}

gAct1~zt27622-AZF
On
255

TTLSEnvironmentAction
eAct1~zt27622-AZF
{
HandshakeRole
ServerWithClientAuth
EnvironmentUserInstance
0
TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef eAdv1~zt27622-AZF
TTLSKeyringParmsRef
keyR1~zt26774-AZF
Trace
2
TTLSGskAdvancedParms
gskAdv27622-AZF
{
GSK_V3_SIDCACHE_SIZE
0
}
}
TTLSConnectionAction
cAct1~zt27622-AZF
{
HandshakeRole
ServerwithClientAuth
TTLSCipherParmsRef
ciph26774-AZF
TTLSConnectionAdvancedParmsRef cAdv1~zt27622-AZF
CtraceClearText
Off
Trace
2
}
TTLSConnectionAdvancedParms
cAdv1~zt27622-AZF
{
ApplicationControlled
Off
SecondaryMap
Off
HandshakeTimeout
120
}
TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms
eAdv1~zt27622-AZF
{
ClientAuthType
Required
ApplicationControlled
Off
SSLv2
Off
SSLv3
Off
TLSv1
Off
TLSv1.1
On
TLSv1.2
On
CertValidationMode
RFC3280
}
TTLSKeyringParms
keyR1~zt26774-AZF
{
Keyring
ringAZF
}
TTLSCipherParms
{
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
}
TTLSCipherParms
{
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
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ciph26774-AZF
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
cipher1~Default_Ciphers
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA
TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA
TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA
TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA
TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA
TLS_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA
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V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites
V3CipherSuites

TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA
TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA
TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA
TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
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Appendix B. Accessibility
Accessible publications for this product are offered through IBM Knowledge
Center (http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSLTBW/welcome).
If you experience difficulty with the accessibility of any z/OS information, send a
detailed message to the "Contact us" web page for z/OS (http://www.ibm.com/
systems/z/os/zos/webqs.html) or use the following mailing address.
IBM Corporation
Attention: MHVRCFS Reader Comments
Department H6MA, Building 707
2455 South Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601-5400
United States

Accessibility features
Accessibility features help users who have physical disabilities such as restricted
mobility or limited vision use software products successfully. The accessibility
features in z/OS can help users do the following tasks:
v Run assistive technology such as screen readers and screen magnifier software.
v Operate specific or equivalent features by using the keyboard.
v Customize display attributes such as color, contrast, and font size.

Consult assistive technologies
Assistive technology products such as screen readers function with the user
interfaces found in z/OS. Consult the product information for the specific assistive
technology product that is used to access z/OS interfaces.

Keyboard navigation of the user interface
You can access z/OS user interfaces with TSO/E or ISPF. The following
information describes how to use TSO/E and ISPF, including the use of keyboard
shortcuts and function keys (PF keys). Each guide includes the default settings for
the PF keys.
v z/OS TSO/E Primer
v z/OS TSO/E User's Guide
v z/OS V2R2 ISPF User's Guide Vol I

Dotted decimal syntax diagrams
Syntax diagrams are provided in dotted decimal format for users who access IBM
Knowledge Center with a screen reader. In dotted decimal format, each syntax
element is written on a separate line. If two or more syntax elements are always
present together (or always absent together), they can appear on the same line
because they are considered a single compound syntax element.
Each line starts with a dotted decimal number; for example, 3 or 3.1 or 3.1.1. To
hear these numbers correctly, make sure that the screen reader is set to read out
© Copyright IBM Corp. 2016, 2017
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punctuation. All the syntax elements that have the same dotted decimal number
(for example, all the syntax elements that have the number 3.1) are mutually
exclusive alternatives. If you hear the lines 3.1 USERID and 3.1 SYSTEMID, your
syntax can include either USERID or SYSTEMID, but not both.
The dotted decimal numbering level denotes the level of nesting. For example, if a
syntax element with dotted decimal number 3 is followed by a series of syntax
elements with dotted decimal number 3.1, all the syntax elements numbered 3.1
are subordinate to the syntax element numbered 3.
Certain words and symbols are used next to the dotted decimal numbers to add
information about the syntax elements. Occasionally, these words and symbols
might occur at the beginning of the element itself. For ease of identification, if the
word or symbol is a part of the syntax element, it is preceded by the backslash (\)
character. The * symbol is placed next to a dotted decimal number to indicate that
the syntax element repeats. For example, syntax element *FILE with dotted decimal
number 3 is given the format 3 \* FILE. Format 3* FILE indicates that syntax
element FILE repeats. Format 3* \* FILE indicates that syntax element * FILE
repeats.
Characters such as commas, which are used to separate a string of syntax
elements, are shown in the syntax just before the items they separate. These
characters can appear on the same line as each item, or on a separate line with the
same dotted decimal number as the relevant items. The line can also show another
symbol to provide information about the syntax elements. For example, the lines
5.1*, 5.1 LASTRUN, and 5.1 DELETE mean that if you use more than one of the
LASTRUN and DELETE syntax elements, the elements must be separated by a comma.
If no separator is given, assume that you use a blank to separate each syntax
element.
If a syntax element is preceded by the % symbol, it indicates a reference that is
defined elsewhere. The string that follows the % symbol is the name of a syntax
fragment rather than a literal. For example, the line 2.1 %OP1 means that you must
refer to separate syntax fragment OP1.
The following symbols are used next to the dotted decimal numbers.
? indicates an optional syntax element
The question mark (?) symbol indicates an optional syntax element. A dotted
decimal number followed by the question mark symbol (?) indicates that all
the syntax elements with a corresponding dotted decimal number, and any
subordinate syntax elements, are optional. If there is only one syntax element
with a dotted decimal number, the ? symbol is displayed on the same line as
the syntax element, (for example 5? NOTIFY). If there is more than one syntax
element with a dotted decimal number, the ? symbol is displayed on a line by
itself, followed by the syntax elements that are optional. For example, if you
hear the lines 5 ?, 5 NOTIFY, and 5 UPDATE, you know that the syntax elements
NOTIFY and UPDATE are optional. That is, you can choose one or none of them.
The ? symbol is equivalent to a bypass line in a railroad diagram.
! indicates a default syntax element
The exclamation mark (!) symbol indicates a default syntax element. A dotted
decimal number followed by the ! symbol and a syntax element indicate that
the syntax element is the default option for all syntax elements that share the
same dotted decimal number. Only one of the syntax elements that share the
dotted decimal number can specify the ! symbol. For example, if you hear the
lines 2? FILE, 2.1! (KEEP), and 2.1 (DELETE), you know that (KEEP) is the
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default option for the FILE keyword. In the example, if you include the FILE
keyword, but do not specify an option, the default option KEEP is applied. A
default option also applies to the next higher dotted decimal number. In this
example, if the FILE keyword is omitted, the default FILE(KEEP) is used.
However, if you hear the lines 2? FILE, 2.1, 2.1.1! (KEEP), and 2.1.1
(DELETE), the default option KEEP applies only to the next higher dotted
decimal number, 2.1 (which does not have an associated keyword), and does
not apply to 2? FILE. Nothing is used if the keyword FILE is omitted.
* indicates an optional syntax element that is repeatable
The asterisk or glyph (*) symbol indicates a syntax element that can be
repeated zero or more times. A dotted decimal number followed by the *
symbol indicates that this syntax element can be used zero or more times; that
is, it is optional and can be repeated. For example, if you hear the line 5.1*
data area, you know that you can include one data area, more than one data
area, or no data area. If you hear the lines 3* , 3 HOST, 3 STATE, you know
that you can include HOST, STATE, both together, or nothing.
Notes:
1. If a dotted decimal number has an asterisk (*) next to it and there is only
one item with that dotted decimal number, you can repeat that same item
more than once.
2. If a dotted decimal number has an asterisk next to it and several items
have that dotted decimal number, you can use more than one item from the
list, but you cannot use the items more than once each. In the previous
example, you can write HOST STATE, but you cannot write HOST HOST.
3. The * symbol is equivalent to a loopback line in a railroad syntax diagram.
+ indicates a syntax element that must be included
The plus (+) symbol indicates a syntax element that must be included at least
once. A dotted decimal number followed by the + symbol indicates that the
syntax element must be included one or more times. That is, it must be
included at least once and can be repeated. For example, if you hear the line
6.1+ data area, you must include at least one data area. If you hear the lines
2+, 2 HOST, and 2 STATE, you know that you must include HOST, STATE, or
both. Similar to the * symbol, the + symbol can repeat a particular item if it is
the only item with that dotted decimal number. The + symbol, like the *
symbol, is equivalent to a loopback line in a railroad syntax diagram.
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Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A. or
elsewhere.
IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not give you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
U.S.A
For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or send
inquiries, in writing, to:
Intellectual Property Licensing
Legal and Intellectual Property Law
IBM Japan, Ltd.
19-21, Nihonbashi-Hakozakicho, Chuo-ku
Tokyo 103-8510, Japan
The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law: INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in
certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.
Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.
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IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact:
Site Counsel
IBM Corporation
2455 South Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601-5400
USA
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.
The licensed program described in this information and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement, or any equivalent agreement
between us.
Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.
All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.
If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.
COPYRIGHT LICENSE:
This information might contain sample application programs in source language,
which illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may
copy, modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment
to IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing
application programs conforming to the application programming interface for the
operating platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples
have not been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot
guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The
sample programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall
not be liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
A current list of IBM trademarks is available at Copyright and Trademark
information (http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml).
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